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THESIS SUMMARY
Introduction. Incidence of type I hypersensitivity reactions, also known as allergies, has
increased in the last decades, affecting nearly 30% of the population in developed countries.

This pathology is characterized by an exacerbated immune response against innocuous protein

components called allergens promoting diverse symptoms with different severity degree, from
rhinitis or local eczema to anaphylactic reactions. One of the greatest antigenic loads that
immune system faces comes from food, being the tolerance the common physiological

behaviour. Particularly, allergic reactions to food are of clinical interest due to the great impact

on health and lifestyle, as they affect approximately 10% of the world’s population. Usually food

allergies appear in early life of individuals and, while some are solved during childhood and
adolescence (e.g. egg or milk allergy), others persist during the whole life displaying severe
reactions that compromise patients’ safety.

Plant-derived foods have a great impact on human nutrition, but at the same time they

constitute an important allergenic source. Allergens associated to them are usually very stable

proteins, capable of resist gastrointestinal digestion and interact with the immune system
associated to the gut, inducing systemic reactions. Among them, those belonging to seed storage

protein family have been described as major allergens from several highly consumed foods and
related to severe symptoms such as anaphylaxis. This is the case of 2S albumins, storage

proteins whose structural properties (thermal and enzymatic resistance, among others) may
explain their immunogenic capacity.

However, although they are considered clinically relevant allergens, further studies on how

2S albumin features influence their allergenicity and patients' evolution is needed. There are
still some questions to be answered: what is the correlation between sensitization to these

allergens and the severity of symptoms? Are these proteins implicated in cross-reactivity

between different food sources? How can allergens cross the epithelial barrier and induce an

allergenic response? Can we develop alternative approaches for their early detection in
complex food products?

Objectives. The present work aimed to deepen the knowledge of the role of seed storage

proteins in the development of allergy against plant-derived foods, by studying the 2S albumins
isolated from several tree nuts and seeds from a biochemical and immunological point of view,
apart from their employment as diagnostic and preventive tools.
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Results. In Block 1, the 2S albumins from twelve biological plant-derived sources were isolated
by chromatographic methods and identified by means of mass-spectrometry analysis. Purified
proteins were characterized by electrophoretic (mono- and two-dimensional SDS-PAGE) and

spectroscopic (circular dichroism) approaches, observing that 2S albumins displayed a similar
secondary structure, mainly helicoidal, and resistant to thermal treatment. However, in silico

analysis of primary structures revealed a low percentage of identity and similarity between
them, being greater than 50% only among members belonging to the same phylogenetic family.

The low resemblance in amino acid sequences contrasts with the preserved three-dimensional
structure, obtained with computational predictive tools, consisting of four-five alpha-helices

arranged in a super-helix disposition. It is suspected that linear and conformational epitopes
play different roles in sensitization and cross-reactivity processes.

In Block 2, immunological studies conducted with allergic individuals’ sera permitted to

clarify the correlation between sensitization profiles and symptoms developed by patients,

apart from showing the cross-reactivity potential of seed storage proteins as shown in Articles
I, II, III and IV.

Article I explains the possible cross-reactivity between mustard seed and other plant sources,

non-phylogenetically related as pine nut and sesame seeds, through their 2S albumins. Article
II shows five patients allergic to cashew nut and pistachio who exhibited severe symptoms

including anaphylaxis, and sensitized exclusively to Anacardiaceae 2S albumins, displaying

cross-reactivity only between them. Those findings contrast with data obtained in Articles III
and IV, where the first allergens from pumpkin and flaxseed were described and showed their

cross-reactive potential with other non-related food sources through their seed storage
proteins.

In Block 3, the development of two in vitro models of the intestinal epithelium is shown, using

immortalized cell lines (Caco-2 and HT-29), which allowed the study of the interaction of food
allergens with this barrier and its immunological implications. Sin a 1, major allergen of yellow

mustard seed and widely characterized by our group, was employed as model allergen, showing
that its exposure to IECs induced their activation and secretion of immune mediators that

favours a pro-allergenic response, like IL-33 and CCL20. Further studies with moDCs revealed

that the presence of the IECs induced an immunomodulatory effect on DCs, disrupted by
allergen presence by means of an increased expression of activation markers (CD80/CD86);
however, no differentiation of moDCs into a Th2 profile was observed.
28
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Apart from their use in diagnosis and patient’s phenotype identification, the severity of

symptoms triggered by these proteins, in addition to their structural and immunological
chacarteristics, makes the 2S albumins suitable candidates for the design of detection platforms

in order to improve food labeling, in accordance with European legislation. The development
of new approaches that facilitates the avoidance of the allergenic source is essential for patient’s

management. In Block 4, corresponding to Article V, we described the first electrochemical

immunosensor for the selective and quantitative detection of Sin a 1, being capable of detecting
0.82 ng/mL of protein in a single 1-h incubation step, three orders of magnitude lower than
previous systems developed for the detection of this protein.

Conclusions. By the obtention of well-characterized isolated 2S albumins, together with the

knowledge of structural and immunological characteristics of these proteins, we could
determine their implication in symptoms development and their potential as markers of
sensitization and severity, being very useful tools for food allergy diagnosis. Their structural

and immunological characteristics makes them very attractive candidates for their
employment not only as clinical tools but, also for food allergy disease modelling and the design

of new technologies for their detection in complex food products. In general terms, the present

thesis is a clear example of how basic research in the field of allergy is essential for the
improvement of clinical and technical approaches, in last term patients’ lifestyle.
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RESUMEN DE LA TESIS DOCTORAL
Introducción. La incidencia de las reacciones de hipersensibilidad de tipo I, también conocidas

como alergias, ha aumentado en las últimas décadas, afectando a casi un 30% de la población
en los países desarrollados. Esta patología se caracteriza por una respuesta inmunitaria
exacerbada frente a componentes proteicos inocuos, denominados alérgenos, que promueven

diversos síntomas con diferentes grados de gravedad, desde rinitis o eczemas locales hasta

reacciones anafilácticas. Una de las mayores cargas antigénicas a las que se enfrenta el sistema
inmune proviene de los alimentos, siendo la tolerancia la respuesta fisiológica más común. En

particular, las reacciones alérgicas a los alimentos son de interés clínico debido al gran impacto
en la salud y el estilo de vida de los pacientes, ya que se estima que afectan aproximadamente

al 10% de la población mundial. Por lo general, las alergias alimentarias aparecen en los
primeros años de vida de los individuos y, mientras que algunas se resuelven durante la infancia

y la adolescencia (por ejemplo, la alergia al huevo o a la leche), otras persisten durante toda la
vida presentando reacciones graves que comprometen la seguridad de los pacientes.

Los alimentos de origen vegetal tienen un gran impacto en la nutrición humana, pero al mismo

tiempo constituyen una importante fuente alergénica. Los alérgenos asociados a ellos suelen

ser proteínas muy estables, capaces de resistir la digestión gastrointestinal e interactuar con el
sistema inmunitario asociado al intestino, induciendo reacciones sistémicas. Entre ellos, los

pertenecientes a la familia de las proteínas de almacenamiento de las semillas se han descrito
como los principales alérgenos de varios alimentos muy consumidos y relacionados con

síntomas graves como la anafilaxia. Es el caso de las albúminas 2S, proteínas de
almacenamiento cuyas propiedades estructurales (resistencia térmica y enzimática, entre
otras) podrían dar explicación a su capacidad inmunogénica.

Sin embargo, aunque se consideran alérgenos clínicamente relevantes, es necesario realizar

más estudios sobre cómo las características de las albúminas 2S influyen en su alergenicidad y

en la evolución de los pacientes. Todavía quedan algunas preguntas por responder: ¿Cuál es la

correlación entre la sensibilización a estos alérgenos y la gravedad de los síntomas? ¿Están
estas proteínas implicadas en la reactividad cruzada entre diferentes fuentes de alimentos?

¿Cómo pueden atravesar estos alérgenos la barrera epitelial e inducir una respuesta alergénica?
¿Es posible desarrollar sistemas alternativos para su detección temprana en productos
alimentarios complejos?
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Objetivos. El presente trabajo tuvo como objetivo profundizar en el conocimiento del papel de

las proteínas de almacenamiento de semillas en el desarrollo de alergias a alimentos de origen
vegetal, mediante el estudio de las albúminas 2S aisladas de varios frutos secos y semillas desde

un punto de vista bioquímico e inmunológico, además de su empleo como herramientas
diagnósticas y preventivas.

Resultados. En el Bloque 1, las albúminas 2S de doce fuentes biológicas derivadas de plantas

se aislaron por métodos cromatográficos y se identificaron mediante análisis de espectrometría

de masas. Las proteínas purificadas se caracterizaron mediante aproximaciones

electroforéticas (SDS-PAGE mono y bidimensional) y espectroscópicas (dicroísmo circular),
observando que las albúminas 2S presentaban una estructura secundaria similar,

principalmente helicoidal, y resistente al tratamiento térmico. Sin embargo, el análisis in silico
de las estructuras primarias reveló un bajo porcentaje de identidad y similitud entre ellas,

siendo superior al 50% sólo entre los miembros pertenecientes a la misma familia filogenética.
El bajo parecido en las secuencias de aminoácidos contrasta con la estructura tridimensional

conservada, obtenida con herramientas computacionales de predicción, consistente en cuatro-

cinco alfa-hélices dispuestas en una disposición de superhélice. Se sospecha que los epítopos
lineales y estructurales desempeñan papeles diferentes en los procesos de sensibilización y
reactividad cruzada.

En el Bloque 2, los estudios inmunológicos realizados con sueros de individuos alérgicos

permitieron esclarecer la correlación entre los perfiles de sensibilización y los síntomas
desarrollados por los pacientes, además de mostrar el potencial de reactividad cruzada de las
proteínas de almacenamiento de las semillas, como se muestra en los Artículos I, II, III y IV.

El Artículo I explica la posible reactividad cruzada entre las semillas de mostaza y otras fuentes

vegetales no relacionadas filogenéticamente, como los piñones y el sésamo, a través de sus

albúminas 2S. En el Artículo II se muestran cinco pacientes alérgicos al anacardo y al pistacho
que presentaron síntomas graves, incluida la anafilaxia, y que se sensibilizaron exclusivamente

a las albúminas 2S de las Anacardiáceas, mostrando una reactividad cruzada sólo entre ella.
Esto contrasta con los datos obtenidos en los Artículos III y IV, en los que se han descrito los

primeros alérgenos de las semillas de la calabaza y la linaza, respectivamente, los cuales

mostraron su potencial en procesos de reactividad cruzada con otras fuentes alimentarias no
relacionadas a través de las proteínas de almacén de la semilla.

En el Bloque 3, el desarrollo de dos modelos in vitro del epitelio intestinal, utilizando líneas

celulares inmortalizadas (Caco-2 y HT-29), que permitieron estudiar la interacción de los
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alérgenos alimentarios con esta barrera y sus implicaciones inmunológicas. Sin a 1, el alérgeno
principal de la semilla de mostaza amarilla y ampliamente caracterizado por nuestro grupo, fue
empleado como alérgeno modelo, demostrando que su exposición a las IECs inducía su

activación y la secreción de mediadores inmunológicos que favorecen una respuesta pro-

alergénica, como la IL-33 y el CCL20. Estudios posteriores con moDCs revelaron que la
presencia de las IECs tenía un efecto inmunomodulador en las DCs, interrumpido por la
presencia del alérgeno mediante un aumento de la expresión de marcadores de activación

(CD80/CD86); sin embargo, no se observó una diferenciación de las moDCs hacia un perfil Th2.
Aparte de su uso en el diagnóstico y la identificación del fenotipo del paciente, la gravedad de

los síntomas desencadenados por estas proteínas junto con sus características estructurales e

inmunológicas, hacen de las albúminas 2S unas candidatas idóneas para el diseño de
plataformas de detección con el fin de mejorar el etiquetado de los alimentos, de acuerdo con

la normativa europea. El desarrollo de nuevos enfoques que faciliten la evitación de la fuente

alergénica es esencial para el manejo del paciente. En el Bloque 4, correspondiente al Artículo
V, se describe el primer inmunosensor electroquímico para la detección selectiva y cuantitativa
de Sin a 1, siendo capaz de detectar 0,82 ng/mL de proteína en un solo paso de incubación de 1
hora, tres órdenes de magnitud menos que los sistemas anteriores desarrollados para la
detección de dicho alérgeno.

Conclusiones. Mediante la obtención de proteínas de almacenamiento de semillas aisladas y

bien caracterizadas se podría determinar su implicación en el desarrollo de síntomas y su
potencial como marcadores de sensibilización y severidad, siendo herramientas de gran
utilidad para el diagnóstico de alergias alimentarias. Sus características estructurales e

inmunológicas los convierten en candidatos muy atractivos para su empleo no solo como
herramientas clínicas sino también para el modelado de enfermedades alérgicas alimentarias
y el diseño de nuevas tecnologías para su detección en productos alimenticios complejos. En
términos generales, la presente tesis es un claro ejemplo de cómo la investigación básica en el

campo de la alergia es fundamental para la mejora de los enfoques clínicos y técnicos, y en
último término en el estilo de vida de los pacientes.
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Cucurbita maxima

“For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction”
Third Law of Motion, Sir Isaac Newton

F

rom the beginning of its existence, humanity has modified the surrounding world to
adapt it to its way of living. If we look at the History, the human being has developed

different strategies to obtain resources from nature for its own benefit: energy, a home,

nourishment. Nevertheless, we have not been aware of the consequences of our actions until
relatively recent. As Newton said, there is a reaction for every action, and the reactions to

human activity do not come only from the environment but also from its own body, in order to
reach a new balance and adapt itself to those changes. However, what happens when the body
fails in the attempt to achieve that equilibrium?
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1.

Allergy: a biological and historical point of view.

In 1906, the Austrian paediatrician Clemens von Pirquet observed that children treated with
horse serum or smallpox vaccines developed quicker and more severe reactions against them.

He was the first to describe hypersensitivity phenomena and create the concept of allergy as a
“specifically altered reactivity of the organism” [1]. Nowadays we describe allergy, or
P

P

hypersensitivity, as an exacerbated immunologic reaction against an environmental compound,
called allergen, usually innocuous for most of the population. Those reactions lead to the

development of a wide variety of pathologies and symptoms, some of them being able of

compromising individuals’ lives: from allergic rhinitis or urticaria, to more severe
manifestations like serum sickness, angioedema, asthma or anaphylaxis.

Even today is still unknown the cause of allergy development. Human body is exposed to a

wide range of environmental compounds that is tolerated in physiological conditions. The

origin of that tolerance breakdown is under study, suggesting that genetic factors play an

important role in this process. This predisposition to develop allergy is known as atopy, and

that would explain why some individuals are more prone to suffer hypersensitivity reactions.
Nevertheless, we cannot only blame the genetic of an individual for allergy development but

also environmental factors, which differ according to the geographical area and the habits of

each population. Both genetics and environment interact with each other, leading to the
appearance of several health disorders in which allergy is included [2].

Several sources have been described as allergenic, from pollens to drugs, metals, food

components (natural and synthetic ones), house dust mite, animals, etc. The list is long, and it

seems to be increasing every year. Even if each of them induces the development of different

symptoms, the mechanisms underlying it, are catalogued as hypersensitivity reactions.

It is estimated that nearly 30% of the population from western countries suffer from any kind

of allergy; this prevalence has increased over the last decades, appearing at early stages of life

and most of them persisting during the whole life of individuals [3]. Hypersensitivity reactions
have become an important issue for the people who suffer from them and for the healthcare
system of countries, investing lots of financial and medical resources in order to manage and

prevent them. However, a more accurate diagnosis and treatment are still needed for most of
them since their management consist on preventing the development of the symptoms.
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Early appearance of allergies has been related to a decline of microbial diversity at the

childhood. Exposure to pollutants, changes on alimentary habits and sterile environments have
modified not only pathogenic microorganisms but also the human natural microbiota. This new

“biodiversity hypothesis” derived from the “hygiene hypothesis”, has been suggested as an
explanation for the increment of allergy prevalence, sustained by several epidemiological
studies. They showed up that less exposure to certain microbes in the early life and the

enduring of other infections may have a correlation with the development of asthma or food
allergy [1].

1.1.

Hypersensitivity reactions and their classification.

The human body has to adapt itself to its habitat and so its immune system, whose mission is

the host defence against harmful compounds. Failure of this protection can lead to several
pathologies, including hypersensitivity responses. They are classified according to the

underlying immune mechanisms, leading to different symptoms depending on the antigen
involved [4]:

ᴥ Type I hypersensitivity: also known as immediate hypersensitivity. It is characterized by
U

U

the production and secretion of immunoglobulin (Ig) E by B cells, synthesized after the first

exposure to the allergen. These antibodies bind with high affinity to Fc receptors on effector

cells, as mast cells and basophils, activating them in future exposures to the antigen, and
inducing cytokines release by other cells. Allergic responses to tree and grass pollens, dust
mite, as well as food components are based on this mechanism.

ᴥ Type II hypersensitivity: external compounds can join proteins present on cell surfaces,
U

U

resulting in new antigens recognized by the immune system. This leads to the generation of

IgM or IgG that binds the antigen and activate the complement through FcR-mediated

reactions (cell cytolysis and phagocytosis), and as last resort, destroying the cells containing
the antigen and causing tissue damage. Allergic reactions to some drugs, like penicillin, are
included in this category.

ᴥ Type III hypersensitivity: large amounts of the antigen are recognized by IgM or IgG,
U

U

producing immune circulating complexes with different sizes and stoichiometry. However,
when those complexes are not eliminated fast enough by the innate immune cells, they are

deposited on vessels lumen, attracting, and activating inflammatory cells via the
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complement and the Fc receptor. This category includes serum sickness or arthus reaction
among others.

ᴥ Type IV hypersensitivity: also known as delayed allergy, involves antigen-specific effector
U

U

T lymphocytes. During sensitization phase, CD4+ T cells recognize antigen-MHC complex

from antigen presenting cells like macrophages. CD4+ T cells and macrophages release Th1

response mediators, leading to the activation of CD8+ T cells whose cytotoxic activity, along
with macrophages, destroys target cells. This causes tissue damage, inflammation and cell
death. Allergic reactions included in this category are contact dermatitis against metals, or
chronic allergic rhinitis, etc.

These categories correspond not only to allergic reactions but also to autoimmune diseases,

so even the antigens triggering them are different (environmental one’s vs autoantigens), the
mechanisms underneath these reactions are quite similar.

Allergens elicit immune responses depending on their structural characteristics, the physico-

chemical properties and their abundance. From now on, we will focus on type I
hypersensitivity, since those reactions are the main topic of the present thesis.

1.2. Immune mechanisms underlying type I hypersensitivity

Immediate allergic reactions are based on the production of specific IgE against harmless

compounds present in low doses in the environment to which atopic individuals are exposed.
Mechanisms driving those responses consists of two well characterized phases (Figure 1)[5]:

ᴥ Sensitization phase: in a first contact with the allergen, it crosses the epithelial barriers, the
U

U

first line of defence, and comes inside the body, being recognized by the local immune system

associated to those areas. Epithelial barrier integrity has a key role on this phase [6], thus its
disruption due to pollutants (cigarette smoke, diesel particles) or enzymatic activity of some
allergenic proteases like house dust mite allergen Der p 1 [7], contributes to allergy
development. The exposure to those particles and allergens induces the activation of

epithelial cells, secreting pro-inflammatory mediators (TSLP, IL-25, IL-33) and

chemoattractants (CCL20, CCL22) that polarize the immune response into a Th2 profile.

Several innate immune cells are recruited to the area in which the allergen is located: antigen
presenting cells (APCs), mainly dendritic cells (DCs), as well as innate lymphoid cells (ILCs).
Under the exposure to epithelium-derived mediators, TSLP, IL-25, and IL-33, DCs capture
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the allergen, and afterwards maturate and migrate to peripheral lymphoid nodes where they
will present the processed antigen to naïve CD4+ T cells via the major histocompatibility

complex (MHC) and OX40/OX40L interactions. Differentiated CD4+ T cells migrate then to
mucosal associated lymphoid tissues, secreting cytokines that promote Th2 immune

response polarization like IL-4 and IL-13. In one hand, eosinophils and basophils are
recruited to the area the allergen was captured; on the other, CD4+ T cells interact with B

cells, inducing IgE class switching. Those B cells secrete IgE that would be captured by mast
cells that express the high affinity receptor FcƐRI.

ᴥ Effector phase: a second exposure to the allergen elicits an immunological response since it
U

U

is recognized by IgE attached to effector cells surface (basophils, mast cells), inducing the
cross-linking between receptors. This leads to the activation of several signalling pathways
that end up in the degranulation and secretion of immune mediators by effector cells, causing

the symptoms and syndromes associated to allergy. The number of IgE epitopes, specificity

and affinity of the allergen are crucial in this phase, since they will determine the intensity

of the immune response, and ultimately the symptoms developed [4,5].

Mast cells and basophils release the content of their vesicles into the blood stream:

histamine, tryptase and chymase. Lipid-derived metabolites like arachidonic acid,

leukotrienes and platelet-activating factor, are synthetized de novo. All those components
induce a physiological response: vasodilation, increased vascular permeability, contraction
of smooth muscle, etc.

There is a correlation between the exposure routes and the elicited immune responses.

Aeroallergens usually elicit local symptoms such as allergic rhinitis, eye mucosal irritation, or
asthma, while food allergens are capable of inducing both local (oral pruritus) and systemic

reactions such as urticaria, oral allergic syndrome (OAS), intestinal mucosal hyperaemia,
diarrhoea, and in fatal cases, anaphylaxis [1].

The process described above refers to compounds (foods, pollen, house dust mite) that elicit

the creation of specific IgE against them after exposure, in a type I driven allergy, triggering

severe symptoms. On the other hand, there are compounds that do not have the capacity to

induce specific IgE production but can be recognized by already existing IgEs against other ones

because of their structural similarities on IgE epitope. This is named as cross-reactivity,
commonly with mild clinical manifestations. Further exploration in cross-reactivity concept
and its implications in food allergy will be done in later sections.
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Figure 1. Immune mechanisms of IgE-mediated hypersensitivity. Schematic representation of the

cellular and molecular mechanism explained above. Sensitization phase characterized by the production of
specific IgEs that end up attached on mast cells and basophils surfaces via high affinity receptor FcƐRI.

Effector phase, in another exposure to the antigenic source, IgE recognition of allergens induces the cross-

linking of receptors and, in last instance, the activation of mast cells and basophils, releasing chemical
compounds involved in symptoms development.

1.3. What is food allergy? Adverse immunological reactions against food.
“One man’s food is another man’s poison”. This phrase attributed to roman poet Lucretius (98-

52 b.C), maybe reveals that food allergy was a common healthy problem since antiquity. There
are historical evidences that rare reactions against food were noticed in Greek civilization, thus

Hippocrates (460–370 B.C.) and Galenus (130–210 A.C.) defended that diet has an important

role on “body humors” and, since every individual has their own humors, they need different
dietary requirements. Before the modern concept of “allergy” was created, unexpected

reactions against foods were termed by physicians as “idiosyncrasy”; for example, physician
William Cullen (1710–1790) diagnosed idiosyncratic reactions to crab, honey or egg; Robert
James also described them against drugs. In summary, allergic reactions against foods are
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known since ancient times, but was not until XX century that Clement von Pirquet related this

phenomenon with the immune system. At the beginning of XX century, researchers Prausnitz
and Kustner discovered that some components of serum may be involved in allergic reactions.
In the 60’s, Ishizaka couple identified IgE as that serum component implicated in
hypersensitivity reactions [8,9].

Nowadays, food allergy is defined as “an adverse health effect arising from a specific immune

response that occurs reproducibly on exposure to a given food”, according to the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases from USA. This relation with the immune system is
the key to distinguish food allergy from other pathologies, as food intolerances or aversions, that

can exhibit similar symptoms, even including anaphylaxis. Non-immune adverse reactions to
food includes metabolic disorders like lactose intolerance, gastrointestinal ones like irritable

bowel syndrome or bacterial overgrowth, reactions to some toxins or chemicals present in food.
It is also important to note that, inside the concept of food allergy, it is needed to differentiate

IgE-mediated responses from other immunological reactions, since the primary causes and

associated molecular mechanisms are completely different, and so are their diagnosis and

management [10]. Even if the current work is focussed on type I-mediated food allergies, a brief

explanation of non-IgE-mediated hypersensitivity and even mixed reactions is required for a
proper understanding of their complex diseases and their repercussion, likewise, to realize the
difficulties of proper diagnosis and patients’ management.

ᴥ Non-IgE-mediated food hypersensitivity reactions are characterized by the absence of
U

U

IgE production and delayed responses, from hours to weeks after the ingestion of the
causative food; however, immune mechanisms underlying are not yet well understood. A

wide spectrum of syndromes is included in this group: food protein-induced enterocolitis
(FPIES), food protein-induced protocolitis (FPIP), food-protein enteropathy (FPE), among

others [11].

ᴥ Mixed food allergies, in which both IgE and non-IgE pathways are involved. In these
U

U

reactions, eosinophilic gastrointestinal disorders like eosinophilic oesophagitis (EoE) and
delayed atopic dermatitis due to the action of Th2 cells are included.
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1.4. Diagnosis and management of IgE-mediated food allergy.
As mentioned above, specific strategies for IgE-mediated food allergy diagnosis and treatment
have been developed. In general, allergy diagnosis firstly requires the anamnesis of the patient,

a physical examination and a report of symptoms. Hypersensitivity against food comprehends
a great variety of manifestations, from local oral reactions known as oral allergy syndrome

(OAS), to systemic ones like skin (urticaria, atopic dermatitis), gastrointestinal (diarrhoea,
colonic spams), respiratory disorders (rhinoconjunctivitis and bronchospasm), or life-

threatening anaphylaxis [12].

After that, physicians may decide if they should perform skin or blood tests to find out the

allergenic substance that may trigger the allergic responses. Skin prick tests (SPT) and prick to
prick tests are the most common diagnostic tools used in clinic as they are quicker, cheaper and

less invasive than blood tests. However, they are not enough for a proper diagnosis of food
allergy. On the other hand, in vitro blood test includes immunological approaches whose
objective is the determination of IgE levels against certain antigens. Methodologies like RAST

(Specific IgE radio-allergosorbent test), ImmunoCAP or ELISA are also employed for allergy
diagnosis [13].

A further step in those techniques is the employment of cells to determine the presence of

specific IgE in patients. Basophil activation test (BAT) may be performed less often than the

methods mentioned before because of technical and time limitations. In the last decades, based
on the knowledge of individual allergens and molecular biology techniques, new immunological
approaches have been developed in order to obtain a more accurate and individualized
diagnosis; they are called component resolved diagnosis (CRD) and they can be useful tools to

predict allergy outcome in patients [14]. The main limitation of these approaches is that they

only show sensitization profiles, not real allergy. Nevertheless, they can be useful tools to
correlate patterns of sensitization with symptoms displayed by patients.

The gold standard for food allergy diagnosis are the oral food challenges (OFC), feeding

patients with the suspected allergenic source under medical observation. Some considerations

must be taken into account when performing those tests, since they can compromise patients’

lives. OFC must be used when: 1. Specific IgE test were positive and elimination diet resulted in
resolution of symptoms, so OFC could indicate which foods should be reincorporated in diet. 2.

No significant specific IgE levels were detected in anaphylactic-type reactions. 3.

Symptomatology remains even after food elimination. In all cases, patients must be examined
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carefully upon previous challenges. OFC can be “open” ones with patient ingesting the
suspected food, “single-blind” in which patients takes the food with no knowledge about the

content, or double-blind placebo-controlled oral food challenge (DBPCFC), in which neither
patients nor clinicians know the tested food contains. Symptoms are recorded during
challenges, sometimes requiring the hospitalization of patients [15].

Food allergy management consist mainly in diet restriction, so patients must avoid consuming

those foods. This requires an education of individuals in label reading, cooking, communication

and cross-contamination avoidance. Restriction of some foods like milk, eggs or vegetables,
may have adverse effects in health since they provide essential nutrients, so supplement
compounds are included in allergic patients’ diets.

However, individuals can experience food allergy reactions when unconsciously consume

traces of the allergenic source or because of cross-reactivity processes between similar

allergens. In those cases, a pharmacological treatment is employed. Anaphylactic reactions are

treated with epinephrine, which induces the restructuring of endothelial tight junctions,
promotes the relaxation of constricted bronchial smooth muscle, and stimulates the heart

beating. Antihistamines that block the histamine H1 receptor reduce the urticaria that follows
histamine release from mast cells; in chronic allergic diseases it is extremely important to treat
and prevent the chronic inflammatory tissue injury [16].

Further treatment approaches attempt for patients’ desensitization and restore oral

tolerance: the aim is to shift the antibody response away from the one dominated by IgE toward
one dominated by IgG; the latter can bind to allergens and thus blocks the activating IgE-

mediated effector pathways. Immunotherapies usually consist on application of escalating
doses of allergens, starting with tiny amounts and reaching high concentrations, gradually

diverting the Th2-domined response to one driven by Th1 cells, with the consequent
downregulation of IgE production [17]. Till the date, desensitizing therapy for food allergy is

still under development. Several approaches, including sublingual (SLIT), subcutaneous (SCIT),

epicutaneous (EPIT) or oral (OIT) immunotherapies are currently in clinical trials. Most

recently, the EMA has authorized the biologic drug Palforzia® (Aimmune) for the treatment of
children allergic to peanut. Other way of immunotherapy is the blockage of the immune

response with monoclonal antibodies: omalizumab avoids allergic reactions by binding to IgEs
and preventing its union with FƐRI receptors on effector cells surfaces. This has been used for
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asthma treatment, but recent studies shown that combination of this antibody with OIT as a
promising alternative for food allergy therapy [18].

1.5. Epidemiology of food allergy: prevalence and risk factors

Among allergenic sources, food represents the greatest antigenic load the human immune
system must face, being tolerance the physiological response. Mechanisms that lead to the

development of IgE-mediated food allergy are not accurately elucidated; it is only known that

genetic factors (atopy) and exposure to allergenic sources are key in hypersensitivity reactions.

Therefore, foods that frequently induce allergic reactions are the most consumed and, in

consequence, they vary with age, dietary habits and geographic areas [19]. IgE-mediated

reactions in childhood are related to egg, milk, wheat and soy, sometimes disappearing when

reaching the adulthood, while in adults the allergenic profiles are different: tree nuts, peanut,
shellfish and fish, apparently persisting throughout life [20].

Figure 2. Prevalence of food allergy in general population in the last decade (Modified from Renz et
al., 2018). Hypersensitivity reactions to foods have increased their prevalence in the last 10 years, affecting
to nearly 10% of individuals in some countries. Emergence of new allergenic sources and changes in normal
diet can explain this rising. N.D.: Non-Determined.

It cannot be denied that prevalence of allergic reactions to foods has increased in the last

decades, being estimated that 3-4% of adult population and nearly 5% of children in Western
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countries suffer any kind of food allergy [21] (Figure 2). To understand these facts it is crucial

to bear in mind that, as Tang et al.22 pointed out, we should not confuse between prevalence
and incidence so, even if incidence of food allergy decreased in time, prevalence would still

increase since most cases do not resolve in time, they persist during individuals’ life. Then,

actual increment on food allergy prevalence may be due to the accumulation of cases.

However, with regard to the epidemiology of this pathology, limitations of the clinical

approach make it difficult to determine the actual prevalence not only on a global scale but also
in specific regions. The reason is that not all countries have access to the same diagnostic

methods (skin prick test, IgE levels, double-blind placebo-controlled feeding challenges) or

feeding formulas (protein extracts, whole raw or roasted foods, etc.).

Methodological limitations result in non-comparable studies. The implementation of different

criteria to define and corroborate food allergy leads to a high heterogeneity in data even

obtained within the same population of the study. For example, global meta-analysis carried
out by Prescott et al.23 observed that prevalence calculated from questionnaires of self-

reported food allergy was much higher (reaching a 15% in Western Europe) than that obtained
by gold standard open food challenge (OFC) or the combination of positive specific IgE levels
with clinical history (3.2-3.4%). The conclusion is that most countries do not possess consistent
data about food allergy prevalence, since only few of them performed studies based on the gold

standard or clinics. In 2005, EuroPrevall project [24,25] was founded by European memberstates in order to standardize food allergy diagnosis all over participant countries, include CRD

techniques (ImmunoCAP) as a key element and extend developed methodologies to others
which may need it. From this initiative two recent works showed the epidemiological patterns

not only in European countries [26] but also in Russia, China and India [27]. Both studies were

conducted by following the diagnostic criteria described by EuroPrevall, in children cohorts,
but OFC were not employed by Li et al.27 due to the limitations present in several regions
included in their analysis. Nevertheless, obtained results were similar and comparable to those

from European regions, showing that probable food allergy prevalence in children was 0.8-4%,

and that other parameters like positive SPT or sIgE levels should be considered on their own,

since they show sensitization prevalence, which were higher in all cases compared with clinical
adverse reactions to food.

Apart from lack of consensus in the use of diagnostic methods, other elements should be taken

into account that would explain the difficulties found in epidemiological analyses. There are
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several studies highlighting the possible risk factors that may explain this increment on atopy

and adverse reactions against foods, distinguishing between intrinsic factors (genetics, sex,

ethnicity, age), extrinsic ones (geographic area, environment, pollution, change in dietary
habits) and the interaction between them (epigenetics), as summarized in Figure 3.

Intrinsic factors are the no variable ones, including ethnicity, sex, family history and genetics.

Several studies revealed that food allergy was more prevalent in some ethnic groups,
suggesting that some of them could be a risk factor in order to develop adverse reactions

against certain foods, as seems to happen with peanut sensitization in African ancestry [28].
However, those studies were controversial and discrepant; what they really revealed was that
ethnic minorities suffer an underdiagnosis of food allergies due to their difficulties to access to

healthcare systems from many countries, so more studies in this context need to be done. More
concluding were the studies carried out by Sicherer et al.29, in which was shown that males

were more prone to develop peanut allergy in their childhood more than females, while this
tendency is reversed once they reach the adulthood, when twice as female subjects develop

peanut allergy than male ones; apparently sex is determinant for food allergy expression, since
endocrine factors could be involved.

Genetic factors play a major role in predisposition to allergy development. Polymorphism in

several genes related to the immune response have been associated to food allergy: single

nucleotide polymorphism in CD14 gene is related to atopy; similar was the case of IL-12

receptor β1 gene, a risk factor of food sensitization though breast-feeding. Numerous studies

showed up the association between mutations in filaggrin gene and both development of atopic
dermatitis, and sensitization to food allergens through skin due to epithelial barrier disfunction
[30].

External factors associated with hypersensitivity to foods include geography, changes in diet,

the microbiome, exposure to pollutants and allergens; in conclusion, the environment is

determinant in allergy development, affecting to prevalence and pattern of immunological
reactivity. A study conducted with Jewish children in Israel and UK revealed that peanut allergy
development was more prevalent in the second ones and was related to a later introduction of

peanut in children diet in the UK [31]. Geography determines not only the exposure to foods, but
also to certain allergens. For example, peanut allergic patients in the USA are mostly sensitized
to peanut 2S albumin Ara h 2, while Spanish subjects presented higher specific IgE levels

against the non-specific lipid transfer protein (nsLTP), Ara h 9, what is explained by the
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different peanut formulas consumed in each country [32]. Besides, it is true that the presence of

certain micro and macronutrients in normal diet also plays an important role in

hypersensitivity reactions: ω-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids, non-digestible oligosaccharides
and vitamin D seem to protect from food allergy because products from their metabolism are

involved in barrier integrity and oral tolerance development. Micronutrients input is linked to

gastrointestinal microbiota composition, since the first one could determine the

microorganisms that colonize the gastrointestinal tract, and at the same time those microbes

could metabolize micronutrients in different ways, leading to protection or predisposition to
allergy and atopy diseases [33]. Four major bacterial phyla colonize the intestine from early
stages of fetal development: Actinobacteria, Bacteroides, Firmicutes and Proteobacteria. The

composition and diversity of this microbiota would result on suffering any kind of allergic

disorder; in 2014, Ling et al.34 found that presence of Clostridium sensu stricto in human
intestine was correlated with higher IgE levels. Also studies with murine models revealed that

faecal transference from OVA-sensitized mice to germ-free mice induced food allergy
development in the latter ones [35]. This could be explained for the metabolites those bacteria

release to intestinal lumen and interact with mucosal immune system, regulating its responses.
Other studies revealed that certain bacterial strains metabolize fiber into short chain fatty
acids, involved in development of oral tolerance [34].

The relation between environment and genetics is translated into epigenetic changes in

certain genes involved in atopy and allergy disorders. It has been shown that alteration in

microbiota composition can lead to epigenetic changes in the interferon-gamma gene of naïve

T cells and increase the risk of allergic disease [36]. Also a study from Martino et al.37 in 2014

revealed that food allergic children had dysregulations of DNA methylation at signalling genes
involved in CD4+ T cells early stages of development.

All factors mentioned above affect the individuals from prenatal stages and are key in

susceptibility to food allergy and atopy. In the uterine environment, time, dose and route of

exposure to allergens, as well as breast or formula feeding should be considered even more

important than factors affecting childhood and adulthood. Early changes can be deeper in

forming organs and may determine the specificity of immune responses against certain
compounds [38].
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Figure 3. Factors involved in food allergy development (Modified from Campbell et al., 2015).
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2. Allergen: Vegetable foods as important sources of nutrients
and allergens
2.1. The impact of vegetables in human health
Plant-derived foods are essential for human’s nutrition and its daily consumption is the base of

a healthy and equilibrated diet. Paradoxically, if they are beneficial for most people, for others
its intake can suppose a great risk for their lives, thus plants are not only sources of nutrients
but also allergens.

Among potential allergenic foods, a significant percentage corresponds to those from plants,

highlighting the contribution of tree nuts, spices, seeds and fruits (Figure 4). These aliment are

known for their profits to human health, since they provide a large quantity of beneficial
compounds, some of them not available in animal origin food [39]. Moreover, they are not only
additional components in meals or snacks, but also oils are obtained from them for their use in
food and cosmetic industries.

As mentioned before, vegetable foods are key for human’s sustenance since they contain

numerous micro and macronutrients essential for a proper nutrition. Tree nuts are known for

their high content in multiple lipids (between 20 and 60%): mono and polyunsaturated fatty
acids, essential fatty acids, diglycerides, sphingolipids, phytosterols, etc. They are usually

discarded from diet for their caloric input (around 500-700 kcal/100 g); however, those lipids

have been demonstrated to be beneficial since they decrease cholesterol and LDL levels in

blood and inflammation processes, reducing the risk of cardiovascular diseases development.
Likewise, vegetable foods are important sources of carbohydrates, vitamins (C, E, K), minerals

(Mg, Mn, P, K, Se), antioxidants and polyphenols, that interfere in oxidation processes, and also

fibers, crucial for intestinal microbiota [39].

For their part, plant-food derived proteins represent between 4.5 and 23% of tree nuts and

seeds, constituting relevant compounds for their multiple implications in plants development

and protection. However, apart from their valuable properties like being a source of essential
amino acids, vegetable proteins act as allergens, triggering from mild to severe reactions when
consumed, supposing a great socio-economic impact worldwide.

Allergy to vegetable foods appears in childhood and persist during all life of individuals.

Additionally, the sensitization and development of allergy to other foods is very common.
Prevalence and allergic profiles vary with age, geography and dietary habits; however all agree
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that principal plant foods involved in IgE-mediated reactivity are tree nuts and legumes,

responsible of 70-90% of anaphylactic reactions [40]. Main allergenic sources are peanut,

hazelnut, almond, walnut, Brazil nut, cashew nut, pistachio, pine nut, among others. Likewise
seeds (like soy) and spices (mustard) contribution, although minority, is significant since they
can be hidden sources of allergens and cause severe symptoms.

Figure 4. Principal food allergenic sources and their contribution to IgE-mediated allergic reactions.
Plant derived foods as tree nuts, vegetables, fruits, seeds, cereals and spices represent a significant
contribution to hypersensitivity reactions development when consumed.

The diagnosis and management of hypersensitivity reactions related to those foods is a

complex task because of several reasons, thus estimation of its prevalence becomes a big
challenge. First, definition of tree nut varies from the botanical one to the commonly used,
sometimes including peanut in the statistics when it is not a tree nut but a legume. Second, those

foods are a source of panallergens, highly distributed and conserved in several plant species,
which leads to cross-reactivity processes and related to a wide range of pathologies like pollen-

food or latex-fruit syndromes, complicating its management [40]. Finally, allergic patterns differ
from one geographical area to another, or even within the same population, for the same
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reasons discussed in section 1.4. For example, sensitization and allergy to fruits seems to be
related to Bet v 1 like proteins in north Europe, while in the Mediterranean area is associated
with sensitization to nsLTPs [1].

Taking this into account, there are several studies that approached the prevalence of plant-

derived food allergy, ranking between 0.05% and 7.3% in the general population [41]. In 2008,

a meta-analysis carried out by Zuidmeer et al.42 looked for the prevalence of food allergy to

fruits, vegetables, tree nuts, wheat, soy and seeds, separately. However, most of the studies they

used were based on self-reported diagnosis and not on the gold standard, oral food challenge.
Available data show that prevalence according to self-reported allergy was around 7%, while it
decreased to 4% when oral food challenges were performed. Similar results were obtained by

McWilliams et al.43 when analysing the prevalence of allergy to eight different tree nuts. This

work also showed different patterns of food allergy depending on the studied areas: while

hazelnut was the principal elicitor of tree nut allergy in Europe, in USA was walnut and in UK,

almond. Those data correlated with a higher prevalence of OAS in Europe due to the cross-

reactivity between birch pollen and tree nuts and fruits. Besides, it has been shown that patients
polysensitized to several pollen sources had more risk of developing symptoms when
consuming plant-derived foods [44].

IgE-mediated hypersensitivity reactions against plant foods comprehend a heterogeneous

group of symptoms. Sensitization profiles are associated with the development of determined
symptomatologies: as mentioned before, pollen-food allergy in Europe is characterized by mild
local manifestations englobed in OAS, while genuine sensitization to tree nuts triggers severe
ones like urticaria, diarrhoea or, in the worst situations, anaphylaxis.

Because of this the management of those reactions is complicated, usually involving the

avoidance of all tree nuts and seeds, even if patients are only allergic to one, in order to prevent
cross-contamination or cross-reactivity processes. Most patients have to carry auto-injectable

epinephrine just in case of unconscious consumption of a food that can cause severe symptoms.

Some strategies of immunotherapy have been developed for peanut allergy, showing efficient
desensitization of allergic patients but more studies are required to determine if those
treatments can induce long-term tolerance [45].
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2.2. Plant food allergens and their classification.
“What makes proteins become allergens?” Despite plants high content in proteins, only a few of
them have the capacity of sensitization and trigger IgE-mediated immune responses. The

reasons why only a small proportion of vegetable proteins are able to elicit allergic reactions

remains unknown, but it has been determined that their structural and functional
characteristics may play an important role in this process [46]. For example, Bet v 1 has been

shown to be able to bind phospholipids from cell membranes, being easier transported across
the epithelial barrier; Act d 1, meanwhile, has proteolytic activity capable of destroying tight

junctions between intestinal epithelial cells, what facilitates its interaction with mucosal
immune system. In conclusion, having a biological function is not strictly necessary for a protein
to become an allergen, but it can contribute to its allergenic capacity.

Allergenicity of proteins depends on its primary structure, thus amino acid sequences

influence their physico-chemical properties. Most of the allergens are small soluble proteins
(below 70 kDa), very often glycosylated and stabilized by a network of disulphide bonds. Their
structure, solubility and stability to extreme environmental changes is determined by the

amino acid composition. Secondary and tertiary structures plus post-translational
modifications in protein structure influence its allergenic capacity, incrementing it in some
cases as happens with glycosylation.

Another important factor are epitopes, which may induce the production of specific

immunoglobulins and the activation of effector cells. Two types of epitopes can be
distinguished: linear, also known as sequential; and non-linear, conformational or structural

epitopes. The former are determined by amino acid sequence, while the latter are related to

protein three-dimensional (3D) structure [47].

However, not all epitopes are capable of inducing sensitization or clinical manifestations of

allergy. There are some requirements for those epitopes to induce allergic responses, named as

allergic associated molecular patterns (AAMP). First, they should induce immunoglobulin class
switching to IgEs. This happens when B cells are exposed to repetitions of epitopes, so

oligomerization or aggregation of proteins may help in this process. On the other hand, epitopes
should be able to cross-link IgE receptors present on effector cells surfaces, and this depends
not only on allergen geometry and quantity of epitopes, but also in epitopes affinity for IgEs. It
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has been shown that affinities around 10-11 M are enough to induce the activation of effector

cells and elicit an allergic response [48].

Structural and functional properties of proteins can be modified by the environmental

conditions, also their allergenic capacity. For example, food processing affects peanut allergen

Ara h 1, whose aggregates induced by roasting can elicit a more effective cross-linking of IgE
receptors than those aggregates originated by boiling. Furthermore, pollutants may increment
the expression of some allergens, like PR-10 proteins, affecting their concentration in the

allergenic source [49].

Taking all this into account, it is reasonable that only a small proportion of all proteins from

plants can elicit hypersensitivity reactions, thus only few of them reunite all those

requirements. From all families of proteins described until now, (Pfam database), allergenic
proteins belong to 2% of them. Classification of plant food allergens has varied with time: first
allergens were grouped according to their solubility as described by Osborne in 1886; then a

classification based on proteins function in plants appeared. Nowadays, due to the availability

of protein amino acid sequences and their 3D structures it has been possible to establish their

evolutionary relationships, leading to a new classification widely used [49,50] . According to this
system, plant allergen families are, as summarized in Table 1:

Prolamin superfamily: it contains most of the described plant allergens. Members of this

ᴥ

U

U

family are characterized for their solubility and their compact structure based on four
right-handed α-helices, stabilized by disulphide bounds established by a conserved pattern

of eight Cys. This conserved motive is defined by the formula Cys-(Xaa) n -Cys-(Xaa) n -CysR

R

R

R

Cys-(Xaa) n -Cys-Xaa-Cys-(Xaa) n -Cys, where Xaa is another amino acid different from Cys.
R

R

R

R

These proteins have a great content in proline and glutamine, most of them being a source

of amino acids and nitrogen during seeds germination. Some of them are considered seed

storage proteins, where 2S albumins and wheat prolamin are included. Other prolamins
are also proteins involved in plant protection from pathogens, like nsLTPs and α-amylase
ᴥ

inhibitors.

Cupin superfamily: the name of this group of proteins comes from the Latin word cupa,
U

U

that means barrel. The reason is its highly conserved 3D motif of β-barrel, also known as

cupin domain. This diverse group of allergens, most of them seed storage proteins, present

two consensus sequence motifs: motif 1 G(x) 5 HxH(x) 3,4 E(x) 6 G, and motif 2
R

R

R

R

R

R

G(x) 5 PxG(x) 2 H(x) 3 N, where (x) is any other amino acid residue. They can be distinguished
R

R

R

R

R

R
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in two subgroups of cupins: those with a single cupin motif, the monocupins like germins;

or those that come from the duplication of this motif, named bicupins, which are the vicilins

(7S globulins) and the legumins (11S globulins). The majority of allergenic cupins belong
ᴥ

to vicilins or legumins, characterized by a higher stable structure.

Profilins: described in all eukaryotic cells, they are cytosolic proteins around 14 to 20 kDa
U

U

and are involved in the regulation pathways of actin cytoskeleton by their binding to
secondary compounds. They represent a highly conserved family of panallergens, located
in mostly all the plant allergenic sources, so they are related to cross-reactivity processes

between pollen, vegetable foods and latex. Their tertiary structure is based on seven antiᴥ

parallel β-sheets in the central part, both sides covered by helices.

Bet v 1-like proteins superfamily: known as pathogenesis related (PR) proteins group 10
U

U

or PR-10. Members of this family are involved in plant defence against pathogens or

plagues, with a constitutive expression or inducible by external stress conditions. Their
wide distribution in nature makes them panallergens, since their sequences are highly

conserved (around 40-90% of identity), so they can induce cross-reactivity processes, most
common those related to birch pollen and fruits. However, they are labile proteins with low

resistance to thermal and enzymatic processing, so they do not induce sensitization
through the gastrointestinal track, but the airway mucosa. This explains their correlation

ᴥ

with mild local symptoms (OAS).

Thaumatin-like proteins superfamily: antifungal proteins around 23 kDa, classified as
U

U

pathogenesis related proteins (PR-5), they are characterized by a highly stable and compact

structure maintained by eight disulphide bonds formed between their sixteen cysteine
residues. Some of the members of this family are glycosylated, considered major allergens

in some foods due to the high prevalence of sensitization to them (around 30-90% of

patients).
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Table 1. Classification and principal characteristics of plant food allergens.

Function

Protein
Protein
superfamily subgroup
Vicilins
7S
globulins

Associated
symptoms

Examples

Mild-severe
symptoms

Ara h 1

50-60
(monomers)

Trimers, structure
stability

Mild-severe
symptoms

Ana o 2

25

Monomers,
glycosylated

Sensitization to
carbohydrates

Cit s 1

14

High structure
stability

Prolamins

30-70

Insoluble in water
or saline buffers

Anaphylaxis
induce by
physical
exercise

nsLTP

9

Highly resistant to
proteases

Systemic
symptoms and
cross-reactivity

Bet v 1-like
proteins

PR-10

18

Labile, highly
conserved

Mal d 1

Thaumatin

PR-5

20-25

Resistant to
enzymatic
processing

Pollen-fruit
syndrome (OAS)
Mild-severe
symptoms

Act d 2

Profilins

Plant
profilins

14

Not resistant to
proteases

Mild local
symptoms (OAS)

Cuc m 2

Seed
storage
proteins

Legumins
11S
globulins

Germins

2S
Albumins

Prolamin
superfamily

Other
allergenic
proteins

Characteristics

Hexamers, structure
40-80
stability
(monomers)

Cupin
superfamily

Plant
defence
proteins

Molecular
mass
(kDa)

Systemic
symptoms
(anaphylaxis)

Sin a 1

Wheat
gliadin

Pru p 3
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2.3. Seed storage proteins as allergens. The 2S albumins.
Plant seeds have a great impact in human nutrition and health due to their great content in

proteins. The majority of them belong to the seed storage proteins, essential for germination
and plant development. Those proteins constitute a source of amino acids, nitrogen and carbon
compounds that plants require for growing. They can also be found in other organs in less

proportion used for plants resistance against adverse external conditions.

In general, storage proteins are synthetized at high levels in specific tissues and their

structures contain high proportions of methionine and cysteine, being a great source of sulfur
compounds for the plant. There is a great variability among members of this group, not only

structural but also functional and evolutionary. However, members of angiosperm species
share certain similarity, suggesting they become from a common ancestor [49].

Allergenic seed storage proteins are encompassed in three types of plant proteins, classified

according to Osborne criteria of solubility: prolamins, soluble in alcohol-aqueous solutions (6070% ethanol), with proteins rich in nitrogen. Their stable structures consist on two or more

domains based on the repetition of amino acid sequences with high content in glutamine and
proline. The second group, globulins, present in mono and di-cotyledon plants, are
characterized by their solubility in salt solutions; two kind of proteins can be distinguish in this

category according to their sedimentation coefficients, the 7S globulins (vicilins) and the 11S
globulins (legumins), previously described as part of cupins superfamily [51].

Finally, the 2S albumins, soluble in water, are one of the major groups of seed storage proteins

widely distributed in both mono- and di-cotyledons plants. Their high content of sulphur–rich
amino acids, such as methionine and cysteine, confers them a great nutritional interest. Due to
that, some 2S albumins-encoding genes were transferred by genetic engineering to other plants
in order to increase their nutritional quality. However, it was shown that this gene expression

confers extra allergenic properties to the plant host because of the 2S proteins intrinsic
allergenicity [52]. Some biochemical activities have been attributed to them, like the defence of

plants against fungi [53] and Gram-positive bacteria, or serine protease inhibitors, among
others. However, it has been their role in type I hypersensitivity reactions that has brought
focus to them due to the severe symptoms related to their ingestion.

2S albumins are encoded by multigene families, leading to numerous isoforms even in the

same plant subjected to post-translational modifications like proteolytic digestion or
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glycosylation. They are synthetized in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane as a single

polypeptide chain of 18-21 kDa; this precursor is transported into the ER lumen, where the first

proteolytic processing occurs while intra and inter-chain disulphide bonds are established

between cysteines. Finally, 2S albumins precursors are transported to vacuoles where

proteases remove the pro-peptide at the N-terminal and cleave the protein into two
polypeptide chains, a small one of 3-5 kDa, and a big one around 8-10 kDa [54] (Figure 5).

Figure 5. 2S albumin post-translational modifications and proteolytic processing (Adapted from
Hara-Nishimura et al., 1993). Synthesis of 2S albumins occurs in the endoplasmic reticulum, where

proteases cleave the signal peptide (dotted white) and intra (discontinuous lines) and inter-chain

(continuous lines) disulphide-bonds are established. 2S albumin precursor is carried by dense vesicles to

the vacuoles, where a second proteolytic process removes the pro-peptide (dotted black) and link peptide
between the small (red) and large (green) subunits.

Most of the 2S albumins described present this structure, like those of yellow mustard seed

[55], pumpkin seed [56], cashew nut [57] or flaxseed [58]. However, some exceptions can be
found as Ara h 2, from peanut [59], and sunflower seed [60], consisting on a single

polypeptide chain. Moreover, the presence of multiple proteases and carboxypeptidases in
seeds lead to different isoforms with various lengths in the same plant. As they belong to a

multigenic family, they display low sequence identity and similarity; only the Cys pattern and

surrounding amino acids show a higher conservation degree. On contrary, the greatest
disparity between albumin
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sequences has been detected in a specific region placed in the heavy polypeptide chain, called
hypervariable region, where apparently the main immunogenic epitopes are located. So, in

conclusion, only albumins from vegetable species related phylogenetically show higher
similarity in other regions different from the conserved Cys skeleton, like albumins from the

Brassicaceae family [61]. On the other hand, even if linear epitopes are more relevant in allergy

to 2S albumins, contribution of conformational ones should be considered thus it can explain
the variability between allergic patients [62].

Figure 6. Structure conservation of 2S albumins. Three-dimensional conformation and amino acid
sequences of heavy chains from mustard seed (Sin a 1), Brazil nut (Ber e 1) and peanut (Ara h 6) allergenic

2S albumins. Tertiary structure is highly preserved among albumins from different species; at primary
structure, only the Cys pattern and surrounding sequences appear to be more conserved (brighter yellow
bars indicate an increased level of conservation).

Despite this divergence in the primary structure, it is possible to define the “typical” 2S

albumin 3D motif one, shared for most of the proteins of this family, as shown in Figure 6: a

compact structure based on four to five α-helices and a C-terminal loop, displaying a right-

handed superhelix stabilized by four disulphide bonds, where the hypervariable region is
located between third and fourth helices. Circular dichroism studies corroborate this high

content in α-helical conformations [63]. NMR analysis made it possible to determine the
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structure and to confirm that proteins from several sources share it [64]. Similar conformational

folding has been observed in other cysteine-rich proteins such as nsLTPs and prolamins [65].

Considering all this, it is logic to think that structural properties of 2S albumins own a great

influence in their immunological activity and allergenic character. It has been suggested that

their compact structure and the abundance of disulphide bridges confer them such a stability
to pass through the gastrointestinal tract hardly being altered, and capable of interacting with

the intestinal epithelial cells and the immune system underlaying epithelial barrier. In vitro

studies carried out with Brazil nut and sesame seed albumins suggested that these proteins can
reach the mucosal immune system in an intact form, since they were able to cross the epithelial

monolayer of Caco-2 cells, so that they were thought to be able to sensitize through the
gastrointestinal track and elicit an allergic response [66].

Several studies have demonstrated the high resistance of these proteins to pepsin digestion

in simulated gastric fluid. Under acidic conditions, 2S albumins are stable and retain their 3D

structure; an example is the case of Ara h 2, which showed that disulphide bonds contribute
significantly to its overall structure and stability [67]. Although a limited proteolysis of 2S

allergens was observed, large fragments containing linear IgE-epitope regions remained after
digestion. They concluded that conserved cysteine skeleton and, particularly, the intra-chain

disulphide bond pattern of large subunits, could play a critical role holding the core of protein

structure together, even after extensive proteolysis. Similar results were obtained by Moreno
et al.68 and Koppelman et al.69 in their studies of sesame seed Ses i 1 and peanut albumins,

respectively. Most of those studies shown the in vitro features of those proteins, however little

information is available about how they display in vivo.

In addition, proteins association with cell membranes and food lipid components may alter

their susceptibility to proteolysis. 2S albumins have been demonstrated to bind lipids [70] and
that those ligands seem to be essential for an allergic response development [71]. Some studies

suggested that these proteins could be denatured and bound to surfactants, possibly associated

with the mixed micelles present in the duodenum, further impairing the duodenal digestion, as
shown with sunflower 2S albumin and its strongly interaction with phosphatidylcholine
vesicles, resulting in a protective mechanism against proteolytic digestion [72].

Food matrix effect cannot be forgotten, since it could also enhance the allergenic nature of 2S

albumins by facilitating their transport through the gastrointestinal mucosa or by contributing
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to the activation of immune cells [73]. Recent studies have shown that some purified allergens

alone do not induce IgE response in animal models, indicating that the food matrix should be
considered [74].

Allergenicity of foods can be influenced by their processing. Thermal treatments like roasting

or boiling might lead to the denaturation of these allergens and the disruption of

conformational IgE epitopes, while linear T-cell epitopes may be preserved [75]. Moreover, new

epitopes could appear. However, the allergenicity of the seed storage proteins was hardly

altered after processing. The disulphide bonds of 2S albumins may be crucial for protein

stabilization during thermal treatment by reducing the conformational entropy of their
denatured state. CD measurements revealed that 2S albumins retained most of their secondary

structure after heating at 85-95 ∘C, and only partial but in any way reversible loss of alphahelical structures was detected as shown with yellow mustard seed albumin Sin a 1 [76].

Moreover, there were no appreciable variations on the ability to bind IgEs from sera of allergic
patients. Hazelnut major allergen, Cor a 14, maintained nearly intact its in vitro allergenicity

after thermal and proteolytic treatments, as shown by Pfeifer et al.77. Starkl et al.78 revealed

that thermal treatment of purified Ara h 2, peanut major allergen, lead to an increment of its in

vitro allergenicity and its absorption by intestinal epithelial cells, while in vivo promoted mice

were sensitized without allergic responses. Nevertheless, thermal denaturation carried out in

those studies did not reproduce the industrial food processing. Other authors focused on the
structure stability and allergenicity of 2S albumins after conducting processing treatments,

being peanut the most studied allergen. Guillon et al.79 compared the sensitization capacity of
Ara h 6 when using different cooking methods and they discovered, surprisingly, that high-

molecular weight aggregates of this protein, obtained by frying or roasting, were capable of

sensitizing mice rather than the soluble monomeric protein since peanut matrix may protect
Ara h 6 from thermal denaturation. Similar results were obtained by Beyer et al.80 when
analysing allergens obtained from peanuts submitted to different cooking processes, showing

that dry roasting incremented peanut proteins allergenicity while boiling and frying decreased

this capacity; those authors suggested the implications of chemical modifications, like Maillard
reaction, when peanut proteins are roasted, previously described by Maleki et al.81

2S albumins from a wide variety of plant foods have been reported to bind IgE from allergic

patients' sera, triggering severe symptoms, such as anaphylaxis, when consumed. Although the
basis of such severity is still unknown, structural features like their high resistance to both
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proteolytic attack and food processing, their presence in seeds and their interaction with food
matrix have been suggested as a possible explanation for their allergenic potency and ability to
induce systemic symptoms [67].

Regarding cross-reactivity, even though 2S albumins tertiary structure is highly conserved,

this phenomenon seems to be uncommon in this protein family. Lack of cross-reactivity within

members of this group has been attributed to the low sequence identity, thus immunodominant

IgE epitopes are located in the "hypervariable region” [82]. It seems like in this proteins,
immunogenic epitopes are linear instead of conformational, restricting cross-reactivity

processes to tree nuts and seeds phylogenetically related, as happens with the Brassicaceae

albumins [83]. However, cross-reactivity between non-related albumins has been reported, like

between almond, Brazil nut and peanut [84], hazelnut and walnut [85], or yellow mustard seed
and sunflower seeds [86], suggesting the conservation of common epitopes. For 2S albumin IgE

cross-reactivity the requirements are a sequence identity over 35% or the conservation of six
consecutive amino acid residues of linear epitopes. Nevertheless, we should not forget about T
cell epitopes as those may be relevant for the sensitization processes and the maintenance of
allergic response during time [87].

Allergenic profiles of these proteins are a clear example of geographic variability, as their

consumption is influenced by the dietary habits of different populations. Moreover, some of
these products are used as seasoning masked in processed foods, and often trade labeled not

report their existence, creating serious difficulties in diagnosing allergic inductor. 2S albumins
from different sources have been reported as emerging food allergens and, even if they are not

major allergens from those sources, they can trigger severe symptoms as it happens with
proteins from kiwi seed (Act d 13) [88].
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3. Diagnosis: Designing new tools for food allergy
comprehension and clinical management.
3.1. The importance of isolated proteins in food allergy.
One of the fundamental goals of the research field of molecular allergy is to obtain purified

allergens that may help to understand their structural and immunological characteristics and
their implications in the hypersensitivity development. For many years, several techniques and

methodologies have been designed for the isolation and characterization of allergens from their
natural sources. However, limitations associated to natural proteins have led to the
employment of molecular biology technologies focused on recombinant allergens production.
In this block the obtaining and use of purified allergens in research and food allergy diagnosis

will be discussed.

The most extended tools for allergy diagnosis are the protein extracts of allergenic sources for

in vitro (western blotting, RAST or ImmunoCAP) or in vivo (SPT) assays. However, although

these tests allow identifying the sources to which a patient is sensitized little information about

the proteins implicated and their relevance in hypersensitivity reactions is obtained. The main
limitations of the use of extracts lies in the differences in their components between batches or

providers and in the difficulties for its standardization with respect to allergens they contain.
This affects the results of diagnostic assays making them, in some cases, inconclusive.

Therefore, the identification of potential allergens and their purification may offer an
alternative for the development of new strategies for food allergy management.

The implementation of techniques like HPLC, mass spectrometry, crystallography, circular

dichroism and ELISA has supposed an improvement on isolation and characterization of new

allergenic proteins from their natural sources, including 2S albumins as explained in Section 2

of Introduction. Several proteins belonging to this family have been identified and their

structural and immunological properties examined. Nevertheless, the availability of proteins
obtained from their natural sources exhibits certain inconvenient that must be taken into
account. The proteolytic processing of proteins during the isolation, the polymorphism of

allergens, the limited yield in many cases, together with the low homogeneity degree of
purification procedures, lead to a low reproducibility of the process. It is important to highlight

the requirement to make available large amounts of the natural source to obtain significant

yields of the desired allergen. For all these reasons, new strategies to improve the purification
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of those components are a matter of great interest, in order to reduce time and costs of the
procedures, also to take advantage of the available resources. A great example of this is the
method designed by Hummel et al.89 for the selective isolation of 2S albumins from several

vegetable sources.

Alternatively, the application of recombinant DNA technologies has supposed a substantial

improvement in the field of allergy research. The fast production of large amounts of allergens

has helped in the growth of single protein technologies for the study and the management of

food allergy. However, those “synthetic” proteins must be equivalent to the ones from their
respective natural sources. Because of that, some considerations must be taken into account in
the recombinant production process [90].

Usually, the first step in recombinant production is to have a cDNA library available from the

mRNA isolated from the natural source. The cDNA will be then amplified by PCR using designed

primers for specific allergens; if only a partial sequence of the protein is known, degenerated
primers can be employed although with a lower specificity degree. In this case, the primers will

be designed considering the conserved regions presented in many families of proteins;

however, in the case of 2S albumins, amino acid sequences show a great variability, which
supposes a limitation.

Once the gene is amplified, next step is cloning, expression and purification. This is a crucial

stage because the election of the expression system and vector will depend on the desired
quantity of protein, the post-translational modifications and size of the allergen, purification

options and costs of the procedure. Among all the expression systems available nowadays, the
most employed in allergy research are the bacteria and yeast organisms due to their low cost

while obtaining high quantities of recombinant allergens in short times. Nevertheless, bacterial

systems do not replicate properly some modifications like glycosylation or disulphide bonds,
needed for the correct folding and immunogenicity of allergens. The secretion of the

recombinant allergen to the extracellular yeast medium eases the purification and increase the
protein yield.

In conclusion, several approaches are now available to get isolated allergens, from their

natural source or recombinant ones. The election of methods to employ will depend on future
applications of those proteins, as will be explained below.
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3.2. Applications of purified allergens in food allergy research.
In the last decades, the isolation of allergenic proteins has been one of the principal aims in

molecular allergology research. The availability of purified allergens has allowed the
performance of several experimental studies of their properties for a better comprehension of

their role in hypersensitivity processes and cross-reactivity between allergenic sources. Over
time, there have been numerous applications of those proteins in food allergy research (Figure
7):

ᴥ Identification of new allergens: approaches based on natural proteins mainly consisted on
U

U

the extraction of potential allergens from their biological sources employing
chromatographic methods and further identification via proteomics tools. This procedure
led to the description of several food allergens by our group. As examples, yellow mustard

seed proteins Sin a 1 [63], Sin a 2 [91], Sin a 3 and 4 [92], allergens from kiwi seeds [93] and

more recently, tomato seeds nsLTPs Sola l 6 and Sola l 7 [94]. The application of molecular

biology techniques supposed a significant improvement in the identification of novel

allergenic proteins, like walnut major allergen Jug r 1 [95] hazelnut Cor a 14 [96] and almond
vicilin Pru du 7 [97].

ᴥ 3D structure elucidation and epitope mapping: the determination of tertiary structure by
U

crystallography requires elevated amounts of protein; that is the reason why recombinant
production of allergens has decisively contributed in this field [64,98]. Apart from the 3D

disposition of the proteins, molecular biology approaches have allowed the determination of

important epitopes involved in allergenic reactions [99,100]. Nowadays, the existence of
computational tools based on the similarity of proteins from the same family has allowed the

modelling of allergens and the study of their surfaces, in order to determine where IgE
epitopes in the allergens are located [101] and which is the conservation degree in other

proteins [102].

ᴥ Cross-reactivity processes: considering clinical stories of patients and the availability of
U

U

natural isolated proteins, it has been possible to describe the cross-reactivity between

several allergenic sources. For example, between kiwi seed allergens Act d 12 and Act d 13
and their counterparts in peanut [88], or between olive pollen nsLTP Ole e 7 and its

counterparts from food sources [103]. Together with immunological studies, epitope

mapping and structure determination have helped to analyse of potential cross-reactivity
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between allergens due to those structural similarities as was the case for the yellow mustard
seed allergen Sin a 2 and peanut Ara h 3 [104].

ᴥ Effects of food matrix, processing and digestion in proteins allergenicity: single
E

proteins may help to understand how the processing of foods (thermal treatments and

cooking procedures) and the digestion may affect to their allergenicity. Murtagh et al.105

showed the in vitro stability to enzymatic and thermal treatment of recombinant Ber e 1 and

SFA-8, linking this phenomenon to their possible implication in the development of severe
symptoms when Brazil nut or sunflower seeds are consumed, respectively. Food matrix also

affects proteins processing and immunogenicity thus it can protect allergens from thermal
denaturation or gastric enzymes [106]. For example, peanut heating may lead to the glycation

of Ara h 2, contributing to its IgE recognition by patients’ sera as demonstrated by Gruber et

al.107 Temperature treatments can also induce aggregation of proteins and increment their
allergenicity [79].

There are more applications of isolated proteins that may contribute to the determination

of their role in food allergy development. In Section 4 of Introduction the design of in vitro

cellular models in combination with purified allergens for the study of the allergic
sensitization process will be reviewed. In Section 5 of Introduction it will be discussed the

employment of isolated proteins for the design of detection tools to improve food
products labeling and prevent patients from adverse reactions.

Figure 7. Applications of isolated proteins in research and clinical fields.
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3.3. Purified allergens as a step further to personalized diagnosis of food
allergy.
Due to the complexity of hypersensitivity reactions against foods, the identification of IgE-

mediated reactions has been based on the qualitative and quantitative detection of these

immunoglobulins, allowing to distinguish them from other adverse reactions displaying similar
symptoms. As explained in section 1.4, diagnosis of food allergy starts with a record of the

clinical history of patients, who exhibit certain symptoms related to the pathology. However,

the wide spectrum of symptoms associated to food allergy makes this diagnosis so difficult that
clinicians need objective tools to determine the involvement of IgEs: skin prick test, basophil

activation test, ELISA, Western blot, etc. Once the presence of IgE is confirmed, food challenges
may be performed to confirm the clinical allergy. Nevertheless, the impliying risks of food

challenges together with the limitations of the other diagnostic tests, demonstrate the need of

new strategies, which are more accurate and less dangerous for patients [108]. Here is where

molecular diagnostic approaches come into play.

Lately, the implementation of isolated proteins in the diagnosis of allergy has supposed a great

advance since it has increased the sensitivity and specificity of in vitro and in vivo tests

compared with the initial procedures based on aqueous extracts. As it has been explained

above, total extracts may not contain all the potential allergens present in the natural source,
and their composition varies depending on the extraction procedure employed by each

provider, what means a decrease in the quality of the diagnosis. Then, molecular diagnosis is
becoming an objective and useful tool for clinicians; however, more studies are needed in order
to discover new allergens and their clinical implications.

On the one hand, isolated proteins have replaced total extracts from some of the tests already

used for diagnosis. SPT using suspected specific allergens has shown to be more efficient than

the use of the whole extract, for example in the diagnosis of possible clinical cross-reactivity

between birch pollen and apple through recombinant versions of Bet v 1 and Mal d 1, as
demonstrated by Kollmann et al.109, showing their potential for in vivo testing. In the case of

basophil activation, the exposure to recombinant allergens from peanut exhibited a correlation
with the results of oral challenges, concluding that negative activation of the cells could be
considered an exclusion criteria of food allergy [110].
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On the other hand, the availability of highly purified allergens has led to the development of

new technologies for the detection of specific IgEs in patients’ samples, what is commonly
known as molecular diagnosis or Component-Resolved Diagnosis (CRD) [111]. Nowadays, these

methodologies are on the rise thanks to their low invasiveness (since they involve small
amounts of patients’ sera for the diagnosis), to the quick obtaining of results with clinical

interest and to their great sensitivity and specificity, being part of the so called precision
medicine.

Molecular approaches present several advantages compared with the use of extracts: first,

they allow the utilization of allergens poorly represented in extracts due to their low levels, the

degradation during the extraction process, or their hydrophobicity [112]. Second, it is possible
to correlate sensitization profiles and sIgE levels with the risk of severe reactions against foods,
as it has been demonstrated with yellow mustard seed major allergen Sin a 1 [113], or rCor a 9

and rCor a 14 from hazelnut [114,115]. Moreover, CRD has made it possible to establish some sIgE
values as cut-off for prediction of clinical allergy, avoiding the performance of oral food

challenges. Studies carried out by Nicolaou et al. demonstrated in 2011 the potential value of

sIgE levels against peanut extract, and later the role of Ara h 2 as a reliable marker of severe
reactions [116]. Further investigations revealed that determined levels of sIgE against this

protein may be considered to be enough for diagnosis of peanut allergy, with no need of food
challenges for confirmation [117]; similar observations were obtained with hazelnut

recombinant Cor a 14 [118]. Additionally, CRD may be useful for the elucidation of molecular
patterns involved in cross-reactivity processes and sensitization profiles attending to

geographic areas, due to the availability of a wide panel of allergens [119]. This is helpful in

allergy to plant-derived foods since patients exhibit complex clinical profiles, being very
common in polysensitization and cross-reactivity with other foods or even pollens. Finally,

molecular diagnosis may enable the identification of primary sensitization to certain allergens,
which may not correlate with the clinical manifestations, but it enhances the accuracy of the
diagnosis [120].

CRD involves a wide range of methodologies based on isolated proteins, being the

ImmunoCAP for both total IgEs, or specific IgEs against single allergens the most well-known.
However, they exhibit certain limitations like the need of substantial volumes of patient

samples. Nowadays new approaches are being developed, based in microarrays of proteins
[121], where several allergens can be tested simultaneously while using small amounts of sera.
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We can also find new strategies based on the application of certain parts of the allergens
involved in adverse reactions thanks to the data obtained from epitope mapping [122], giving

promising results.

The usage of isolated proteins, both their natural or their recombinant counterparts, has

driven the expansion of novel analytic methodologies with an increased sensitivity and

specificity, making the personalized diagnostic of patients possible. However, even if some of

those techniques are part of the routine allergy diagnosis, they still present a major restriction:

IgE levels only confirm sensitization, but they could not correlate with clinical manifestations
of food allergy, so oral food challenges are still needed. Additionally, not all the proteins with a
significant clinical impact are available for those technologies. What it cannot be denied is that
the application of those technologies has helped clinicians with the management of adverse

reactions against foods, not only providing of a more accurate diagnosis, but also allowing

potential personalised options of therapies in order to avoid excessive dietary restrictions.
Therefore, further research in this area is still needed so that in the future promising
approaches of CRD could result in a reasonable alternative.
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4. The patient: The role of intestinal epithelial cells and the
mucosal immune system in food allergy reactions.
4.1. The gastrointestinal tract and its associated immune system in oral
tolerance.
From its intake to nutrients absorption in the intestine, food undergoes a highly controlled
processing denominated digestion, in which several types of cells, enzymes and chemical
components interact in order to obtain beneficial molecules, essential for human body
nourishment. This is a one-way process that takes place in four main non overlapping steps, at

physiological temperature and aqueous phase, where there is no option for recycling. Those
sub-processes are oral processing, chemical-enzymatic gastric digestion, intestinal absorption
and fermentation in colon [123,124].

First step, oral processing, consist on cutting and grinding the food to reduce its size. The

multiple glands present in the mouth secrete mucins for alimentary bolus formation, facilitate
its swallowing and protect the epithelial digestive tract. Here there is also a limited enzymatic

activity of salivary amylase starting sugars digestion. Next stage is gastric digestion that takes

place in the stomach where secretion of HCl by specialized cells induces a dramatic reduction
of pH (from neutral, pH 7, to acid, pH 2), so gastric enzymes pepsin and lipase can act over the
bolus and digest lipids and proteins.

Once food reaches the initial part of the small intestine, the duodenum, pH returns to neutral

values thanks to bicarbonate secretion, so pancreatic enzymes finish protein digestion while
lipase and bile acids break and emulsify lipids. Then, processed nutrients are absorbed in the

jejum and the ileum epithelium, representing one of the biggest surface from inner human body
exposed to external environment. Finally, in the large intestine, anaerobic bacterial microbiota

carries out the fermentation of undigested components like fibers and uses their products such

as short-chain fatty acids (SCFA) to obtain energy, while water is absorbed by intestinal
epithelial cells.

Intestinal epithelium is composed by cells that present different functions but work together

to achieve the equilibrium between the external and internal environments (Figure 8). Those

cells are organized in a single monolayer where two specialized structures can be distinguished,
the crypts and the villi. In the crypts, intestinal epithelial stem cell (IESC) niches are formed by
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stromal, hematopoietic and epithelial cells, renews continuously the intestinal surface,
originating the other cellular types that compose this barrier; Paneth cells surrounding this

niche are involved in protection of the stem cells by secreting mucus and antimicrobial
proteins. Differentiated cells are displaced from the crypts to the villi, where epithelial cells co-

exist with enteroendocrine ones, secretory Goblet cells and Microfold (M) cells, involved in
absorption of external compounds [125].

Figure 8. Digestive system and cellular composition of the intestinal epithelium. Intestinal barrier is
divided in two regions: crypts, composed basically by stem and secretory cells (Paneth cells), and villi, where
most of epithelial cells are placed, as well as endocrine and mucus (Goblet) secreting cells. This barrier
maintains the balance between external signals and the resident immune system under the epithelium.

Apart from catching nutrients, handling with a great number of external antigens is another

essential function of the intestinal epithelium. In physiological conditions, the human body does
not react to components from diet. Lack of immune response when exposure to food is known
as oral tolerance, based on a balance between signals from the GUT immune system and lumen
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environment, where the intestinal barrier is the central component to maintain that
equilibrium.

When food components reach the intestinal lumen, they interact with epithelial barrier and

induce the secretion of several epithelial factors like TSLP, TGF-β and retinoic acid. Some of
those alimentary antigens cross to the lamina propria through different routes: 1. Transport

pathways associated to Goblet cells (GAPs) [126]. 2. Transcytosis or paracellular transport
through intestinal epithelial cells [127]. 3. Capture of molecules directly by APCs underlaying
epithelial monolayer, including CD11+ CD103+ DCs (that can even invade the epithelium) and

CX3CR1+ macrophages (MØ). Epithelial factors mentioned before influence DCs differentiation

and migration to mesenteric lymph nodes (mLN), where they present food antigens to naïve

CD4+ T cells, originating diverse sets of tolerogenic regulatory T cells (Treg) [128]. Follicular

Treg cells stay in the lymph nodes promoting anergy and apoptosis of Th2 cells, and activation

and class-switching on B cells. On the other hand, Treg cells expressing α4β7 migrate back to
intestinal lamina propria and regulate local immune responses promoting tolerance via IL-10
and TGF-β. An alternative way of antigen homing occurs through unspecific transcytosis or

receptor mediated transport via M cells located over Peyer’s patches, specialized regions
underlaying the epithelial barrier where specific and local immune responses are developed,
like IgA secretion by plasma B cells [129].

Another role of IECs is the preservation of gut homeostasis by regulating microbial

proliferation in the intestinal lumen and its crosstalk with the local immune system. Epithelial
cells generate two barriers to prevent commensal bacteria overgrowth: physical barrier

through mucus secretion, villi glycocalyx and intercellular junctions; and chemical barrier

based on chemicals and other compounds secreted by IECs in response to their contact with
microorganisms. Human intestinal microbiota is composed basically by two bacterial phyla,

Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes, that intimately interact with epithelial cells through toll-like

receptors (TLR) and activate signalling pathways that drive to liberation of mucins,
antimicrobial peptides, IgA and defensins, among other compounds, limiting microorganism’s

overpopulation [130]. Recently, IECs have been described to mediate between the intestinal
microbiota and local immune signals. Microbial stimulation of IECs, via microbial-associated

molecular patterns or MAMPs, lead to the secretion of determined cytokines for immune cells

recruitment, among them resident DCs, promoting the development of tolerogenic responses
as mentioned above [131].
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It has been demonstrated that certain components from diet affect the equilibrium of the axis

gut microbiota-IECs-immune system. Differences in diets drive to changes in microbiota
composition and, ultimately, the immune responses in the gut. While diets based on animal

products, rich in fats and processed sugars may induce a pro-inflammatory environment, highfibers content Mediterranean diets promote an anti-inflammatory state thanks to compounds

derived from their metabolization by commensal microorganisms [132]. In this case, gut

microbiota releases bacterial factors like polysaccharide A, and metabolites like SCFAs and

vitamin A [133]. These molecules regulate the basal immune reactivity and promote a

tolerogenic profile. Moreover, tryptophan-derived metabolites and vitamin K are involved in

inducing a physiological low-inflammatory state (Th17 response) to avoid dysbiosis, control

microorganisms growth and maintain epithelial integrity [134]. SCFAs also decrease the

intestinal pH and promote mucin secretion by goblet cells for protection against pathogens;
however SCFAs production by microbiota is reduced with the age [135]. Other nutrients have

been suggested to also promote this tolerogenic state, like the non-digestible oligosaccharides
and partially hydrolysed whey protein [136] but routes implicated in this process remain
unknown.

In summary, there are multiple factors that contribute to the maintenance of the tolerance to

food components, from microbiota and epithelial barrier integrity, to dietary compounds itself.
This process is not restricted to the intestinal local immunity. Oral tolerance is a systemic

balance not well understood yet. Most extended hypothesis highlighting the mesenteric lymph
nodes (mLN) as the main organs that promote systemic tolerance as explained before [137,138].

Nevertheless, a second hypothesis suggests that the liver plays a crucial part in this mechanism
[139]. In this case, portal circulation of antigens and their processing in the liver by different cell
subsets, not only conventional APCs like plasmacytoid DCs, but also non-conventional ones like

Kupffer cells, hepatic stellate cells, sinusoidal endothelial cells, or even hepatocytes [140]. It has
been demonstrated that liver inflammation affects oral tolerance induced by Kupffer cells [141];

therefore, it can be said that liver is not only the central organ of metabolism, but it also has a
role in tolerance maintenance.

4.2. Breaking oral tolerance to food components through the gut.
As mentioned above, in physiological conditions, the balance between signals coming from the

external and the internal environment of the gastrointestinal tract is rigorously controlled by

the epithelial barrier, promoting tolerance as the normal response when external non72
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damaging compounds reach the intestinal lumen and are recognized by the local immune
system. However, under certain circumstances this equilibrium is disrupted, leading to
immunological processes like sensitization to food components and development of food

allergy. And, therefore, the epithelial barrier plays a central role in allergy development just as
in maintaining tolerance.

Little is known about the progression of sensitization before the onset of allergic reactions. In

Section 1.2. of Introduction, the process underlaying type I hypersensitivity development was

briefly explained. Focusing on what happens in the gastrointestinal tract, environmental signals
converge in the intestinal epithelium, holding the control of the immune response (Figure 9).

However, the combination of external factors like high-fat content, low-fiber diets, pathogens
infection and antibiotics administration, among others, may alter the intestinal epithelium

integrity, leading to the loos of oral tolerance [142]. These harmful elements are detected by

epithelial cells thanks to the presence of pattern-recognition receptors (PRRs) on their surface:

toll-like receptors (TLRs), C-type lectin receptors and protease-activated receptors (PARs).

Their expression is incremented under certain conditions and promote allergic sensitization;
still, how these motifs activate epithelial cells to develop a Th2 immune response remains to be
determined [143]. Either way, those receptors trigger signalling cascades in epithelial cells,

ending up with the secretion of several factors:

1. To recruit immune cells into the lamina propria, IECs produce chemokines: CCL17 and
U

U

CCL22 attract basophils, also type-2 innate lymphoid cells (ILC2s) in combination with
prostaglandin D2 (PGD2), while CCL11, CCL24 and CCL26 recruit eosinophils and Th2
cells, and CCL20 for DCs. Many of those type-2 innate cells, like DCs may start producing

those chemokines originating a feed-forward loop to amplify the response [144].

2. To activate immune cells and promote their function [145]. In response to mechanical
U

U

stress, epithelial cells produce TSLP, which interacts with its receptor in hematopoietic
cells like basophils, or the DCs, promoting their differentiation (surface expression of
CD40, CD80, CD86 and OX40L) and activation (secretion of CCL17 and CCL22). Although

TSLP activity in food allergy development has been demonstrated to be essential [146],

other factors are involved in this process. IL-25 amplifies Th2 response by activating Th2

cells, some myeloid sub-populations and the expansion of ILC2. Finally, IL-33, described

as central in sensitization [147], activates ILC2s leading to the secretion of IL-13 that
promotes expression of OX40L and migration of DCs to the mLN. Even though the roles of
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those cytokines in sensitization have been described separately, there is no doubt that they

work together to promote Th2 immune responses, constituting a potential therapeutic
target [148]. Apart from those three central cytokines, other epithelial-derived factors

contribute to this process, such as GM-CSF that activates and promotes proliferation and

maturation of APCs.

Under these circumstances, APCs underlaying the epithelial barrier capture the allergens and

differentiate into a Th2-profile, emphasising the role of type 2 DCs due to its intimate relation

with the epithelium [149]. Animal models of food allergy exhibited an increment on CD11c+

CD11b+ MHCII+ DCs population, expressing CD40, CD80, CD86 activation markers, and OX40L

after capturing the allergen. Similar data were observed in human monocyte-derived dendritic
cells (moDCs) when in vitro exposed to the peanut allergen Ara h 1 [150]. Mature type-2 DCs

migrate to draining lymph nodes, where antigen presentation to CD4+ T naïve cells takes place.
The mechanism by which those DCs can promote Th2 responses are not well understood. It
has been demonstrated that affinity of MHCII-TCR is important in this process, as well as
OX40/OX40L interaction [151].

Nevertheless, DCs alone are not enough to activate T cells since they do not secrete the

cytokines necessary for T cell differentiation. Recently, other innate immune cells have been

proposed to complement DCs in inducing type-2 responses. Basophils attracted to lamina
propria also secrete mediators that promote DCs and Th2 differentiation in early stages of
sensitization, also suggested to be alternative antigen presenting cells [152,153]. ILC2s secrete
IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13, promoting a pro-allergenic environment [154]; still their implication in food
allergy remains under study.

Then, the combination of antigen recognition, the interaction of activation molecules (CD40,

CD80, CD86, OX40L) and the presence of specific cytokines (IL-4, IL-5, IL-13) drives naïve T

CD4+ cells to the acquisition of a Th2 phenotype, showing gastrointestinal tropism. Once those
Th2 cells reach the lamina propria, they interact with B cells inducing their activation and

secretion of IgEs. Moreover, by secreting IL-13 they attract effector immune cells like

eosinophils, promoting allergic inflammation in the intestine [155]. Maintenance of the allergic
response in time has been under study, revealing the presence of memory B cells that get

activated after repeated exposures to the allergen, and secrete IgEs [156], that may capture by
cells expressing the FcƐRI on their surfaces, like mast cells and basophils.
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Figure 9. Schematic representation of the sensitization process to food components in the gut.
Disruption of epithelial barrier integrity due to external factors facilitates allergens crossing the intestinal

epithelium and the interaction with the local immune system. Moreover, damages on epithelial cells, in
combination with allergen exposure, leads to enterocytes activation and secretion of pro-allergenic
mediators, like cytokines (TSLP, IL-25, IL-33, GM-CSF) and chemokines (CCL-20, CCL-22 and PGD-2). Those

mediators attract innate immune cells, like innate lymphoid cells class-2 (ILC2) and CD11c+ dendritic cells
(DCs), apart from promoting mast cells accumulation in the lamina propria. DCs capture the allergen and, in
combination with signals from IECs and ILC2s, maturate and migrate to draining mesenteric lymph nodes,

where DCs present the antigen to naïve CD4+ T cells and promote their differentiation into Th2 cells with gut

homing, secreting IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13 together with ILC2 activation. Cytokines produced by the two lymphoid

cells lead to Treg response suppression and the accumulation of mast cells and eosinophils in lamina propria.

On the other hand, Th2 cells promote B cells maturation in Peyer’s patches and class-switching to IgE,

releasing those immunoglobulins that are attached on mast cells and basophils surfaces via FcƐRI.
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4.3. The complex interplay between different factors results in oral
sensitization.
Causes that lead to loss of oral tolerance are not well understood yet, but they all converge in
the impairment of epithelial barrier integrity. Certain properties of allergens may contribute to
this process. For example, kiwi major allergen Act d 1 has an intrinsic protease activity that

disrupts intercellular junctions between epithelial cells, facilitating its penetration into lamina

propria [157]. However, not all allergens possess enzymatic activities; Ara h 1 from peanut is

capable of binding CD209 receptor from DCs [158]. IECs express the TLR4 receptor which

recognises proteins that bind lipids, like 2S albumins or nsLTPs [74,159]. Food processing must

be considered since it alters allergens properties, including their recognition by epithelial cells.
Another factor to take into account is the integrity of the skin barrier. Some studies point out

that sensitization to food components may occur through the skin instead of the gut since

patients with atopic dermatitis were more prone to develop food allergy. Mutations in filaggrin
gene or polymorphism of SPINK5 gene were suggested to promote skin epithelial barrier
disturbance and facilitate the penetration of allergens [160].

The relation microbiota-epithelium is influenced by diet, and it should be considered when

talking about sensitization. Changes in microbiota composition and loss of diversity in early
stages of life due to perinatal exposition to antibiotics, feeding-formulas, mode of delivery,

among others, have been related to an increased risk of food allergy development [161].

Westernized diet rich in animal-derived fats, processed grains, fructose and refined sugars,

promote a pro-inflammatory state by altering commensal microbiota composition [162]. The

intestinal microbiome is an elastic organ since it adapts to external agents like food. It has been

shown that changes in diet induce quick variations in microbiota [163]; studies about faecal
bacteria composition revealed big differences between vegan individuals, following a high-fiber

diet, and those self-described as omnivorous, varying the proportion on Firmicutes and
Proteobacteria phyla [164].

As mentioned before, several factors affect intestinal microbiota composition, and several

bacteria have been related to food allergy development. Some studies were carried out in
animal models to answer this question. Noval Rivas et al.35, observed significant changes on

microbiota of IL-4rF709 transgenic mice sensitized to OVA compared to those non-sensitized,

increasing some Proteobacteria species while decreasing Firmicutes proportion, suggesting
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that sensitization and food allergy in those mice was linked to a specific gut microbiota, as many

other pathologies. Treatment of sensitized transgenic mice with specific Treg restored oral
tolerance and microbiota composition, being more similar to that from non-sensitized wild type

(WT) mice increasing Firmicutes and decreasing Bacteroidetes. Moreover, when transferring

microbiota from sensitized transgenic mice to germ-free WT mice, they developed anaphylaxis

and an incremented IgE response. In other study carried out by Stefka et al.165, treatment of

neonatal mice with antibiotics at the same time than sensitization to peanut led to an increment
on IgE levels and basophils in gut, decreasing oral tolerance to peanut that correlated with
dysbiosis in those animals when compared with controls. However, transference of Clostridia

species to sensitized mice treated with antibiotic protected animals from food allergy
development.

Similar results were obtained when human studies were performed. Infants fed with milk-

formulas rather than breast-feeding showed a higher proportion on Clostridium difficile and

were more prone to develop allergies [166]. Analysis of faecal microbiota revealed that patients
allergic to cow’s milk had significantly more Clostridium coccoides and Atopobium cluster

species than control subjects [167]; Ling et al.34 observed increased levels of Clostridium sensu

stricto and Anaerobacter while decreased Bacteroides in feces of Chinese children with reported

IgE-mediated food allergy.

In summary, IECs are the first line of body defence by detecting potential damages from the

environment, keeping a highly regulated equilibrium between external and internal signals.
However, alterations in the epithelial barrier may induce the secretion of numerous factors in
response to non-dangerous agents that converge in the development of a specific immune
reaction against them, as happens with food allergy.

4.4. In vitro models for the study of the interactions between food allergens,
intestinal epithelium and the immune system.
As previously mentioned, IECs are key components in the modulation of the oral immune
system. A better understanding of how intestinal epithelium interacts with allergens,
promoting oral sensitization, could lead to the design of new therapeutic and preventive

strategies. For this purpose, several cell lines have been established and widely used in the field

of food allergy, mainly for their easy management and relative low cost compared with animal
models [168].
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Intestinal epithelial cells employed in research come from human or porcine cancer cell lines,

allowing the analysis of the integrity and permeability of the intestinal barrier, its polarity and

its interaction with food components and immune cells, among other applications. Three cell
lines stand out for their characteristics and suitability for this kind of studies:

Caco-2 cell line: obtained from human colon adenocarcinoma, they differentiate

ᴥ

U
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spontaneously into polarized epithelial cells in 14-21 days after reaching confluence,

establishing a compact barrier thanks to the tight junctions, among others, between cells.

[169]. Caco-2 exhibit characteristics of cells from the brush border of intestinal villi, they
are absorptive cells that express several intestinal enzymes and transporters in their
apical membrane. Due to tight junctions and an active water/ions transport, there is an

electric resistance between both sides of the barrier correlating with its integrity and
differentiation state, around 500 Ω/cm2 when completely differentiated. They have a

constitutive secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines, remarking TSLP and IL-15.

However, their heterogeneous genetic background leads to the existence of

subpopulations in the same culture, affected by culturing conditions; this makes it difficult

to compare results between laboratories using this cell line [170]. Moreover, proliferation
rate of Caco-2 cells is incremented with the number of culture passages, which leads to

the emergence of multilayers, increasing the barrier transepithelial electric resistance
(TEER) while decreasing its permeability. Despite certain limitations of this model such

as the absence of mucus secretory cells, Caco-2 cultures are widely used for analyzing the

effect of the microbiota and food components on the intestinal barrier integrity [171] and
ᴥ

the transport and toxicity of drugs [172], and the effect of food allergens [173].

HT-29 cell line: from human colon adenocarcinoma, they show an undifferentiated
U

U

phenotype [174]. In the undifferentiated state, these cells are adherent secreting pro-

inflammatory cytokines and growth factors. However, the absence of tight junctions
avoids their polarization and allows that any compound can cross the barrier, and
therefore they are not employed in permeability studies. Unlike Caco-2 cells, they exhibit

a high genomic stability, maintaining their characteristics across passages, so results

obtained with them can be comparable. Under certain conditions, like the exposition to
methotrexate (HT29-MTX), they are capable of differentiating after 15 days of culture,
establishing tight junctions between cells, some of them secreting mucus and growing in
multilayers.
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T84 cell line: epithelial model for protein transport, it was obtained from a pulmonary
U

U

metastasis of a human colon carcinoma [175]. Only under determinate conditions, they

grow in polarized monolayers, with high TEER values due to the presence of tight
junctions.

Despite the advantages of working with those cell lines, they do not recreate the mechanical

microenvironment of the intestine, neither the microbiota that colonizes the lumen; and they
do not represent all the cells present in the epithelial barrier. The use of co-cultures consisting

on a combination of Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells may tackle some of those limitations, since

they represent more cellular types and their permeability is comparable to that exhibited by

the human intestine [176]. New strategies like primary cell cultures of intestinal stem cells or
the development of organoids may replace the existing in vitro models [177].

Concerning to food allergy, those experimental models are important tools to determine how

allergens interact with the intestinal epithelium and cross it. Moreno et al.66 demonstrated the

capacity of sesame seed and Brazil nut 2S albumins to cross epithelial barrier composed by

Caco-2 cells without disrupting it. In other study, Price et al.173 determined the mechanisms by

which Ara h 1 and Ara h 2, major allergens from peanut, crossed the epithelium; similar results
were obtained by Starkl et al.78 when exposing Caco-2 cells to heat processed Ara h 2, showing
genetic changes on epithelial cells after their interaction with the allergen.

Nevertheless, not only the interaction of allergens with the IECs should be studied, but also

their activation and induction of a Th2-type immune response [178]. For that, several co-culture

models have been established, using immune cells from donors (LPMCs or PBMCs from buffy
coats) or commercial cell lines (THP1). Butler et al.179 demonstrated that Caco-2 cells have an

intrinsic immunomodulatory capacity over moDCs obtained from healthy donors, observing a

decreased expression of activation molecules (MHCII, CD80, CD86) but an increment on IL-10,
IL-12 and TGFβ secretion. In 2002, Willemsen et al.180 developed a model of T84 cells co-

cultured with myofibroblast and immune cells, showing the role not only of IECs but also of
mesenchymal cells in the maintenance of barrier integrity and immunomodulation. de Kivit et

al.181 observed that stimulation of TLRs expressed by HT-29 cells drove to the polarization of
the immune response into a Th1 profile. When exposing those co-cultures to allergens, like
peach lipid transfer protein Pru p 3, it has been noticed an increment on TSLP, IL-33 and IL-25

mRNA levels on IECs, apart from increased levels of IL-1b, IL-6, IL-10 and TNFα in the
basolateral compartment where PBMCs from donors were located [182]. However, more studies
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are required in this area to confirm the suitability of those models in the study of the crosstalk
between IECs and immune cells in allergy development.

3D co-culture models are promising approaches to study food allergies since they seek to

mimic the structure and characteristics of the intestinal barrier in vivo. They consist on the

culture of IECs on extracellular matrix (collagen, laminins, etc), with the possibility of adding
immune cells on the other side. Several groups have developed and validated prototypes of
these models for the study of barrier integrity during bacterial infection [183], permeability to

drugs [184] and nutrients [185]. Their suitability for food allergy remains to be determined,
supposing a big step to deepen in the knowledge of sensitization process.
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5. Food safety: new strategies for allergen detection and
prevention of hypersensitivity reactions against foods.
5.1. The need of a proper food labeling to reduce the risk of allergy.
Nowadays, the main treatment of food allergies is based on the avoidance of allergenic sources
by patients. However, dietary restrictions represent numerous difficulties for allergic

individuals since several foods contain important nutritional components whose avoidance
results often harmful for the allergic individual. Moreover, foods often contain traces of

allergenic molecules, triggering severe reactions that may compromise their lives. Because of

this, allergic individuals have to be advised about their dietary habits, avoiding foods that

provoke the hypersensitivity reactions at the same time that including new formulas that may
provide the essential nutrients required. For this purpose, the correct labeling of foodstuff is

critical, not only to know its nutritional value, but also to be warned about the presence of
potential damaging components as hidden allergens [186].

Many countries regulate by laws the proper labeling of food products, being obligated to warn

about possible allergens. Legislation about the indication of allergens varies on each country; it

is based on prevalence studies of certain allergies, and the severity of reactions triggered by
them. However, there are some limitations within international regulation of food labeling due

to the lack of strong prevalence studies. Even so, in 1999, the Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) together with the Codex Alimentarium Commission (CAC) released a list of the eight
principal foods causative of the 90% of adverse reactions, whose labeling was mandatory
[CODEX STAN 1-1985, amended 1999]: milk, eggs, wheat, fish, crustacean shellfish, peanut, soy

and tree nuts. Sulphites are included in this list, but it is not a food but a compound that elicit

severe reactions to some individuals. In 2003, European Union gave its own list [Directive
2003/89/EC, Annex IIIa], where three more foods were included: sesame, mustard and celery.

After a new updating in 2007, lupin and mollusc shellfish joined the definitive list of foods or
compounds whose labeling is obligatory [Directive 2007/68/EC] (Figure 10). European
countries have their own variations of this list, including some foods whose allergic prevalence

is significant in those areas or they may trigger allergic reactions due to cross-reactivity, as
happens with hazelnut and birch pollen [187,188].
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Figure 10. Allergenic sources of mandatory food labelling. Food industry has the obligation to indicate
the possible presence of traces of foods represented above, in order to avoid fatale reactions.

Nevertheless, current food labeling is very generic since not all formulas may induce adverse

reactions or with the same severity as others. A deeper study on minimal eliciting doses is

needed for a proper indication of the risk that the consumption of certain foods may imply [189].

Cross-contamination or accidental presence of allergens in food products can happen.

Furthermore, the presence of those allergens may depend on the food processing. The warning
labeling of possible allergenic sources whose presence is not confirmed in the product (“may

contain”) is becoming more and more common [190]. This may increment the dietary restriction
of patients, making them more difficult to deal with their hypersensitivity. Because of this, the

development of methods that detect the presence of small amounts of allergens in foods is
crucial in the field of food allergy management.

5.2. Current approaches for detecting allergens in foodstuff.
Small quantities of certain allergens can trigger severe hypersensitivity reactions, having a
great impact on population health. Because the main treatment of food allergies consists on the

avoidance of the causative source, the detection and/or quantification of allergens in food
products has become indispensable for allergy prevention.

As it has been discussed in other chapters, the processing of foods may alter the presence of

certain allergens since they can be denaturated or suffer chemical modifications. However,
some others may be resistant to those procedures, as it happens with several plant-derived

food allergens like the seed storage proteins. Small amounts of those proteins are capable of
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eliciting food allergy and cross-reactivity processes, so methodologies for their detection are
highly required in food industry for a proper labeling and protection of patients.

Technologies designed for allergen detection have to overcome some challenges: first their

sensitivity, since allergenic proteins are present in minimal amounts so detection limits should

be around µg/mg of protein per kg of food. Secondly, they have to circumvent the food matrix
effect that may mask the existence of those allergens. In third place, proteins can be modified

during food processing, changing its allergenicity and its possible recognition by detection
methods. Finally, there could be more than one allergen in the sample that should be detected.

Current approaches for food analysis are based on the determination of the presence of

certain proteins or DNAs in foodstuff. The choice of method depends on the food concerned and
its processing [191]. They can be distinguished in two types of strategies, widely employed in

the food industry:

Immunologic methodologies: based in the antibody-antigen interaction due to its high

ᴥ

U

U

specificity, their goal is the qualitative and/or quantitative detection of certain allergenic
proteins present in the sample. Nowadays, several immune technologies are

commercially available, being ELISA-based methods the most employed ones due to their

sensitivity and low limits of detection, being possible to determine the amount of detected
allergen. There can be two methodologies: sandwich ELISA, the most extended one, and
competitive ELISA. Both technologies have been employed for detection of plant-derived

allergens like peanut Ara h 2 [quantitative sandwich ELISA, Neogen], mustard seed [192]
or soya [quantitative competition ELISA, Tepnel BioSystems]. However, even if ELISA

techniques are simple handling, standardization has become a problem since isolated

proteins are required for this. This is one of the reasons why the EuroPrevall project seeks
for the obtaining of an allergen library that could be used as reference for those
ᴥ

methodologies [193].

DNA detection-based methodologies: They are highly specific and sensitive techniques;
U

U

however, they do not detect the allergenic protein but a specific DNA fragment. This can
be affected by food processing, leading to erroneous results. Moreover, they require more

steps for samples collection than immunological methods, since the lysis of cells in order

to obtain the DNA is required. On the other hand, DNA molecules are more stable to

extraction than proteins, and its stability against geographical and seasonal variations

suppose a great advantage versus protein detection. DNA detection mainly consist on PCR
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techniques: real-time PCR [194], requiring special and expensive equipment, and PCR-

ELISA, combining the specificity of DNA-based technologies with the simple and more

economical ELISA assays. Both approaches count with test kits available on the market
for several allergenic foods’ detection, like peanut, hazelnut or soya.

Recently, other technologies have emerged, like ultra-HPLC or mass-spectrometry, as final

confirmation on the identification of food allergens [195,196]. However, they are very expensive
and time-consuming, as they require specialized installations for their proper work. At present,

biosensors are on rise because of their great potential in food safety, since they exhibit a great
sensitivity and selectivity at the same time that reduce expenses, becoming reusable and fast
techniques that can replace the classical methods mentioned before.

5.3. Electrochemical immunosensors as promising tools for allergen
detection.
A biosensor is a device that detects biological information and transforms it into an analytical

useful signal that can be measured. They comprise of two basic components, a receptor that
recognises the biological signal and translates it into an analytical one, and a transducer that

transmits that signal to the recognition domain. The receptor component on biosensors consist

of biological recognition elements like enzymes, antibodies, nucleic acids, natural receptors or
cells, which usually are retained in contact with the transducer element [197]. There are two

main options for the transducer element as well, optic or electrical, and several approaches
have emerged for food analysis by combining the different available receptor and transducer
elements [198]. The use of minimal amounts of sample, their easy handling, the rapid, real-time

detection of analytes and their environment-friendly characteristics make biosensors

appealing tools for detection of allergens in food components. Here approaches in

electrochemical sensors for allergens detection, highlighting those strategies based in the
employment of antibodies as receptor elements will be discussed.

Electrochemical biosensors transform chemical information into quantifiable electrical

signals. Depending on the electrical parameter, there can be found potentiometric,

amperometric (or voltanmetric), conductometric and impedimetric sensors. Amperometric
sensors are the most extended ones since measured conditions are more controlled, they are
based on the transfer of electrons across the sensor-electrolyte interface, the electrodes, being

those measurements directly proportional to the number of compounds that are interacting
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with the receptor element. Electrodes are usually made out of metals, like gold, with high

conductivity. However, the immobilization of the receptor elements directly on electrodes
surfaces may compromise their stability since redox reactions may damage the transductor

components. In order to avoid this issue, receptor molecules are immobilized in nanomaterials
instead, designed to increase the surface of detection at the same time that favour electron
current across them without deteriorating the electrodes. Among nanoparticles employed in
electrochemical sensors, magnetic beads (MBs) are widely used [199]. MBs are non-active

particles by themselves; they need the addition of special groups on their surfaces in order to
capture the target compound, antibodies or DNA in case of allergens.

New approaches on this technology have been recently published, showing promising results.

In case of electrochemical genosensors, they search for the detection of specific DNA sequences

by their hybridation with synthetic oligonucleotides, without involving their amplification by
PCR, reducing the time and costs derived from this technique. Furthermore, the use of MBs in
these technologies increment the hybridation efficiency. One of the approaches designed in this

context consist on sandwich hybridation of DNA, competing with real-time PCR methods for
the detection of allergens [200].

On the other hand, electrochemical immunosensors are characterized by their great

sensitivity and selectivity for the target molecule, the allergen itself [201]. They are based on the

principles of antigen-antibody unions: antibodies consist of two regions, the constant one and

the hypervariable one. In sensors, these components are attached to the MBs by their constant
regions, while their hypervariable surfaces are free for their interaction with the antigen. The
high affinity of the binding (K a ≃1015), their ability to bind even small amounts of antigen, and
R

R

the collection of results in short time periods, make the immunosensors suitable technologies

for allergens detection in the food industry. However, minimal changes on environmental
conditions like pH or temperature may interfere with the Ag-Ab union; additionally, the
appropriate immobilization of Abs on MBs surface is crucial for a correct detection of the

allergens. Several devices have been developed with this strategy in order to quantify certain

damaging components present in food products, like pathogens or other contaminants, among
other functions [202]. Cadkova et al.203 demonstrated the potential of these technologies for

allergenic food proteins detection, and until the date, numerous approaches have been

developed following this line. There can be found immunosensors for peanut allergen Ara h 6
quantification in foodstuff [204]. Ruiz-Valdepeñas Montiel et al. have designed three
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immunosensing platforms (Figure 10) for the determination of milk allergens β-lactoglobulin

[25] and α-lactalbumin [206], and also peanut allergen Ara h 1 [207].

Most of the published strategies are focused on the detection of milk, egg or peanut allergens.

However, other relevant allergenic sources still are not correctly represented, like fish, certain
tree nuts or mustard, making necessary a deeper research in this area in order to develop useful

tools for their proper detection. In Block 5 of Results it will be described and discussed the

development of a platform for the quantitative detection of mustard seed allergen Sin a 1.

Figure 11. Electrochemical immunosensor for food allergens detection (Modified from Ruiz-Valdepeñas
Montiel et al., 2015). Magnetic bead (HOOC-MB) are attracted to the electrode by using a magnet. Antibodies

generated against a specific allergen and attached to MBs surface (anti-Allergen 1) capture the allergen while a
second type of antibodies (anti-Allergen 2), detect them. These antibodies present biotin bonded to their constant
fraction for the chemical redox reaction, translated into a measurable electrical signal.
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General and specific objectives

GENERAL AND SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
The general objective of the present thesis is the identification of molecular patterns associated

with plant-derived food allergy which could indicate a correlation between allergenic proteins
from seeds and tree nuts, highly consumed by the population, and the reactions triggered after

their intake by allergic patients. The role of seed storage proteins in food allergy, in which 2S

albumins and 11S globulins are included, has been studied from a biochemical and
immunological point of view, employing proteomic, immunological and cell biology techniques,
among others.

With the aim to accomplish this general objective, the work presented here has been divided

into four blocks with their corresponding specific objectives:

Block 1: Isolation, identification and structural characterization of new allergenic 2S
albumins from seeds and tree nuts.
ᴥ Isolation of natural seed storage proteins from plant-derived food extracts by means of
chromatographic methods for their further identification by mass-spectrometry analysis.

ᴥ Structural characterization of identified proteins by electrophoretic, spectroscopic and in
silico structural modelling techniques. Correlation between their structural features and
their immunogenic capacity.

Block 2: Immunological characterization of seed storage proteins and their relevance in
IgE-cross-reactivity processes.
ᴥ Immunological assays employing allergic patient’s sera to determine the prevalence of
sensitization and its correlation with the symptomatology displayed.

ᴥ Determination of cross-reactivity processes between different allergenic sources through
their seed storage proteins.

Block 3: In vitro models of the oral sensitization to 2S albumins.
ᴥ Development of in vitro models based on intestinal epithelial cell (IEC) cultures for the study

of 2S albumins capacity to induce oral sensitization, employing yellow mustard seed major
allergen Sin a 1 as model.

ᴥ Determination of the immune response induced by the exposure of IECs to Sin a 1, measuring
the levels of key cytokines/chemokines involved in sensitization response.
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ᴥ Analysis of the epithelial mediators released in combination with the presence of the

allergen to induce the polarization of the immune response by means of activation and
differentiation of dendritic cells obtained from donors.

The results presented in this chapter were obtained during two short stays in 2018 and 2019

at Pharmacology Division of University of Utrecht.

Block 4: New approaches for the quantitative detection of allergens in foods and
processing products. Electrochemical immunosensor for Sin a 1 detection.
ᴥ Development of an electrochemical biosensor for the detection of Sin a 1 traces in complex

food products, using specific monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies obtained against this
allergen.

This block has been carried out in close collaboration with Dra. Susana Campuzano’s group

from Analytic Chemistry Department, Chemistry Faculty of Universidad Complutense de
Madrid.
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1. Isolation and purification of allergenic proteins from vegetable sources
1.1. Materials
1.1.1. Tree nuts and seeds
Several vegetables sources have been used for protein extraction, as it is shown in Table 2,

starting from 5 g of seeds/tree nuts.

Table 2. Plant-derived food extracts employed and their respective concentrations.

Extract

Concentration (mg/mL)

Cashew nut
Pistachio
Almond
Hazelnut
Walnut
Pine nut
Yellow mustard seed
Flaxseed
Sesame seed
Pumpkin seed
Melon seed
Kiwi seed
Peanut

15.7
11.3
10.4
2.5
4.0
2.6
23
2.3
4.0
4.2
10.0
3.8
11.0

1.1.2. Buffers for general use
ᴥ Sodium borate buffer: 0.15M Na 2 [B 4 O 5 (OH) 4 ] · 8H 2 O, pH 8.0, containing 1 mM PMSF,
R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

for saline extraction of proteins from seeds and tree nuts.

ᴥ Phosphate saline buffer (PBS): 8.1 mM Na 2 HPO 4 ,1.5 mM KH 2 PO 4 , pH 7.4, containing
R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

140 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, for saline extraction of proteins from fruit pulp.

ᴥ Pure acetone: C 3 H 6 O, for extracts delipidation (Scharlab).
R

R

R

R

ᴥ Ammonium bicarbonate buffer: 0.2 M, 0.15 M and 20 mM NH 4 HCO 3 , pH 8.0, for
extract resuspension and chromatographic isolation methods.

R

R

R

R

ᴥ Ammonium pyrophosphate buffer: 0.1 M, 50 mM and 3 mM H 16 N 4 O 7 P 2 , pH 9.0.
R

R

R

ᴥ Ultrapure mQ H 2 O, containing 0.1% (v/v) trifluoracetic acid (TFA).
R

R

R

R

R

R

R
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ᴥ Acetonitrile (ACN), containing 0.1% (v/v) TFA.
ᴥ Solutions for Lowry protein assay:

o General solution: 1%(w/v) CuSO 4 , 2% (w/v), NaKC 4 H 4 O 6 , 0.2 M NaOH, 4%
R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

(w/v) Na 2 CO 3 .
R

R

R

R

o Folin-Ciocalteu reagent (MERCK).

o Bicinchoninic acid assay (Pierce Chemical, Rockford, III).

1.1.3. Chromatography materials

ᴥ Size exclusion chromatography

o Sephadex G-50 Medium, G-50 Superfine, G-75 Fine resins (Sigma).

ᴥ Ion-exchange chromatography
o DEAE-Cellulose resin (Sigma).

o SP-Sephadex C-25 resin (Sigma).

ᴥ Reverse Phase-High Performance Liquid Chromatography (RP-HPLC)
o Microbondapack C-18 reverse phase column

o Ultrasphere C-18 reverse phase column

1.1.4. One-dimensional (1D) electrophoresis with SDS (SDS-PAGE) solutions:
ᴥ Polyacrylamide

ᴥ 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.8 or 6.8
ᴥ 10% (w/v) SDS

ᴥ 17% (w/v) APS
ᴥ TEMED

ᴥ Loading buffer: 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8; 2% (w/v) SDS, 10% (w/v) glycerol, 2 mM
EDTA, 0.01% (w/v) bromophenol blue.

ᴥ Running buffer: 25 mM Tris-base pH 8.4, 0.14% (w/v) glycine, 0.1% (w/v) SDS.

ᴥ Staining solutions:
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o 0.25% (w/v) Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250, 45% (v/v) methanol, 9% (v/v)
glacial acetic acid.

o 7.5% (v/v) glacial acetic acid.

1.2. Methods

1.2.1. Protein extraction from tree nuts and seeds
Seeds from fruits (kiwi, melon) were manually pulled apart from the rest of the fruit.

Commercial tree nuts or seeds were crushed under liquid nitrogen until a fine flour was

obtained. 5 g of each powder were used for protein extraction, first by homogenizing in sodium
borate buffer pH 8.0, containing 1 mM PMSF and shaking for one hour at 4 ∘C. The slurry was

centrifuged at 12000 g for 30 min at 4 ∘C filtered and lyophilized. Then, delipidation in cold
acetone was performed. The resulted slurry was centrifuged again at 5500 g for 15 min at 4 ∘C.

This process was repeated twice and finally, organic phase was discarded, and the dried
sediment resuspended in 0.15 M ammonium bicarbonate buffer pH 8.0, stored at -20 ∘C. The
protein concentration was determined by Lowry method [1]. Protein profiles of each extract
were electrophoretically analysed in 17% SDS-PAGE gels.
1.2.2. Protein extraction from fruit pulps

Pulps from fruits were lyophilized separately from seeds. Then, they were crushed under liquid
nitrogen until a fine flour was obtained. Powders were used for protein extraction, first by

homogenizing in PBS pH 7.4, containing 1 mM PMSF and shaking for one hour at room

temperature. The slurry was centrifuged at 20 000 g for 30 min at 4 ∘C and filtered. After this,
supernatants were dialyzed versus distilled water during 48 h in dialysis membranes of 3.5 kDa

pore size. Finally, the dialyzed supernatants were lyophilized and resuspended in 0.15 M

ammonium bicarbonate buffer pH 8.0, stored at -20 ∘C. Lowry method was used for protein
concentration determination. Protein profiles of each extract were analysed electrophoretically
in 17% SDS-PAGE gels.

1.2.3. 1D electrophoresis in the presence of SDS (SDS-PAGE)

Vegetable extracts quality, protein purity and apparent molecular mass were monitored by 1D

SDS-PAGE using Mini-Protean II (Bio-Rad) systems. Concentrating gels contained 4%
polyacrylamide, while separating gels consisted on 15-17% polyacrylamide, depending on
proteins’ molecular masses. Precision Plus Protein
leaders were used as reference.

TM

All Blue (Bio-Rad) molecular mass
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Table 3. SDS-PAGE acrylamide electrophoresis

17%/15% Acrylamide gels
U

Reactive
Ultrapure milliQ H 2 O
R

R

U

Stacking gel

Running gel

95 µL/465 µL

1.375 mL

X

230 µL

U

Acrylamide 20%

3.12 mL/2.75 mL

SDS

55 µL

Tris-HCl pH 8.8
Tris-HCl pH 6.8
APS

TEMED

U

2.1 mL

115 µL
50 µL

262 µL
X

20 µL
80 µL

37.5 µL

Samples were diluted in loading buffer, in presence or absence of 5% (v/v) β-mercaptoethanol

(βME), as reducing agent, and were denatured for 10 min at 90 ∘C. Then samples were loaded

in the gel, and electrophoresis was performed at 25 mA/gel for 35-40 min, until bromophenol
blue reached the limit of the gel. Proteins were detected staining gels with Coomassie Blue
solution and eliminating the staining excess with 7.5% (v/v) glacial acetic acid.

1.2.4. Isolation and purification of seed storage proteins from total protein extracts

Seed storage proteins were firstly isolated by a size exclusion chromatography using a

Sephadex G-50 medium column equilibrated with 0.15 M ammonium bicarbonate pH 8.0 at a

flow rate of 3 mL/min. After SDS-PAGE analysis of the resulted fractions, low molecular-mass

protein (<30 kDa) fractions were pooled together, the same for high molecular-mass proteins

(>30 kDa) fractions, and lyophilized. From this point, different chromatographic steps were
performed depending on the type of protein.

For 2S albumins isolation, excluding the one from yellow mustard seed Sin a 1, lyophilized low

molecular-mass fractions were resuspended in 20 mM ammonium bicarbonate pH 8.0 and

applied in a second step to a High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (RP-HPLC), using a C18 reverse phase column, with an acetonitrile gradient from 0% to 60% at a flow rate of 1.5
mL/min for Ultrasphere column, 3 mL/min for µbondapack column. Obtained fractions were
analysed again by 17% SDS-PAGE electrophoresis.

For yellow mustard seed allergen Sin a 1 purification, an additional size exclusion

chromatographic step was performed using a Sephadex G-50 Superfine column equilibrated
with 0.15 M ammonium bicarbonate pH 8.0 at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. Low molecular-mass
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protein fractions were pooled together after electrophoretic analysis, lyophilized and
resuspended in 10 mL of 3 mM ammonium pyrophosphate for its application in a SP-Sephadex

C-25 ion exchange column, in a 3 to 50 mM sodium pyrophosphate gradient. Fractions
containing Sin a 1 were pooled together for a buffer exchange step by centrifugation in 10 kDa

size pore Amicon 15 mL tubes. Once ammonium pyrophosphate was removed, protein was
lyophilized and stored at -20 ∘C.

11S globulins were isolated from the high molecular-mass fraction by two additional

chromatographic steps: first a size exclusion chromatography in Sephadex G-75 Fine column in

0.15 M ammonium bicarbonate pH 8.0 at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min, followed by an anion
exchange chromatography in DEAE-Cellulose column, in a 20 mM to 0.5 M ammonium
bicarbonate gradient.

Once proteins were isolated, they were resuspended in 20 mM ammonium bicarbonate and

stored at -20 ∘C. Protein concentration was determined by spectrophotometry or by BCA
method for those proteins whose theoretical E was not available.

Figure 12. Ion-exchange chromatography scheme. A communicating vessel system is used to generate the
ionic strength gradient. Eluted samples are collected, increasing the ionic strength of the buffer. with the
time.
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2. Structural and biochemical characterization of proteins
2.1. Materials
2.1.1. Two-dimensional (2D) Electrophoresis
ᴥ ReadyPrep™ 2D starter kit (Bio-Rad), containing:

o Rehydration buffer: 8M urea, 2% (w/v) CHAPS.

o Equilibration buffer I: 6M urea, 2% (w/v) SDS, 0.375 M Tris-base (pH 8.8), 20%
(w/v) glycerol and 2% (w/v) DTT.

o Equilibration buffer II: 6M urea, 2% (w/v) SDS, 0.375 M Tris-base (pH 8.8),
20% (w/v) glycerol, 2% (w/v) DTT and 135 mM iodoacetamide.

o Overlay Agarose: 0.5% (w/v) low melting point agarose in 1x Tris/glycine/SDS
and 0.003% (w/v) bromophenol blue.

o IPG strips (Bio-Rad): pH 3-10 gradient, 7 cm.

2.1.2. Spectroscopy analytical devices

ᴥ 1 cm pathlength quartz cuvette (1.5 mL) (Hellma Analytics), for spectroscopy
analysis at 280 nm.

ᴥ 0.1 cm-pathlength quartz cuvette (200 μL) (Hellma Analytics) for Far-UV circular
dichroism.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. 2D SDS-PAGE
2D SDS-PAGE was performed with purified proteins (10 µg) to analyse their isoelectric points
(pI) and further detection by Coomassie Blue staining.

First dimension was carried out in IPG gel with a preformed pH gradient (3-10). Samples were

diluted in 125 µL rehydration buffer, plus 1.5% (v/v) tributylphosphine (TBP) as reducing
agent and incubated with IPG strips for up to 1 h. When samples were completely absorbed by
the strips, first dimension electrophoresis was performed in Protean IEF (Bio-Rad) system

following the next program: 12 h active rehydration, 20 min at 250 V, 2 h at 4000 V, up to 10000
V, and maintaining at 500 V once the program is done.
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Second dimension was a conventional SDS-PAGE at 17% polyacrylamide. First, IPG strips

were incubated in equilibration buffers I and II for 20 min each, then coupled in 1D SDS-PAGE

gels systems, adding overlay agarose to simulate the concentrating gel. Once agarose was
polymerized, electrophoresis was performed as described in section 1.2.3. Gels were then

stained in Coomassie Blue solution or transferred into nitrocellulose membranes for
immunodetection.

2.2.2. Spectroscopy analysis of proteins. Circular Dichroism (CD) and thermal
denaturation curves

For those proteins whose theoretical molar extinction coefficient was known (ExPASy

ProtParam tool), concentration was determined by absorbance measure at 280 nm in a

Beckman DU-7 spectrophotometer, using 1 cm-pathlength quartz cuvette (1 mL).
Concentration was calculated according to Lambert-Beer equation:

𝑨𝑨 = 𝑪𝑪 ∙ 𝑬𝑬𝟎𝟎.𝟏𝟏% ∙ 𝒍𝒍

Where A is absorbance at 280 nm, C is concentration (mg/mL), E0.1% is the 0.1% solution molar

extinction coefficient at the measured wavelength (mL/mg·cm), and l is the optical pathlength
(cm)

CD studies were performed on a Jasco J-715 spectropolarimeter (Japan Spectroscopic Co.,

Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a CDF-426S Peltier temperature-control system interfaced with a
NESLAB RTE111 water bath. Far-UV CD spectra were recorded at 20 and 85 ∘C in a 0.1 cm-

pathlength quartz cuvette (200 μL) (Hellman) at protein concentrations of 0.2-0.5 μg/μL. All

samples were solved in 20 mM ammonium bicarbonate, pH 8.0. Spectra were recorded at a 50
nm/min, and control buffer baseline was subtracted. Thermal denaturation was monitored by
recording the [θ] 220 (molar ellipticity at a fixed wavelength of 220 nm) while heating or cooling
R

R

at 1 ∘C/min.

The results are expressed as mean residual weight (MRW) molar ellipticity:
[𝜽𝜽]𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴 = 𝜽𝜽 ∙ 𝑴𝑴�𝑪𝑪 ∙ 𝒍𝒍 ∙ 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏

where θ is the observed ellipticity, M is the average molecular weight per residue, C is protein

concentration (mg/mL) and l optical pathlength (cm).
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2.2.3. Mass-spectrometry assays and protein identification
Purified proteins were identified by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI)-Time

of flight (TOF) Mass-Spectrometry, in collaboration with the Proteomics Facility of the
Complutense University and Biology Research Center (CIB) (Madrid, Spain).

For this purpose, 1D SDS-PAGE was performed under sterile conditions. The gel was stained

with colloidal Coomassie Blue and conserved in ultrapure mQ water. Bands of interest were
excised from SDS-PAGE gels to perform peptide mass fingerprinting. Proteins were digested for

8 h at 37 ∘C with trypsin and chymotrypsin. After washing the samples several times by

centrifugation with 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate, peptides were mixed with α-ciano-4-

hidroxiaminic acid in 30% (v/v) acetonitrile. Mass spectrometry analysis was done in a BrukerReflex IV MALDI-TOF equipment (Bruker-Franzer Analytic, Bremen, Germany) and in a mass
spectrometer 4800 Proteomics Analyzer (AB SCIEX), which allow knowing the molecular
masses of proteins, their fingerprint patterns or even peptides de novo sequences.

2.2.4. Molecular characterization of isolated proteins with bio-informatic tools
ᴥ Theoretical protein properties and parameters: identified proteins whose sequence
was known were analysed using ExPASy ProtParam tool in order to obtain theoretical

parameters like molecular mass, pI, amino acid composition or molar extinction
coefficient (https://web.expasy.org/protparam/).
U

U

ᴥ Signal peptide prediction: Signal P 5.0 (ExPASy) online program based on artificial
neuronal networks (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/).

ᴥ Tertiary structure prediction and representation: automatic modelling of proteins
using

Swiss-Model

tool

(ExPASy)

(https://swissmodel.expasy.org/).

based

on

protein

sequence

similarity

ᴥ Sequence alignment: proteins sequences were obtained from NCBI Protein or UniProt
databases.

Sequences

alignment

was

performed

(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/ ).
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3. Immunological characterization of proteins
3.1. Materials
3.1.1. Patients’ sera
Sera from allergic patients were used for immunodetection of potential allergens and their
immunological characterization.

Patients were recruited from Allergy Service of several Spanish hospitals: Hospital Fundación

Jiménez-Díaz, Hospital Clínico San Carlos and Hospital La Princesa from Madrid. Written
informed consent was obtained from all patients. The work was performed accomplishing the

Ethic Guidelines of Complutense University of Madrid. Detailed information regarding the
patients' characteristics is included in each Article of the Results. In general terms, all patients

were diagnosed with food allergy against plant-derived sources based on their medical history,
skin prick test (SPT), and determination of specific IgE levels by ImmunoCAP (ThermoFisher).

They all displayed severe systemic symptoms when consuming the source they were sensitized
to, including anaphylaxis.

3.1.2. Monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies
ᴥ General used polyclonal antibodies:

o Goat anti-rabbit IgG-polyclonal antibody (GAR-HRP) (Bio-Rad), 1:2500 dilution.

o Rabbit anti-mouse IgG-polyclonal antibody (RAM-HRP) (Dako), 1:2000 dilution.

ᴥ General used monoclonal antibodies:

o Mouse anti-human IgE monoclonal antibody (Alk-Abelló), 1:5000 dilution

ᴥ Yellow mustard seed allergens specific antibodies:

o Sin a 1: rabbit IgG-polyclonal antibody (1:10000 dilution) and mouse IgGmonoclonal antibody against 2B3 epitope (GQQGPHVISRIYQTAT) [4] (1:20000
dilution).

o Sin a 2: rabbit IgG-polyclonal antibody (1:10000 dilution).

3.1.3. Immunoblotting assay buffers and materials

ᴥ Staining solution: 0.2% (w/v) Ponceau red, 3% (v/v) acetic acid in mQ water.
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ᴥ Transference buffer: 48 mM Tris-base, 39 mM glycine, 0.0375% (w/v) SDS, 20% (v/v)
methanol.

ᴥ Blocking buffer: PBS-T-SMP, based in 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20 and 3% or 6% (w/v) skim
milk powder solved in PBS.

ᴥ Washing buffer: 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20 solved in PBS.

ᴥ Hybond ECL nitrocellulose membranes (Amersham).

3.1.4. Enzyme Linked Immuno-Assays (ELISA) solutions and materials
ᴥ Blocking buffer: PBS-T-SMP, based in 0.1% or 0.2% (v/v) Tween-20 and 3% or 6%
(w/v) skim milk powder solved in PBS.

ᴥ Washing buffer: 0.5% (v/v) Tween-20 solved in PBS.

ᴥ Detection buffer: 0.006% (w/v) o-phenylenediamine, 0.032% (v/v) H 2 O 2 , 0.1M
phosphate-citrate buffer.

R

R

R

R

ᴥ Stop buffer: 3N sulfuric acid (H 2 SO 4 ).
R

R

R

R

ᴥ High-binding 96-well plate (Costar).

3.2. Methods

3.2.1. Detection of allergenic proteins by Western blotting
Proteins (2 μg/per 0.5 cm lane) and extracts (20-40 μg per 0.5 cm lane) were blotted onto

nitrocellulose membranes (Amersham Biosciences, Barcelona, Spain) after SDS-PAGE.

Immunodetection of proteins were performed, by using individual or an equivolumetric pool
of sera, in both cases diluted 1:5 in 3% skim milk powder (SMP) with 0.1% PBS-Tween (PBST). For the immunoblotting inhibition assays, individual sera or an equivolumetric pool of
patients’ sera were diluted (1:2.5) with 6% SMP in 0.2% PBS-T and were pre-incubated with 5

µg of the isolated proteins or 200 µg of the corresponding extracts, using PBS as negative
control, at room temperature for 2 h.

The binding of human IgE was detected with mouse anti-human IgE monoclonal antibody

(1:5000 diluted) kindly provided by ALK-Abelló (Madrid, Spain), followed by horseradish
peroxidase-labelled polyclonal IgG (1:3000 diluted; Pierce, Rockford, Illinois). The

chemiluminiscent signal was developed by ECL-Western Blotting reagent and detected in a
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luminescent imager analyser LAS3000. Quantitation of the signal was performed in triplicate
using the computer program Multigauge V3.0.
3.2.2. Dot blotting proteins detection

Proteins were blotted into the nitrocellulose membrane directly by using a vacuum-assisted

dot blot apparatus. Blotted samples were solved in 100 ul of 20 mM AB buffer, pH 8.0. Once the

membrane carries the proteins, it has to be incubated in PBS for 10 min for equilibration.
Finally, Western blotting procedure is followed for proteins detection.
3.2.3. Indirect and inhibition ELISAs

Indirect ELISA was performed in 96-well polystyrene plates (Costar) coated with purified

protein (2 μg/mL in PBS pH 7.6, 100 μL/well) and incubated overnight at 4 ∘C. Plates were

washed with PBS-T and blocked with 3% SMP in PBS-T. For ELISA inhibition assay, subject’s
sera were pre-incubated with increasing amounts of purified proteins (0.002-2 µg), using BSA
as negative control, at room temperature for 2 h. The inhibition mixtures or whole sera (diluted
1:5 in 3% SMP in PBS-T) were added to the coated plate and incubated at 37 ∘C for 2 h.

Plates were washed with PBS-T and incubated with mouse anti-human IgE antibody, followed

by HRP-labelled goat anti-mouse IgG antibody, both for 1 h at 37 ∘C, with PBS-T washes after

each incubation. IgE binding was detected using detection buffer (100 μL/well) and the
reaction was stopped with the addition of 3N H 2 SO 4 (100 μL/well), after 20 min when
R

R

R

R

incubation with patients’ sera, after 5-10 min when using polyclonal antibodies. The
absorbance in each well was measured at 492 nm in an iMark Microplate Absorbance Reader

(Bio-Rad) and non-specific binding of antibodies was eliminated by subtracting the absorbance
for control wells containing no antigen from the absorbance for antigen-coated wells. Positive

reactions were considered those absorbance measurements at 492 nm greater than three-fold
the standard deviations above the mean of controls from non-atopic donors.

The percentage of inhibition of IgE binding was calculated according to the following formula:
Inhibition (%) = [1-(OD 492nm with inhibitor/OD 492nm without inhibitor)] x 100
R

R

R

R
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4. Cell culture assays
4.1. Materials
4.1.1. Intestinal Epithelial Cell-lines (IECs). Cell-culture media and materials.
ᴥ Caco-2 (Cancer coli-2) cell line: human intestinal epithelial cells derived from colon

carcinoma. Once they reach confluence, they can spontaneously differentiate to
polarized cells mimicking the microvilli and the luminal side of the intestine and
intracellular tight junctions. they exhibit a high trans-epithelial electrical resistance
(TEER), and they are cultured as adherent monolayer, taking between 14 and 21 days
to their differentiation after confluence.

o Culture medium: Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), high glucose

(Gibco), supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal calf serum (FCS) (Gibco), 1% (v/v) nonessential amino acids (NEAA) (Gibco), 1% (v/v) penicillin/streptavidin, and 2 mM
L-glutamine (L-Gln) (Gibco).

o Epithelial barrier permeability test medium: DMEM, high glucose, no phenolred, supplemented as described for culture medium.

ᴥ HT-29 cell line: human colon adenocarcinoma cells, used for food digestion and
bioavailability research thus they mimic small intestine conditions. Isolated from a

primary tumor of a 44 years old Caucasian female in 1964, initially they were used in

cancer study until their characteristics of mature intestinal cells, such as enterocytes

or mucus producing cells, were discovered. In basal conditions they secret pro-

inflammatory cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF)α, interleukin (IL) 1β and
IL6, among others. They take one week approximately to reach confluence, when

differentiation starts. In their undifferentiated state, HT-29 cells do not express tight
junctions, so TEER cannot be measured.

o Culture medium: McCoy’s 5A Medium modified (Gibco), supplemented with 10%
(v/v) fetal calf serum (Gibco).

4.1.2. Materials and solutions for general use in cell-culture
ᴥ 75 cm2 Sterile Cell culture flask (Costar).

ᴥ TC-Treated Multiple Well Plates (Costar): 48 and 6-flat bottom well plates.
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ᴥ Transwell Permeable Supports Plates (Costar): 12-well plates, 12 mm insert, 0.4
µm polyester membrane, tissue culture treated, polystyrene.

ᴥ U Bottom 96-well FACS Plates (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
ᴥ Sterile PBS (1x) (Gibco), pH 7.4.

ᴥ Subculture solution: 0.05% (v/v) trypsin/EDTA·4Na.

ᴥ NuncTM 15 mL and 50 mL Conical Sterile Polypropylene Centrifuge Tubes
(Thermo Fisher Scientific).

ᴥ Pierce High-Capacity Endotoxin Removal Spin Column (Thermo Fisher Scientific):
0.50 mL, 5 columns, each column contains 25% slurry in 20% ethanol

ᴥ Barrier permeability test: FITC-dextran (3-5 kDa, Sigma-Aldrich).
ᴥ Cell viability test: cell proliferation reagent WST-1 (Roche).

ᴥ Millicell ® ERS-2 Volt-Ohm Meter (Millipore): for transepithelial electrical resistance
measures.

4.1.3. Patients’ buffy coats
Buffy coats from three anonymous donors were collected in collaboration with the University

Medical Centre (UMC) of Utrecht, The Netherlands. Buffy coats were stored at 4 ∘C until their

use for peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) isolation.

4.1.4. Cell culture media and cytokines for in vitro differentiation of human monocytes
into dendritic cells (moDCs)

ᴥ Monocyte cell culture: RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco).
ᴥ Monocyte differentiation into moDC cytokines:

o Lipopolysaccharide (LPS): 100 ng/mL in RPMI medium.

o OX40L mix: 10 ng/mL IFN-y, and 1 µg/mL prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) in RPMI
medium.

4.1.5. Flow-cytometry assay
ᴥ FACS buffer: 1% (w/v) BSA in sterile PBS (1x).
ᴥ Block buffer: 5% (v/v) FCS in FACS buffer.
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ᴥ Extracellular antibody cocktail:

o CD11c: PerCP/eFluor 710 fluorochrome; isotype m IgG1 k. Dilution 1:640.

o OX40L: APC fluorochrome; isotype m IgG1 k. Dilution 1:80.

o HLA-DR: PE fluorochrome; isotype m IgG2b k. Dilution 1:80.
o CD80: FITC fluorochrome; isotype m IgG1 k. Dilution 1:80.

o CD86: PE-Cy7 fluorochrome; isotype m IgG2b k. Dilution 1:640.

o FVD: eFluor 780 fluorochrome. Dilution 1:2000, in PBS (1X). Viability staining.

o Anti-isotype antibody cocktail:

o PerCP eFluor 710 Anti-m IgG1 k, Dilution 1:100.

o APC Anti-m IgG1 k. Dilution 1:100.

o PE Anti-m IgG2b k. Dilution 1:100.

o FITC Anti-m IgG1 k. Dilution 1:100.

o PE-Cy7 Anti-m IgG2b k. Dilution 1:100.

o eBioscience™ IC Fixation Buffer (4X) (Thermo Fisher Scientific): diluted in PBS (1X).

4.1.6. Cytokine detection kits

ᴥ Human CCL20/MIP-3 alpha DuoSet ELISA, 15 plates (R&D systems).

ᴥ Human CCL22/MDC DuoSet ELISA, 15 plates (R&D systems).
ᴥ Human IL-33 DuoSet ELISA, 5 plates (R&D systems).

ᴥ Ready-set-go ® Human IL-8/CXCL8 ELISA kit (Invitrogen)

4.2. Methods

4.2.1. Samples preparation for cell culture studies
Before cell culture tests, 1 mL of yellow mustard seed total extract (23 mg/mL) and 1 mL of
purified Sin a 1 (1 mg/mL) were loaded in Pierce High-Capacity Endotoxin Removal Spin

Columns to remove any LPS trace present in the samples, following manufacturer instructions.
Then, LPS-free protein and extract were lyophilized, also purified Sin a 1 with LPS, and stored
at -20 ∘C.
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After protein isolation, endotoxin levels from each sample were measured in Nutricia

Research facilities from University of Utrecht, since bacterial compounds could induce a pro-

inflammatory environment in cell cultures. Stock solution of LPS at 1 μg/mL was used as
control, exhibiting 1113.617 EU/mL of endotoxin activity. Mustard seed extract sample at 250
μg/mL had 0.403 EU/mL while Sin a 1 sample at 25 μg/mL had less than 0.1 EU/mL; on the
other hand, a sample of Sin a 1 with LPS showed a 14.151 EU/mL of LPS activity.

4.2.2. Study of the interaction of yellow mustard seed allergens with Caco-2 cell cultures

Isolated Sin a 1 and the yellow mustard seed total extract were tested with two intestinal
epithelial cell-lines: the human colon adenocarcinoma cell line HT-29, and the human colon

carcinoma cell line Caco-2. The use of these two cell lines let us compare the impact of their
exposure to the allergen and the extract. To determine the effects of this exposure, viability test

(WST-1), permeability test (FICT dextran), barrier integrity (TEER and tight junction staining)

and cytokine/chemokine secretion (ELISA) were performed.

First experiments were carried out with Caco-2 cell line (Figure 13). Caco-2 cells were

cultured in 75 cm2 sterile flasks (3.5·105 cells/mL) using 10 mL of DMEM medium

supplemented with FCS, NEAA, L-Gln and antibiotics, at 37 ∘C and 10% CO 2 . Once cells reached
R

R

80% confluence (one week approximately), they were transferred to 12-well transwell plates.
For this procedure, DMEM medium was removed and cells were washed with 10 mL of sterile

PBS (1X) for 1 min. Then, 2.5 mL of trypsin/EDTA solution were added, making sure it covered

the whole flask surface, and incubated at 37 ∘C about 5-10 min. Once cells were detached from
flask, 7.5 mL of DMEM were added to stop the reaction, pipetting up and down to resuspend

cells in the medium. Cell concentration was determined by mixing 20 µL of cell suspension with

20 µL of trypan-blue and counting them in Cellometer Auto T4 Bright Field cell counter, using

“HT-29” program. For 12-well transwell seeding, a cell suspension of 3.5·105 cells/mL was
made from trypsinized cell suspension, in a final volume of 7 mL. Then, 500 µL of that
suspension were added on the apical side of each well, previously pre-treated with 100 µL of

DMEM for at least 2 min. Finally, 1.5 mL of DMEM were added to basolateral compartments and
transwell plate was incubated at 37 ∘C and 10% CO 2 for 16 h. Next day, the apical medium was
R

R

removed and replaced with 0.5 mL of fresh medium. This step is done to remove non-adherent
cells and to reduce the risk of multilayer formation. Cell maintenance consisted on medium

changes every 48 h, removing first the basolateral one and then the apical compartment, and
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replacing it with fresh DMEM first in the apical and then the basolateral one. Before every
experiment with both cell lines, medium is changed.

Figure 13. Caco-2 subculture procedure.

After one week, Caco-2 cells seeded in transwell plates reached confluence, and TEER values

were monitored every 48 h. Once cells were differentiated (21 days incubation at 37 ∘C and

10% CO 2 , TEER ≥ 500 Ω·cm2), different quantities of Sin a 1 were added on apical compartment,
R

R

using a well of Caco-2 with no allergen as control, and cells were incubated during 24 h at 37
∘C;

after this period supernatants were collected. Barrier integrity was checked via the 4kDa

FITC dextran permeability test, TEER measurement, cell viability by WST-1 test and the

secretion of cytokines by ELISA, following each manufacturer instructions.

4.2.3. Study of the interaction of yellow mustard seed allergens with HT-29 cell cultures

HT-29 cell line (Figure 14) was cultured in 75 cm2 sterile flasks (3.5·105 cells/mL) using 10 mL
of McCoy’s medium supplemented with FCS at 37 °C and 10% CO 2 .
R

R

For first experiment, once they reached 80% confluence (one week approximately), HT-29

were transferred to 48-flat bottom well plates, seeding only 24 wells, following the same

procedure as Caco-2 cells subculture. Medium refresh was done every 48 h, adding 1 mL/well
of McCoy medium on top of the cells. Once cells were completely confluent, they were exposed
to different concentrations of purified Sin a 1, yellow mustard seed total extract or LPS, using

two wells of HT-29 alone as control, in a final volume of 500 µL, during 24 h at 37 °C and 10%

CO 2 . After that, the supernatants were collected for cytokine detection by ELISA, and a WST-1
R

R

test was performed.
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Figure 14. HT-29 cell line subculture procedure.

Before co-culture with moDCs studies, HT-29 were seeded in a 12-well transwell plate as

described for Caco-2 cells and exposed apically to different concentrations of purified LPS-free
Sin a 1 and yellow mustard seed extract, in a final volume of 500 µL up to 96 h at 37 °C and 10%
CO 2 , collecting 500 µL of basolateral supernatants every 24 h and adding new medium. At 96 h,
R

R

all supernatants were collected for cytokine detection by ELISA, while WST-1 was performed

with HT-29.

4.2.4. Monocyte isolation from patients’ buffy coats. In vitro differentiation into moDCs

Monocyte derived DC were obtained from sera of three anonymous donors. First, PBMCs were

isolated from buffy coats following the next procedure: buffy coats were diluted 1:1 with PBS
(1X) with 2% (v/v) FCS in 50 mL sterile tubes. Then, up to 20 mL of diluted blood samples were
added to each LeucosepTM tubes system (Greiner bio-one) carefully by pipetting. Tubes were

centrifuged 13 min at 1000 g at RT with slow acceleration and slow deceleration; enriched cell
fractions of lymphocytes and PBMCs were harvested by pipetting carefully into 50 mL tubes,

washed with PBS (1X) plus 2% (v/v) FCS and centrifuged 5 min at 1800 rpm at RT; this step

was repeated until supernatants became clear. After this, 5 mL lysis buffer were added to each
tube and incubated for 5 min for erythrocytes lysis; to stop the reaction, 45 mL of PBS(1X) plus

2% (v/v) FCS was added and centrifuged for 5 min at 1200 rpm at RT. Finally, cell pellets were
resuspended in 10 mL cell culture medium (RPMI 1640, 10% (v/v) FCS) and kept on ice; for

cell counting, samples of 25 µL were collected and diluted in 10 mL Isotonic solution (1:400
dilution), then analysed in Coulter counter device.
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Figure 15. PBMCs isolation using LeucosepTM tube systems. After centrifugation, buffy coat from patients

is divided in three fractions according to their density: plasma and platelets, PBMCs and erythrocytes. PBMCs
fraction is collected carefully by pipetting, avoiding red blood cells fraction.

From those PBMCs, monocyte isolation was performed by negative selection with MACS

(monocyte isolation kit II, human, and LS columns, Miltenyi Biotech). For this, cells were first

centrifuged at 300 g for 10 min and supernatants were discarded by pipetting carefully. Then,
pellets were resuspended in 30 µL isolation buffer (PBS (1X), 0.5% (w/v) BSA, 2 mM EDTA) per
107 total cells; 10 µL of FcR Blocking Reagent and Biotin-Antibody cocktail per 107 total cells
were added, mixed gently and incubated for 10 min at 4 ∘C. Then, another 30 µL of isolation

buffer and 20 µL of Anti-Biotin Microbeads per 107 total cells were added, mixed and incubated
15 min at 4 °C. Cells were washed with 1-2 mL of buffer and centrifuged at 300 g for 10 min,
supernatants discarded and cells resuspended in 500 µL of buffer per 108 total cells. Once cells

were labelled to magnetic beads, they were passed through columns placed in QuadroMACS
separator, previously equilibrated with 2 mL isolation buffer. Effluent was collected since
monocyte fraction is not labeled. Then columns were washed three times by adding 3 mL

isolation buffer, collecting the effluent (monocyte enriched fraction). Collected cells were

centrifuged at 300 g for 10 min and resuspended in 2 mL culture medium. Finally, monocytes
were cultured during one week in 6 well plates in RPMI medium in presence of 100 ng/mL IL4 and 60 ng/mL GM-CSF for its differentiation into moDCs, changing medium at days two and
five after isolation.
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4.2.5. Interaction of Sin a 1 with co-culture of HT-29 cell line with moDC in transwell.
Analysis of moDC profiles after exposure to the allergen.
One week before co-culture assay, HT-29 cells were seeded in a 12-well transwell plate as

described in section 5.2.3.

After one week, moDCs were collected from the 6-well plate in sterile tubes (one per donor),

adding cold PBS (1X) to take the attached cells, then they were centrifuged at 300 g, 10 min at

4 °C. Supernatants were discarded and pellets were resuspended in 2 mL of RPMI medium; 25
µL of each cell suspension were taken for cell counting. Then, new moDC suspensions were
prepared from the previous ones in order to add 3.5·105 cells in each basolateral compartment

of the transwell plate, in presence or absence of HT-29. Controls of moDCs from each donor
were seeded in another 12 well plate, in presence of LPS or OX40L mix (INFγ and Prostaglandin

E2). Then Sin a 1 was added in the apical compartment of transwell plate to a final
concentration of 25 μg/mL, and both plates were incubated at 37 °C for 48 h.

After incubation, inserts were removed and both plates the transwell and control, were

centrifuged at 300 g, 10 min at 4 °C; supernatants were collected for cytokine detection by
ELISA, while moDCs were resuspended in 1 mL ice-cold FACS buffer and transferred to 1.5 mL
sterile Eppendorf tubes. On the other hand, inserts with HT-29 cells were submitted to cell
viability WST-1 test.

moDCs were centrifuged again, FACS buffer was changed for 150 μL/well of new one and cells

were added in a 96-well U bottom FACS plate, working on ice as much as possible. Then, FACS
plate with moDCs was centrifuged at 14200 rpm, 5 min at 4 °C, supernatant was discarded and

150 μL/well of ice-cold PBS (1X) were added for cell resuspension; then another centrifugation

step was performed and 100 μL/well of FVD viability staining were added, incubating it on ice

in darkness for 30 min. Then, FVD was removed by centrifugation and cells were resuspended
in 150 μL/well of Blocking buffer; after spinning down again, cells were washed with 150

μL/well of FACS buffer, spin down and resuspended in 50 μL/well Extracellular Antibody
Cocktail, incubating the cells 30 min on ice in the dark. Finally, cells were centrifuged to discard

antibody cocktail and washed twice with 150 μL/well of FACS buffer; then, cells were fixated

by adding 100 μL/well of IC fixation buffer and stored at 4 °C for 16 h. After that, analysis of
moDCs phenotypes after exposure to the HT-29 and/or Sin a 1 was conducted by flow

cytometry, calibrating with ultra comp beads FSC 430/SSC 430 for each fluorochrome
employed.
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Figure 16. moDC/HT-29 co-culture experiment scheme. (A) HT-29 and moDCs seeding and incubation

with or without Sin a 1 (25 μg/mL) apically. (B) moDCs control for co-culture experiment. CRTL: control; N.S:
non-stimulated moDCs.
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5. Analytic techniques: designing an immunosensor for detection of mustard
allergens presence in meals.
5.1. Materials
5.1.1. Reagents, solutions and devices of general use
ᴥ Reagents:

All the reagents used were of the highest available grade.

o Sodium di-hydrogen phosphate, di-sodium hydrogen phosphate [Scharlab].
o Tris-HC, NaCl and KCl [Scharlab]

o MES (2-(N-Morpholino)-ethanesulfonic) [Gerbu]

o EDC (N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcarbodiimide) [Fluorochem]
o Sulfo-NHS (N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide) [Fluorochem]

o Carboxylic acid-modified MBs (HOOC-MBs, 2.7 µm Ø, 10 mg mL−1, Dynabeads® M270 Carboxylic Acid, Cat. No: 14305D) [Dynal Biotech ASA]

o EDC (N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcarbodiimide) [Fluorochem]
o Sulfo-NHS (N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide) [Fluorochem]
o Ethanolamine [Sigma-Aldrich]

o Hydroquinone (HQ) [Sigma-Aldrich]

o Hydrogen peroxide (30%, w/v) [Sigma-Aldrich]

ᴥ Buffers of general use:

All buffer solutions were prepared with Millipore Milli-Q purification water system (18.2 MΩ
cm):

o Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) consisting of 0.01 M phosphate [Scharlab] buffer
solution containing 137 mM NaCl and 2.7 mM KCl, pH 7.5

o 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 6.0
o 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 8.0

o 0.025 M MES (2-(N-Morpholino)-ethanesulfonic) acid buffer, pH 5.0
o 0.1 M Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.2
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o HOOC-MBs Activation and blocking buffers: EDC (N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-

ethylcarbodiimide)/sulfo-NHS (N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide) mixture solution (50

mg mL−1 each in MES buffer, pH 5.0) and a 1 M ethanolamine solution (prepared in
0.1 M phosphate buffer solution, pH 8.0), respectively.

o ELISA solutions: substrate (3,3′,5,5′-Tetramethylbenzidine, TMB/H 2 O 2 ) and stop
R

R

R

R

(H 2 SO 4 2 N) solutions.
R

R

R

R

o Commercial casein blocking solution (a ready-to-use, PBS solution of 1% w/v
purified casein) (Thermo Scientific).

ᴥ Devices:

o Thermomixer MT100 constant temperature incubator shaker (Universal
Labortechnik) and a Bunsen AGT-9 Vortex were used.

o Magnetic separation for MBs incubation/washing processes was made using a Dynal
MPC-S magnetic particle concentrator (product No. 120.20, Dynal Biotech ASA).

o Screen-printed carbon electrodes (SPCEs, DRP-110), consisting of a 4-mm diameter
carbon working electrode, a carbon counter electrode and an Ag pseudo-reference
electrode were acquired from DropSens, S.L.

o Home-made polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) casing with an encapsulated
neodymium magnet (AIMAN GZ) embedded, for capturing of the modified-MBs onto
the working electrode (WE) surface of the SPCE.

o CHI812B potentiostat (CH Instruments) controlled by CHI812B software for the
amperometric measurements, carried out at room temperature.

o Magellan V 7.1 (TECAN) ELISA plate reader.

5.1.2. Antibodies

ᴥ Antibodies anti-Sin a 1: IgG1 mouse-monoclonal (mAb) and rabbit-polyclonal (pAb) Sin

a 1 specific antibodies were obtained in collaboration with the Hospital Clínico de
Madrid (Spain).

ᴥ Secondary antibodies: HRP-labeled goat anti-mouse IgG Fc or IgG1 (Abcam, ab97265
and ab97240, respectively) and HRP-anti-rabbit IgG (BioRad, 170-6515).
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5.1.3. Tree nuts, peanut, seeds and sauces for extracts. Isolation of Sin a 1.
Tree nuts (cashew nut and pine nut), peanut and seeds (yellow mustard seed and rapeseed)
employed for the obtaining of their protein extracts were mentioned in table 2. Commercial
mustard and ketchup sauces [Heinz] were supplied by local supermarkets.

Sin a 1, major allergen from yellow mustard seed, was isolated and purified from its respective

extract as mentioned in section 1.2.4. For the analysis, it was diluted in sterile PBS solution, pH
7.5.

5.2. Methods
5.2.1. Protein extraction from tree nuts, seeds and sauces for Sin a 1 detection

Protein extracts from mentioned tree nuts and seeds were obtained as previously described in
section 1.2.1.

Mustard and ketchup sauces protein extraction was carried out by diluting the sauces in PBS,

pH 7.5 (1:1 proportion) and mixing those solutions at 4 °C for 2 hours. The solutions were

centrifuged at 12000 g for 30 min at 4 ∘C filtered and lyophilized. Then, delipidation in cold
acetone was performed. The resulted slurry was centrifuged again at 5500 g for 15 min at 4 °C,

eliminating the supernatant. Pellets were dried over night to eliminate acetone traces. Finally,
sediments were resuspended in 15 M ammonium bicarbonate buffer pH 8.0, stored at -20 ∘C.

The protein concentration was determined by Lowry method. Protein profiles of each extract
were analysed electrophoretically in 17% SDS-PAGE gels.

5.2.2. MBs activation and antibody binding to their surface. Immunoassays.

For magnetic beads activation, a 3 µL aliquot of the HOOC-MBs suspension was placed into a
1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube and washed twice with 50 µL MES buffer solution during 10 min
at 950 rpm, 25 °C. Microcentrifuge tubes were placed then for 4 min in the Dynal MPC-S

magnetic particle concentrator for the washing steps, discarding the supernatant. Next,
activation of carboxylic groups on the MBs surface was performed by their incubation in 25 µL

of the EDC/sulfo-NHS mixture solution for 35 min at 950 rpm, 25 °C. Activated MBs were

washed twice with 50 µL of MES buffer solution and re-suspended in 25 µL of a 1/1000 diluted

Capture antibody (CAb) solution in MES buffer to perform the covalent immobilization of the
antibodies at 25 °C, under continuous stirring at 950 rpm for 30 min. Subsequently, the CAb-

modified MBs were washed twice with 50 µL of MES buffer solution. Blocking of the unreacted
activated groups on the MBs was performed by adding 25 µL of 1 M ethanolamine solution and
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incubating the suspension under continuous stirring (950 rpm) for 60 min at 25 °C. Modified
MBs were washed with 50 µL of 0.1 M Tris–buffer (pH 7.2) and twice with 50 µL of the
commercial casein blocking solution. The resulting modified MBs were kept at 4 °C in PBS
buffer solution (sterilized in an autoclave) until use.

For the immunoassay protocol, CAb-coated MBs were incubated with 25 µL of a mixture

solution, prepared in commercial casein blocking solution, containing the purified Sin a 1 (or

the diluted sample extract), 100-times diluted detection antibody (Dab) and HRP-anti-mouse

IgG1 (0.2 µg/mL) for 60 min at 950 rpm, 25 °C. After two washing steps with 50 µL of casein

blocking solution, the MBs bearing the sandwich immunocomplexes were re-suspended in 50

µL of 0.05 M sodium phosphate buffer solution (pH 6.0) to perform the amperometric detection.
5.2.3. Amperometric measurements

After the insertion of the SPCE in the PMMA casing, modified-MBs suspension was magnetically
captured on the WE surface of the SPCE in an easy, reproducible and stable way. The ensemble
SPCE/magnet holding block was immersed into an electrochemical cell containing 10 mL of
0.05 M phosphate buffer of pH 6.0 and 1.0 mM HQ solution. Amperometric measurements in
stirred solutions were performed by applying a detection potential of −0.20 V vs. Ag pseudo

reference electrode. Detection potential was previously optimized for the HQ/H 2 O 2 system [5].
R

R

R

R

Upon addition of 50 µL of 0.1 M H 2 O 2 solution the electric current was recorded until the
R

R

R

R

steady-state was reached. Given amperometric signals correspond to the difference between
the steady-state and the background currents. Unless otherwise stated, the given values are the
average ones of three replicates and error bars were estimated as triple of the standard
deviation of the replicates (confidence intervals calculated for α = 0.05).
5.2.4. Food extracts analysis

Food extracts were adequately diluted in casein blocking solution and the protocol detailed in
section 6.2.2 was followed.

At the same time, sandwich-ELISA methodology was performed for comparative purposes.

Briefly, each well was coated with 100 µL of a 1/1000 diluted in PBS CAb solution and incubated

overnight at 4 °C. After washing each well with 350 µL PBS-Tween, a blocking step was carried
out by incubating at room temperature for 1 h with 350 µL of PBS buffer containing 1 % BSA.
After a subsequent washing, each well was incubated for 90 min at 25 °C with a 100 µL-aliquot
of a mixture solution, prepared in commercial casein blocking solution, containing a variable
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concentration of the Sin a 1 standard or diluted sample extract, 1/100 diluted DAb and HRPanti-mouse-IgG1 (0.2 µg/mL). Colorimetric reaction was generated by adding 100 µL/well of

substrate solution and incubating for 10 minutes at room temperature, stopping the reaction

by adding 50 µL/well of H 2 SO 4 2 N. Absorbance at 450 nm was measured in the Magellan V 7.1
R

R

R

R

(TECAN) ELISA plate reader.

Due to the lack of matrix effect in the diluted extracts, Sin a 1 concentration was possible to
determine by simple interpolation of the amperometric or absorbance signals into the
calibration plots, prepared with Sin a 1 standards.
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Sinapis alba

Block 1. Isolation and identification of new allergens from seeds and
tree nuts: 2S albumins and their characterization.
One of the greatest antigenic loads that the immune system has to face comes from foods’

components, being orally tolerated under physiological conditions. However, allergic reactions
against food are of clinical interest since their great impact on health and lifestyle of patients,
affecting up to 4% of the world’s population.

Plant-derived foods are essential in human nutrition due to their beneficial properties, being a source

of different nutrients such as sugars, vitamins, and proteins. However, they are also important sources
of allergenic components. Hypersensitivity reactions to these products begin at early ages, and often
persist throughout the life of the individual. Usually these allergens are proteins that, due to their
structural properties, are able to cross the intestinal epithelium and interact with mucosal immune
system, inducing unexpected and severe symptoms.
2S albumins constitute relevant and often major allergens from several tree nuts and seeds,

affecting mainly to children and young population Our wide experience on isolating and
characterizing proteins allowed us describing the importance of 2S albumins from different

sources as emerging food allergens, whose potential of sensitization has been enhanced by diet

changes or food processing, as it has been previously reported for proteins from yellow
mustard (Sinapis alba) seeds (Sin a 1), or more recently kiwi (Actinidia deliciosa) seeds (Act d
13).

Their structural characteristics may explain their allergenic capacity. 2S albumins are known

for their great structural stability to thermal and enzymatic treatments thanks to their compact

structure, stabilized by intra and interchain disulphide bonds. Consequently, these proteins

may resist food processing and digestion, reaching the intestinal lumen practically intact where

their IgE epitopes can interact with the immune system associated to the gut and initiate an

allergenic response. This would explain their implication in triggering severe reactions, such as
anaphylaxis.

Nowadays, the development of new tools for food allergy diagnosis and management includes

the employment of single isolated well-characterized allergens to identify those able to bind

IgEs from the patients’ serum. This diagnostic approach is also known as Component Resolved
Diagnosis (CRD). Therefore, the isolation and characterization of 2S albumins from a
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biochemical and immunologic point of view is highly relevant for their potential use in clinical
diagnosis, prevention and treatment of hypersensitivity reactions against foods.

For this purpose, the isolation of twelve 2S albumins from their respective natural sources

was carried out, firstly obtaining total protein extracts from those plant-derived foods. Then by
chromatographic methods, size exclusion chromatography and Reverse Phase-HPLC, these

seed storage proteins were purified.

Isolated proteins were identified by mass-spectrometry of digested peptides (MALDI-TOF), in

collaboration with Proteomics Research Assistance Service from Pharmacy Faculty,

Universidad Complutense de Madrid. Then, their molecular and structural characterization was
conducted by electrophoretic (one and two-dimensional electrophoresis), spectroscopic (CD)
and computational (bioinformatics analyses) methods.

Electrophoretic analysis revealed that 2S albumins exhibited molecular masses between 11

and 16 kDa, most of them showing two polypeptide chains linked by disulphide bonds, so under
reducing conditions their electrophoretic mobility notably changed, with the exception of pine

nut and walnut ones that only displayed a single polypeptide chain. They comprehend a wide
range of pI, possibly due to the variability of their amino acid sequences; however, most of them

showed a high structure stability to thermal treatment as they retained their secondary
structure at 85 °C, with the exception also of Jug r 1 from walnut. Their secondary,

predominantly helicoidal, and tertiary structures are highly conserved, despite their low amino
acid sequence identity, as observed by spectroscopic and computational analysis.

The availability of a group of purified and well-characterized 2S albumins from seeds and tree

nuts constitutes of an especial relevance for their potential use for the research in the allergy
field, but also as clinical tools to establish the correlation between sensitization patterns and

symptoms triggered by their consumption as it will be explained in further chapters of the
present thesis.
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1. RESULTS
1.1. Obtaining procedure of seeds and tree nuts extracts. Isolation and identification of 2S
albumins.
In the first place, protein extracts from several tree nuts and seeds were obtained from their
respective natural sources, following the procedure described in Section 1.2.1 from Materials

and Methods. Electrophoretic analysis of the extracts (Figure 1), performed under denaturing
and non-reducing conditions, showed the predominance of low molecular-mass proteins
(below 20 kDa) in the majority of the extracts, that under reducing conditions split into two

polypeptide chains of different masses. This behaviour had been previously described for the
2S albumins, from seed storage protein family from which some of its members have been
reported to be important food allergens.

Other remarkable proteins whose presence is significant, as electrophoretic profiles of these

extracts revealed, are those of high-molecular mass (around 50 kDa) that may correspond to

the 11S globulins, other seed storage proteins also implicated in adverse reactions against

plant-derived foods. 11S globulins, or legumins, belong to another relevant family from seed
storage proteins, the cupins. They represent between 20 and 70% of total protein content in
seeds and tree nuts, and their abundance is correlated with their relevance in allergic reactions
[1].

Although the present thesis is mainly focused on 2S albumins, the isolation, identification and

immunological characterization of the 11S globulins from some of the sources employed in this
work has been performed, as further explained in Block 2 of Results.

From these extracts, proteins were separated according to their molecular masses by size-

exclusion chromatography in Sephadex G-50 Medium. Obtained fractions were analyzed by

SDS-PAGE and those containing the same proteins were pooled together for further isolation

steps. Finally, low molecular-mass proteins were purified by means of a RP-HPLC step, except
from yellow mustard seed protein Sin a 1, whose isolation was performed by an ion-exchange
chromatography in SP-Sephadex, as previously described by Menéndez-Arias et al., 19882

(Figure 2). Following to isolation, the identification of proteins was possible due to the analysis
of their fingerprints by mass-spectrometry, determining that all of them were 2S albumins from
their respective sources.
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Figure 1. Composition of total protein extracts from plant-derived sources as determined by SDSPAGE. Electrophoresis were conducted under non-reducing (-βME) and reducing (+βME) conditions, last

one by treating samples with reducing agent βME for 10 min at 90 °C.
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Figure 2. General procedures for 2S albumins isolation. (A) Size-exclusion chromatography of cashew
nut extract, and SDS-PAGE of fractions pooled together for next isolation steps. (B) RP-HPLC for the isolation

of cashew nut 2S albumin (Ana o 3) from pool nº 2 obtained previously by size-exclusion chromatography.

Most of the isolated 2S albumins were obtained following this procedure. (C) Ion-exchange chromatography

for the isolation of mustard seed 2S albumin (Sin a 1). Only Sin a 1 was isolated by an additional ion-exchange
chromatography of SP-Sephadex.
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1.2. Experimental and theoretical structural studies of isolated 2S albumins.
Then, structural characterization of the 2S albumins was conducted. First, SDS-PAGE of the

isolated proteins showed that all of them presented molecular masses between 12 and 14 kDa,
approximately. Most of them showed two polypeptide chains when treated with a reducing

agent, distinguishing a large chain of around 8-10 kDa, and a small one around 3-5 kDa. Proteins
from cashew nut and hazelnut exhibited three polypeptide chains under reducing conditions,

possibly isoforms originated by different protein processing in the seed as explained in section
2.3 from Introduction (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Composition of SDS-PAGE of purified 2S albumins from plant-derived sources.
Electrophoresis were conducted under non-reducing (-βME) and reducing (+βME) conditions, last one by

treating samples with reducing agent βME for 10 min at 90 °C
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Nevertheless, pine seeds 2S albumin has a single polypeptide chain so under the reducing

agent it shows only one subunit [3], as well as walnut isolated protein and the one from peanut,

Ara h 2 [4]. The latter was purchased from Indoor Biotechnologies and although included in the

immunologic analyses, it is not shown in the SDS-PAGE composition. Still, even under reducing
conditions those proteins changed their electrophoretic mobility due to the loss of the
intrachain disulphide bonds that stabilize their 3D structure.

Spectroscopy analysis of the proteins in the Far-UV by CD revealed that their secondary

structure is composed mainly by α-helical motives, as it can be seen in Figure 4, since proteins

display the typical two minima at 208 nm and 220 nm, except from Pin p 1 in which random
coil structure prevails as it shows only a minimum at 208 nm.

Allergenicity of 2S albumins has been described to be related to their resistance to high

temperatures. Generally, 2S albumins maintain most of their 3D structure after food processing,
which usually involves thermal treatments of the products. Then, most of their epitopes are

retained as in the native structure, so they could be recognized by immune cells once they cross

the intestinal barrier. Nevertheless, most of the isolated 2S albumins exhibited a partial loss of

the native conformation after thermal processing, as suggests the reduction of dichroism
spectra during heating at 85 °C. Only 2S albumins from mustard seed (Sin a 1), melon seed and
pine nut (Pin p 1) retained their initial structure.

On the other hand, albumins from almond and pumpkin seed recovered partially their initial

structure once they were cooled back to 20 °C, while Cor a 14 from hazelnut and Act d 13 from
kiwi seed were completely recovered from heat treatment. Even so, Jug r 1 was the most

remarkable case of denaturation and renaturation after heat treatment. As it can be seen in
Figure 4, walnut 2S albumin decreased dramatically its ellipticity when heating at maximum

temperature. Moreover, dichroism spectrum was displaced to left presenting a minimum at 200

nm, indicating an increment in the contribution of random conformations. But when cooling
back to 20 °C, the protein recovered practically the native structure as it can be seen in its
spectrum.

Exceptions in structure stability were found in proteins from pistachio (Pis v 1), cashew nut

(Ana o 3), sesame seed (Ses i 1) and flaxseed (Lin u 1), whose ellipticity notably decreased after
heat treatment, not recovering the initial values when cooling down to 20 °C. Aggregation of
proteins due to high temperatures could be an explanation for this behaviour.
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Figure 4. Circular Dichroism at Far-UV of 2S albumins. Spectra were measured at 20 °C (—), at 85 °C (----)
and cooling down again at 20 °C (····).

Structural characterization was followed by 2D SDS-PAGE of the 2S albumins, leaded to

determine the pI of isolated allergens (Figure 5). Results obtained revealed the polymorphism
and the broad range of pI these proteins can show, due to the great variability of their primary

structure. These proteins belong to a multigene family and also, they suffered different post-

translational processing [5], so it is not unusual that the purified proteins present different
isoforms with different pI. 2S albumins such as Cor a 14 and Cuc ma 5 exhibited spots with
similar molecular masses but different pI, which may correspond to isoforms of the two
polypeptide chains that shape these proteins.
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Figure 5. 2D SDS-PAGE of the isolated 2S albumins. Spots that correspond to isolated protein chains
and isoforms are boxed. Isoelectric points (pI) of each chain and isoform are indicated.

From those isolated proteins previously described and whose sequence was annotated in

databases, theoretical parameters were obtained by employing analytical programs like
ExPASy-ProtParam (Table 1). It should be considered that plants present different isoforms of

2S albumins not only because they belong to a multigenic family but also because of their

proteolytic processing in seeds. However, proteolytic sites of the proteins remain unknown, it

is only possible to predict those sites computationally, but they may differ from the real ones,
leading to the differences between experimental and theoretical parameters as happens for
example with walnut albumin that exhibited an experimental pI of 5.6 while according to
computational analysis its pI should be 7.7.
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Table 1. Structural properties of identified 2S albumins. Theoretical characteristics of isolated 2S

albumins, whose sequences were available, as obtained by using ExPASY-ProtParam tool. (*) In brackets, the
parameters of light and heavy chains of each protein are indicated.
Source

Cashew nut

(Anacardium occidentale)
Pistachio nut
(Pistacia vera)

Protein
name
Ana o 3
Pis v 1

Mw

(kDa)*
16.33
(4.2/8.95)

17.29
(4.08/9.33)

Hazelnut
(Corylus avellana)

Cor a 14

Pine nut
(Pinus pinea)

Pin p 1

Flaxseed
(Linum usitatissimum)

Lin u 1

16.78
(6.61/9.27)

Pumpkin seed
(Cucurbita maxima)

Cuc ma 5

12.78
(2.74/7.97)

Walnut
(Juglans regia)

Yellow mustard seed
(Sinapis alba)
Sesame seed
(Sesamum indicum)

Jug r 1

Sin a 1

Ses i 1

pI*

Amino acid
number

5.68
(5.19/5.13)

138

0.487

-0.767

149

0.778

-0.687

8.06
(5.6/8.53)

17.08
6.59 (5/5.44)
(4.56/8.56)

147

ε

0.1%

0.291

%
Hydrophobicity

-0.894

13.41

7.72

111

0.78

-1.506

18.66

5.35

162

0.187

-1.021

145

0.79

-0.832

147

1.28

-1.182

0.586

-1.385

16.45
(4.4/10.1)

8.73
(10.33/9.47)

15.36
(4.8/8.7)

6.21
(7.73/8.69)

7.48
(6.5/7.77)

7.7
(8.07/5.48)
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0.517

-1.217

Even so, computational analysis of proteins should be considered a useful approximation in

order to understand the structure and behaviour of these allergens. For this reason, 3D

structure modeling of proteins was performed with the online program Swiss-Model, using

Brazil nut 2S albumin, Ber e 1, as template [6]. As it is shown in Figure 6, conformational folding
of 2S albumins is very similar, consisting of a compact bundle of 4-5 α-helices stabilized by
disulphide bonds between them. Between fourth and fifth helixes, these proteins present an
aperiodic structure creating a loop highly exposed, the hypervariable region, one of the most

important parts of these proteins since it contains the most predominant epitopes described
for these allergens.
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Figure 6. Theoretical three-dimensional modelling of 2S albumins. 3D modelling of isolated 2S albumins
with online program Swiss-Model, using the annotated structure of Ber e 1 (Brazil nut 2S albumin) as
template. nsLTP from peach, Pru p 3, has been included for comparative purposes.

2S albumins folding motif seems to be shared with other cysteine-rich proteins, such as nsLTP,

also known as important food allergens. However, nsLTPs exhibit a more conserved amino acid
sequence, maybe by the lack of processing, which lead them to be involved in cross-reactivity

processes [7], and being considered as panallergens.

On the other hand, nsLTPs show an inner core described as a lipid-binding area, as it can be

seen in Pru p 3 structure from Figure 6. This area is believed to be involved in its allergenicity,
since the interaction of these proteins with lipids may protect them from digestive enzymes [8].

By its part, the capacity of interacting with lipids has been described in some 2S albumins, as
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happens with Sin a 1 [9]. However, information about the existence of a hydrophobic cavity
similar to nsLTP one and its implication with 2S albumins-lipids interaction is contradictory

[10,11]. Further research in this field would be of great value since it would provide evidence of

how the interaction of these proteins with lipids influences the allergenicity of the former,
either by protecting them from processing and digestion or by mediating their interaction with
cell membranes.

Finally, sequence alignment of the isolated proteins was performed by using the bioinformatic

program GeneDoc. Despite of their highly conserved tertiary structure, 2S albumins are
encoded by multigene families, which lead not only to different sequences among sources, but

also to a broad number of isoforms in the same plant. As it can be seen in Figure 7, 2S albumins

show differences in their amino acid sequences, identity degrees oscillate around 18-39%, only
higher in case of Pis v 1 and Ana o 3 (around 62%), from pistachio and cashew nut, respectively,
from the Anacardiaceae family. Despite the cysteine pattern and the regions spanning it, the

remaining sequence seems to have a low identity degree. The cysteine pattern is involved in
inter- and intra-chain disulphide bonds that stabilize the structure of the 2S albumins [12],

conferring them resistance to thermal and enzymatic processing, which may contribute to their

allergenicity [4]. On the contrary to their low sequence identity, similarity percentages seemed

to be high so amino acids with similar nature and electrochemical properties are conserved in
this protein family, explaining the preservation of their tertiary structure.

Sequence alignment also permits the detection of potential immunodominant regions

containing IgE binding sites in both polypeptide chains. Employing SignalP online program,
signal peptides were removed from the sequence of the proteins. Moreover, since both short

and large chains from mustard seed and pumpkin seed albumins were previously determined,
it was possible to make an approximation of the extension of both chains from the rest of the

proteins. This allowed to compare short and large chains separately and determine potential
conserved linear epitopes. Alignment of short chains (Figure 8) revealed the low identity

conservation of this part of 2S albumins, even in those ones phylogenetically related as happens
with Ana o 3 and Pis v 1, from cashew nut and pistachio, respectively, which only exhibited a
36% of identity. However, when comparing the large chains of both proteins (Figure 9),

identity percentages increased until 67% in case of Ana o 3 and Pis v 1, a 60 % in case of Jug r
1 and Cor a 14.
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Figure 7. Sequence alignment of isolated 2S albumins. Signal peptides from each protein, determined

with online program SignalP, were removed. Table under alignment shows percentages of identity (% I, dark
grey) and similarity (% S, light grey) between the different proteins.
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Figure 8. Sequence alignment of isolated 2S albumins light chains. Table under alignment shows
percentages of identity (% I, dark grey) and similarity (% S, light grey).

In relation to 2S albumins, previous studies showed that a common immunodominant IgE

epitope of Sin a 1 and Bra j 1 is located in the hypervariable region of the large polypeptide

chain. However, these proteins belong to the same phylogenetic family, which may explain the
higher identity of their sequences and those epitopes. On the other hand, despite their low

identity within this hypervariable region, it has been described as well conserved sequence in
2S albumins from several plant species [13], which may be involve in possible cross-reactivity

processes. In Figure 9, it can be noticed that amino acids surrounding cysteine patterns are

more preserved among the 2S albumins included in this study, while hypervariable regions are
extended in a loop between the fourth and the fifth cysteines from large chains, allowing that

region variability without disrupting 3D structure. In these regions it is possible to detect small
preserved sequences that may constitute those epitopes involved in cross-reactivity
phenomena even between non-phylogenetically related proteins. It can be suggested that most

preserved amino acids may be key residues of those possible epitopes; however, no

investigations in this area have been performed until date, being an interesting subject of study
since it could explain the role of 2S albumins in adverse reactions and cross-reactivity.
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Figure 9. Sequence alignment of isolated 2S albumins heavy chains. Table under alignment shows
percentages of identity (% I, dark grey) and similarity (% S, light grey).

1.3. Immunological profiles of isolated 2S albumins

Once the determination of structural characteristics of isolated 2S albumins was completed,
immunological assays were performed in order to determine the IgE-binding features of these

proteins, since they are considered biomarkers of primary sensitization to the sources they
belong to. For this purpose, proteins were blotted into nitrocellulose membranes and incubated
with several patients’ sera, pooled together according to their medical histories, SPT and

ImmunoCAP values. Finally, seven sera pools were employed: peanut, hazelnut, mustard,
cashew nut, pine nut, flaxseed and pumpkin pools.
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Figure 10. Immune detection of isolated 2S albumins tested with different patients’ sera pools.
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As it can be seen in Figure 10, each immunodetection assay represents different scenarios of

the allergy to these proteins. Results obtained with pine nut and flaxseed pools revealed the

genuine reaction to their respective 2S albumins, being these the only ones recognized by

patients’ sera. In the case of hazelnut pool, only two proteins were recognized by this pool, Cor
a 14 itself and the one from walnut, Jug r 1, suggesting a possible cross-reactivity process since

both proteins are phylogenetically related and they show a higher sequence identity as
observed in Figure 7 and Figure 9, indicating the existence of shared linear epitopes involved
in this process. The same was observed between cashew nut and pistachio, both from
Anacardiaceae family, in which patients’ pool of sera mainly recognized Ana o 3 and Pis v 1.

Potential cross-reactivity of these allergens and its implications at clinical level will be further
discussed in Block 2 of Results.

On the other hand, peanut and mustard seed pools recognized not only their own 2S albumins

but also those from other sources: in the case of peanut, the pool of sera recognized almond,

hazelnut, walnut, mustard seed and melon seeds albumins; regarding mustard seed 2S albumin,
allergic patients’ sera reacted to walnut, pine nut, flaxseed and sesame seed albumins. There

are two possible explanations: first, it is possible a multiple primary sensitization to several 2S
albumins from different sources, with no immunological correlations between them. Second

explanation would be a cross-reactivity process, less common between 2S albumins due to their

low sequence identity as indicated in previous section. Which of the two alternatives is given in

these patients has been analyzed in part in the previous chapter and needs a more exhaustive
cross-reactivity study of each patient.

2. DISCUSSION

Structural characterization of allergenic proteins may help to elucidate the molecular basis of
allergy from the allergen point of view. The determination of the properties that favour the
allergenicity of certain proteins has been in the spotlight in the last decades [14]. Moreover, the

knowledge extracted from structural and immunological characterization of allergens can be
used for designing and improving diagnostic tools and patients’ management strategies.

Among allergenic seed storage proteins, 2S albumins stand out for being major allergens of

several plant-derived foods and their implications in the development of severe systemic

symptoms after their intake by allergic patients [15,16]. Reactions triggered by these proteins
start at early ages and persist during the whole lives of individuals. It has been recently
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published a review about their structural characteristics in relation not only to their
allergenicity but also to their biotechnological potential [17] since they have been described for

their antifungal and emulsion properties. Here we present a detailed study of the identification

and characterization of the 2S albumins of twelve plant sources, some of them highly consumed

by the population (e.g. cashew nut, pistachio, walnut) while others belong to relatively new
foods incorporated in the Mediterranean diet (e.g. melon seed, pumpkin seed, flaxseed). The
availability of a panel of 2S albumins has allowed to conduct a comparative analysis at
structural and immunological level, whose implications in food allergy and cross-reactivity will
be further examined in Block 2 of Results.

The SDS-PAGE of protein extracts from tree nuts and seeds revealed the abundance of seed

storage proteins in these sources. It can be distinguished in two groups: high molecular mass
proteins (≤ 50 kDa), with a predominance in legumins (11S globulins) and vicilins (7S vicilins);

and low molecular mass proteins (below 20 kDa) in which 2S albumins fraction is included.
Seed storage proteins belong to multigenic families that are also exposed to different
proteolytic processing in the seed, leading to the appearance of diverse isoforms, which
increase their contribution to protein content. This explains the difficulty of isolating individual
allergens since in one source can co-exist several isoforms, with different allergenic

contributions. Figures 3 and 5 demonstrated the presence of isoforms in Ana o 3, Cor a 14 and

Cuc ma 5 proteins, as they split into more than two polypeptide chains when treating them with
reducing agents in both mono and 2D-electrophoresis.

It has been suggested that large quantities of these proteins in seeds would correlate with a

higher risk of allergic sensitization to them compared with other allergens present in plants

[18]. It is true that several seed storage proteins have been described as major allergens, which

means that more than 50% of allergic patients to a determine source are sensitized to them,
including some of the 2S albumins employed in the present work like Ara h 2, Cor a 14, Pin p 1,

Ana o 3 and Sin a 1. Nevertheless, protein abundance alone does not justify the allergenic
significance of seed storage proteins, structural features must be taken into account too.

In first place, food allergens that sensitize through the oral tract should display a great

structure stability since they have to “survive” enzymatic digestion and chemical modifications
until reach the intestinal lumen. Certain post-translational modifications help to maintain most
of the native conformation of allergens, as it is the case of the disulfide bonds present in the 2S

albumins [19]. These proteins possess a highly conserved cysteine pattern that led to the
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establishment of two intrachain and two interchain disulfide bonds, which gives them a
compact and resistant 3D structure highly conserved among them, as it can be seen in Figure

6. Under reducing conditions those bonds are disrupted, revealing the two polypeptide chains

that compose 2S albumins, as showed in Figure 3. Exceptions were found in albumins Jug r 1,
Pin p 1 and Ara h 2, that exhibited a single polypeptide chain under reducing conditions, as

described for other proteins from this family like SFA-8 (sunflower seed) [20] or Jat c 1 (Jatropha

curcas, physic nut) [21].

Disulfide bonds are believed to protect not only the structure from digestion but also from

thermal treatment. 2S albumins have been shown to display a great stability against high

temperatures, maintaining most of their helicoidal conformation as revealed in CD studies
[10,22]. It can be seen in Figure 4 that most of the isolated 2S albumins suffered a partial loss of

initial conformation when exposing them to a heat treatment at 85 °C, although helicoidal
structure still a major contribution to dichroism spectra.

Nevertheless, some exceptions were found in Ana o 3, Pis v 1 and Ses i 1, 2S albumins from

cashew nut, pistachio and sesame seed respectively. As exposed in Figure 4, these three
proteins did not recover their initial conformation when cooling back to 20 °C. This behaviour

was previously described for other 2S albumins, referring to aggregation of proteins at high
temperatures and how it affected to their allergenicity, in some cases increasing it, that is the

case of Ara h 2, or decreasing it, as reported by Starkl et al., 201223. This phenomenon is directly

related to food cooking, since it involves the exposure of these proteins to high temperatures,
which may affect to their structure and, definitely, the exposure of their epitopes and their
allergenicity. Moreover, heat processing may lead to chemical modifications of allergens with
other compounds of food matrix, changing crucial epitopes or creating new ones. That is the

case of Ara h 2, whose allergenicity seemed to be increased after the glycation of certain
residues through Maillard reaction [24].

In silico studies of amino acid sequence provided useful information of 2S albumins and their

allergenicity, combined with information obtained by 3D structure prediction. Despite the

general low conservation of primary structure, there are some regions with higher
preservation, as the case of the cysteine patterns and the sequences surrounding them. From

this information, it can be suggested that preserved residues may have a structural role, since

they may be involved in the maintenance of the tertiary structure which is highly conserved
between the 2S albumins. On the other hand, there is a sequence described as “hypervariable
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region”, which exhibits the lowest identity and similarity percentages as it can be seen in
Figures 7 and 9. This region is placed in an exposed loop between helices III and IV in the 3D

structure and it seems that this sequence is crucial not for protein folding but for allergenicity,
since it contains the most antigenic epitopes described from some 2S albumins [25]. The great

variability of this region may explain why allergic patients are usually polysensitized to these

proteins, but cross-reactivity processes are restricted to phylogenetically related sources, as
described for Brassicaceae family [26], in which this region is more preserved.

Immunological assays performed with pools of allergic patients’ sera (Figure 10) were in

agreement with these hypotheses. However, the existence of conserved structural epitopes in
2S albumins cannot be taken for granted, since it could explain the cross-reactivity between

non-related sources mediated by these proteins, as it has been previously described for peanut
allergen Ara h 2 and albumins from nuts [27], even if they were punctual cases. The studies

further explained in Block 2 of Results provided more information about the clinical
implications of seed storage proteins in food allergy.

In conclusion to Block 1, the obtention of a panel of highly purified food allergens has allowed

their structural characterization employing biochemistry, spectroscopic and in silico

techniques. The results extracted from those analyses have supposed a step forward in the

comprehension of how structural features of proteins are involved in their allergenic capacity:
abundance, polymorphism, structure stability, and epitopes disposition and preservation.
Additional clinical research is needed to corroborate the conclusions explained above, but

everything seems to indicate that 2S albumins are crucial allergens, whose some of their
immunological repercussions are yet to discover.
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Block 2. Immunological characterization of seed storage proteins
and their relevance in IgE cross-reactivity processes.
In the last decades, the role of seed storage proteins in type I hypersensitivity reactions has

been in the spotlight. Some of them have been described as major allergens from several plantderived foods, involved in the development of a wide variety of symptoms. Among seed storage
proteins, 2S albumins stand out for their capacity of trigger mild and systemic symptoms when

consumed, such as oral allergic syndrome (OAS), urticaria, or anaphylaxis, while other proteins

like 11S globulins may be involved in cross-reactivity processes and the development of mild
local symptoms.

2S albumins from several plant-derived foods have been described as major allergens. They

are considered biomarkers of primary sensitization since most of allergic patients recognize
these proteins in vitro as well as in vivo, as happens with yellow mustard seed 2S albumin, Sin
a 1, or the ones from peanut, Ara h 2 and Ara h 6, among others. Moreover, sensitization to 2S

albumins has been correlated with the development of anaphylaxis, which makes them

important clinical diagnostic tools of hypersensitivity reactions against food. For their part, 11S

globulins have been described to be involved in cross-reactivity and to be markers of severity

of allergic reactions, being related to the development of several symptoms.

However, most of allergic individuals react against several food sources, being very difficult

their diagnosis and management of the pathology. The principal treatment for food allergy,
specially to tree nuts and seeds, consist on the removal of the source and many others related

in order to avoid possible cross-reactivity processes. It is known that the recommendation for
patients with allergy to peanut should be not to ingest any tree nut in order to prevent possible

cross-reactions, even if they may not be sensitized to those sources. This phenomenon, called
cross-reactivity, is induced by common IgE epitopes between homologous proteins. In the case
of proteins with a high identity degree the probability of cross-reactivity is maximal, and these

allergens are called panallergens. They are proteins highly conserved and present in numerous
sources, so patients can react against them even if they are only sensitized to one of them. The

knowledge of sources containing these homologous allergens is a key point in food allergy

treatment, since it allows us establishing in a more precise way the groups of foods connected

by common IgE epitopes and so reducing dietary restriction and improve patients’ lives quality.
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Regardless of the relatively low sequence similarity of 2S albumins, as it has been shown in

Block 1 of Results, studies on their isolation, characterization, and identification of common IgE
epitopes are relevant in order to know their potential role in cross-reactions because of the

conservation of decisive structural and linear epitopes, opening a new door for their use as

predictors of possible cross-reactivity reactions in patients suffering from food allergies. On the

other hand, 11S globulins are highly conserved among plant sources, constituting good

candidates for the prediction not only of cross-reactions but also the severity of adverse

reactions after the ingestion of the allergenic source.

In the present chapter the results of the immunological characterization of the isolated 2S

albumins mentioned in the previous section will be presented, plus the 11S globulins from some
of those sources. This characterization was possible thanks to the allergic patients’ sera, kindly

provided by Allergy Services from Fundación Jiménez Díaz, Hospital Clínico San Carlos, Hospital

de Getafe and Hospital de la Princesa, from Madrid, Spain. On the other hand, monoclonal and
polyclonal antibodies for specific proteins were also employed.

Immunoassays including western blotting, dot blot and enzyme-linked immunoassay (ELISA)

methodologies, allowing to determine the contribution of 2S albumins in primary sensitization
and development of symptoms, while 11S globulins were implicated in cross-reactivity with

other plant-derived foods. Moreover, regarding the correlations between some of those
proteins, it was possible to describe the cross-reactivity processes among 2S albumins from

several sources, corresponding to Articles I, II and III, apart from unpublished data in relation

to flaxseed allergy (Article IV).

Articles I, II and III, after peer review process, were published in three relevant scientific journals in the field of
allergy and clinical immunology. Article IV contains unpublished information. All authors authorized the inclusion of
articles information in the present thesis.
Article I: Bueno C, Martín-Pedraza L, Cuesta-Herranz J & Villalba M. Is the Cross-Reactivity of Sin a 1, 2S Albumin

from Mustard Seeds, Exclusively Restricted to Brassicaceae Members? JSM allergy and asthma (2016), 1(1):1-6.

Article II: Bueno-Díaz C, Martín-Pedraza L, Benedé S, Haroun-Díaz E, de las Heras M, Batanero E, Cuesta-Herranz

J, Villalba M. Seed storage 2S albumins are predictive indicators of exclusive Anacardiaceae cross-reactivity. Clin. Exp.
Allergy (2019), 49(4): 5154-549 doi:10.1111/cea.13357

Article III: Bueno‐Díaz C, Martín‐Pedraza L, León L, Haroun‐Díaz E, Pastor‐Vargas C, Muñoz‐García E, de las Heras

M, Batanero E, Cuesta‐Herranz J, Villalba M. 2S albumins and 11S globulins, two storage proteins involved in pumpkin
seeds allergy. Allergy (2020) doi:10.1111/all.14518
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ABSTRACT
Food allergy is an important health problem that is gradually growing worldwide. The most
prevalent food allergens are those of vegetal origin, affecting approximately 2-4% of the
European adult population and 8% of childhood.

2S albumins have been described as relevant food allergens and their availability as purified

molecules could constitute important clinical diagnostic advantage for food allergies. Despite
the relatively low sequence similarity between members of this plant protein family, especially

from distant species, studies focused on a potential role for these allergens in cross-reactivity
and unexpected reactions have been approached.

In this manuscript, different extracts from Brassicaceae family, tree nuts and other seeds have

been isolated. Sin a 1, the 2S albumin from mustard seeds (Sinapis alba) and 2S albumin from
pine nuts were purified and identified by mass-spectrometry. These proteins display typical
features as their homologues from the 2S albumin family retaining the ability to bind IgE.

Immunoblotting assays with a pool of Sin a 1 allergic patients’ sera revealed the allergenic
capacity of members from the Brassicaceae family across the recognition of Sin a 1 and the IgE
binding ability to pine nuts and sesame even though their different phylogenetic family.

In conclusion, although cross-reactivity related to Sin a 1 is mainly assigned to Brassicaceae,

other seeds, such as pine nut have to be kept in mind in order to unexpected reactions. These
characterized allergens could be used as clinical tools elaborating a more accurate diagnosis
and therefore a more effective allergy treatment.

ABBREVIATIONS

BCA: Bicinchoninic Acid Method; βME: 2-Mercaptoethanol; OAS: Oral Allergy Syndrome; RPHPLC: Reverse Phase High Performance Liquid Chromatography; SMP: Skim Milk Powder; SPT:
Skin Prick Test

INTRODUCTION
Type I hypersensitivity is a common immunological disorder, that affects about 5% of young

children and 8% of adult population in western countries [1,2]. Therefore, the identification and

characterization of new antigens involved in IgE-mediated reactions is essential for

understanding the mechanisms of allergy. In comparison with aeroallergens, food allergens are
usually stable proteins, which are capable of crossing the gut barrier and triggering all the
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reactions. Among plant foods, tree nuts and seeds constitute important allergenic sources.
Allergic reactions to these foods begin at an early age and can persist throughout the life of the
individual, with severe symptoms associated such as anaphylaxis [3]. Therefore, the study of

these allergenic sources is crucial to develop therapies that improve the quality of life of allergic
patients.

2S albumins are one of the major groups of seed storage proteins and belong to the prolamin

family with low prevalence symptoms. These proteins are synthesized in vivo as a polypeptide

chain precursor. They undergo proteolytic processing of three fragments rendering the mature

protein: an N-terminal leader region, an internal processed fragment and an extra amino acid
residue in the C-terminal region [4]. They have sizes between 10 and 14 kDa and generally

consist of two polypeptide chains of around 3-5 kDa and 8-10 kDa, stabilized by a pattern of
conserved inter/intra chain disulfide bridges scaffold [5]. These proteins are encoded by a

multigene family leading to numerous isoforms, in such a way that natural 2S albumin patterns
show a high level of polymorphism. Furthermore, they exhibit a high stability to thermal and

enzymatic treatments, which enable them to sensitize the environment of the gastrointestinal
tract.

These proteins are relevant and constitute often major allergens of several tree nuts and

seeds, involved in severe symptoms such as anaphylaxis [6]. A great amount of 2S albumins
have been described as allergens that lead to allergic reactions after their ingestion.

Their structural properties have a great influence in the immunological activity. Sirvent et al.

[7], showed that secondary structure of Sin a 1, the 2S albumin from mustard seeds, did not

significantly change during heating treatment or by the addition of pepsin or trypsin proteases,
without no appreciable variations on the ability to bind IgEs from sera of allergic patients after
treatment.

Even though 2S albumins have similar 3D folding, cross-reactivity seems to be rarely frequent

in this protein family. This lack of cross-reactivity has been attributed the low similarity of the
regions corresponding to IgE-binding sites, called hyper variable regions, located in the large

chain of these proteins. However, certain cases of cross-reactivity have been reported; an

example is the almond or Brazil nut allergy and peanut allergy which are caused by their
homologous 2S albumins [8], due to the conservation of a continuous epitope.

Mustard seed, as many other spices, is frequently consumed and sometimes appears as a

hidden allergen in foods, resulting in unexpected allergic reactions [9]. For many years clinical
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cases of mustard allergy have been reported [10,11] and its prevalence has notably increased in

developed countries, becoming one of the most important food allergen for children [12]. On the
other hand, allergy to pine nuts, belonging to gymnosperm group, has been documented in the

scientific literature since 1958, being described to occur after consumption of pine nuts as part
of salads, meatballs, cakes, candies or cookies [13], where small amounts of pine nut can induce
dangerous reactions in sensitized patients [14]. No cross-reactivity has been reported in
previous studies between gymnosperms and angiosperms such mustard seeds.

Because of that, the aim of this study was to use the natural 2S albumin from mustard seeds

to determine its IgE-binding capacity and its potential cross-reactivity with other 2S albumins,
in order to show that these proteins may be used as clinical tools in Component-Resolved
Diagnosis (CRD). These results could allow us to elaborate a more accurate diagnosis and
therefore a more effective treatment of food allergies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients sera

Mustard allergic patients were recruited by Allergy Services of Fundación Jiménez Díaz of

Madrid. Inclusion criteria were a well-defined clinical history of mustard allergy and elevated
levels of specific IgE against Sin a 1. As negative controls, we included a group of individuals

with tolerance to mustard and without food allergic episodes. The study was approved by the
Ethic Committee of the Hospital and written informed consent was obtained from all subjects.
Specific IgE determination in the studied population

Specific IgE to mustard seeds and natural proteins were determined by ELISA with serum
samples.

Protein extracts and purification of 2S albumins from mustard seeds and pine nuts
Seeds and nuts used for this study were crushed under liquid nitrogen to obtain their flour.

Proteins were extracted by homogenization in sodium borate buffer (0.15 M, pH 8.0)

containing PMSF (1 mM) and shaking during one hour at 4 °C; for tree nut extracts, we used
ammonium bicarbonate (0.2 M) instead of sodium borate. The slurry was centrifuged at 12000
x g for 30 min at 4 °C and filtered and delipidated in acetone. The slurry was centrifuged again
at 5500 x g for 15 min at 4 °C. This process was repeated two more times and finally, organic
phase was discarded and the sediment resuspended in ammonium bicarbonate buffer (20 mM,
pH 8.0), stored at -20 °C. Extract concentrations were determined by Lowry method [15].
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Pine nut 2S albumin was isolated by a size exclusion chromatography using a Sephadex G-50

Medium column equilibrated 0.2 M ammonium bicarbonate at a flow-rate of 0.6 mL/min. After

analyzing by SDS-PAGE, and the low molecular- mass protein fractions were pooled together

for a second step in a reverse phase- High Performance Liquid Chromatography (RP- HPLC),
using a C-18 reverse phase column, with an acetonitrile gradient from 0% to 60% at a flow-rate
of 0.5 mL/min. Fractions again were analyzed again by SDS-PAGE.

For isolation of mustard seed 2S albumin, Sin a 1, a second size exclusion chromatography

with Sephadex G-50 Fine was loaded with fractions resulted from the first step, using 0.15 M
ammonium bicarbonate at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. Finally, an ion exchange chromatography

in a SP-Sephadex C25 column, using a sodium pyrophosphate gradient from 3 to 50 mM at a
flow rate of 1.3 mL/min was performed. Isolated proteins were stored at -20 °C.

Analytical procedures

SDS-PAGE was performed in 17% polyacrylamide gels in the presence and absence of βME.

Proteins were visualized by means of Coomassie blue staining or alternatively transferred to
nitrocellulose membranes (Amersham, Hybond, Germany). Protein concentration was
determined using the bicinchoninic acid method (BCA) (Pierce Chemical, Rockford, Ill) [16].

Identification of 2S albumins by Mass-Spectrometry

Proteins were identified by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ ionization (MALDI)-Time of flight
(TOF) Mass-Spectrometry. For this purpose, SDS-PAGE was performed in sterile conditions,

staining the gel with colloidal Coomassie Blue and conserving it in ultrapure Milli-Q© water.

Samples were analyzed in a mass spectrometer 4800 Proteomics Analyzer (AB SCIEX). This

spectrometer has a MALDI ionization source and two TOF analyzers in tandem, allowing
knowing the molecular masses of proteins and their fingerprint patterns.

According to the 2S albumin from pine nuts, 90% of sequence from rendered peptides

matched to the Pin p 1 allergen.
IgE immunoblotting analysis

Immuno detection of proteins in nitrocellulose membranes was achieved as described
Menéndez-Arias et al (1987), by using a pool of sera above reported (1:5). The binding of

human IgE was detected with a mouse anti-human IgE monoclonal antibody (diluted 1:5000)
kindly provided by ALK-Abelló (Madrid, Spain), followed by HRP-labeled rabbit anti-mouse IgG
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(1:2500 diluted; Pierce, Rockford, Illinois). The signal was developed by the ECL-Western
Blotting reagent, and detected in a luminescent imager analyzer LAS3000. Quantitation of the
signal was performed in triplicate using the computer program Multigauge V3.0.

For the inhibition immunoblotting, sera were diluted with 6% skim milk powder (SMP) in

PBS-T, and were pre-incubated with tree nut or seed extracts, using BSA as negative control, at
room temperature for 2 h. The inhibition mixtures or whole sera (diluted 1:5 3% SMP in PBST) were added to the membrane and incubated at room temperature for 2 h.
Amino acid sequence alignment

Due to the results obtained at IgE-binding assays, we focused on the analysis of the amino acid

sequence similarities between 2S albumins from pine nut, sesame seed and Brassicaceae

members. Sequences alignments were performed with the informatics program GeneDoc and

selected sequences were: Pinus pinea 2S albumin (Pin p 1), Sinapis alba 2S albumin (Sin a 1)
and Brassica napus 2S albumin (Bra n 1).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Clinical features of patients

Mustard seeds allergic patients (N=5) included in this study had the clinical features
summarized in Table 1. The average age of the patients was 35.2 ± 6.2 years showing a

predominance of male individuals (60%). Clinical symptoms of all patients can be described
as OAS and systemic reactions. The most frequent of these systemic reactions was general

urticaria in 80% of the patients’ sample, while each individual presented other symptoms such

as asthma, angioedema, contact urticarial, digestive symptoms, throat tightness and rhino

conjunctivitis. In addition, they showed positive SPT with other mustard seed allergen, Sin a 2,
but negative ELISA to Sin a 3 and Sin a 4.

Only one patient was allergic exclusively to mustard seed, meanwhile four patients (80%)

were also allergic to olive pollen (Olea europaea) and other vegetables. Among these
individuals, three of them showed allergy to foods including kiwi, nuts, melon or Rosaceae
family and the other one presented symptoms only with mustard and pollen.
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Table 1: Clinical characteristics of patients with mustard allergy
Mustard allergy

Patient
nº

Sex/Age
(y)

1

F/51

2
3
4
5

F/30

M/30
M/36
M/30

Symptoms
OAS, U, AE,
D
OAS, CU,
TT, D
OAS, U, A
OAS, U

OAS, U, AE,
TT, A, RC

SPT*

ELISA †

Mustard Sin a 1 Sin a 2

Mustard Sin a 1

Sin a 2

Sin a 3

Sin a 4

Other
food
allergies

Pollen
allergy

No

Yes

No

No

221

170

69

3.3

3.2

0.98

Neg

Neg

163

544

156

2.9

2.3

2.4

Neg

Neg

171

135

83

119
137

97

353

46

139

3.5
3.5
0.9

3.5
3.5
0.9

2.14
2.14
0.1

Neg
Neg
Neg

Neg

k, n

Neg

r, m

Neg

n

Yes
Yes
Yes

A: Asthma; AE: Angiodema; CU: Contact Urticaria; D: Digestive Symptoms; F: Female; k: kiwi; m: Melon; M:
male; n: Nuts (including almond); Neg: Negative (< 0.100 for ELISA and wheal area< 7 mm2 for SPT); OAS:

Oral Allergy Syndrome; r: Rosaceae Family (peach, apple, pear, apricot, plum, cherries, and strawberries and
excluding almond); RC: Rhino Conjunctivitis; TT: Throat Tightness; U: Generalized Urticaria
*Skin prick test: wheal area in mm2

†Specific IgE determined in ELISA as OD at 492 nm

2S albumins isolation and identification

Protein extracts from Brassicaceae species (mustard seed, rapeseed, cabbage seed and radish
seed), grass pea seed, sesame seed, lentil and tree nuts (sunflower seed, hazelnut, cashew nut,
peanut and pine nut) were obtained from their respective natural sources; then, the isolation
of low molecular-mass proteins using a combination of three chromatographic steps: size

exclusion, ion exchange and RP-HPLC were performed. The eluted proteins were quantified and
visualized by SDS-PAGE. Proteins with a molecular mass around 12 kDa were identified by their
fingerprint using MALDI-TOF-TOF mass-spectrometry techniques. The results obtained by
mass-spectrometry were analyzed by BLASTp program, confirming they belonged to the 2S

albumins super family. The 2S albumin from pine nuts was identified by de novo sequencing of

two peptides, which correlated with Pinus strobus 2S albumin (100% identity), and Pseudotsuga

menziensii 2S albumin (64% identity). As reported Cabanillas et al. [17], the pine nuts 2S
albumin presents only one chain since only one band appears in the presence of βME. However,
Sin a 1 purified from mustard seed present two chains (9 and 4 kDa) under reduced conditions
(Figure 1A).
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Figure 1 (A) SDS-PAGE of purified 2S albumins from pine nut and mustard seed (Sin a 1), under reducing
(+βME) and non-reducing conditions (-βME), with Coomassie Blue Staining. (B) Immunoblotting of several
seeds and tree nuts extracts tested with a pool of mustard seed-allergic patients’ sera. (C) Inhibition of the
IgE binding to Sin a 1 by several inhibitors using a pool of sera from mustard-allergic patients sensitized to
Sin a 1. (D) IgE recognition to Sin a 1 and pine nut 2S albumin by mustard seeds allergic patients’ sera.

Detection of IgE-reactive proteins in the protein extracts

The IgE-binding capacity of purified proteins using sera allergic to Sin a 1 was assayed by

immunoblotting. In Figure 1B, specific IgE recognition to Brassicaceae members besides
mustard and other seeds and nuts extracts is shown.

Previous studies revealed that Sin a 1 and rapeseed albumin, Bra n 1, were recognized either

by mustard seed or rapeseed allergic patients’ sera, suggesting the existence of common
antigenic regions between these two Brassicaceae members due to the great identity of their

amino acid sequences[18]. However, it is interesting that the sera here used, who are allergic to
Sin

a 1, recognize low molecular mass proteins from pine nuts and sesame seed, and not to

other nuts.
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Table 2: Amino acid sequences percentages of identity (%I) and similarity (%S) of 2S albumins from
Brassicaceae family Sin a 1 and Bra n 1, and from pine nut (Pin p 1).
S%

I%

Sin a 1

Sin a 1
Bra n 1
Pin p 1

84
26

Bra n 1

Pin p 1

81

13

29

13

Figure 2 2S albumins from Brassicaceae family: mustard seeds (Sin a 1) and rapeseed (Bra n 1); and from
pine nuts (Pin p 1).

Sin a 1 cross-reactivity with other vegetables extracts
To confirm the possibility of cross-reactivity between 2S albumins from different plant families,
inhibition immunoblotting experiments were carried out using the same pool of sera (Figure
1C). IgE binding to Sin a 1 was nearly completely inhibited when rapeseed, cabbage seed, radish

seed, sesame seed and pine nuts (95, 96, 94, 95 and 95%, respectively, measured by

densitometry) were used as inhibitors, and is significantly inhibited by grass pea (56%).
Moreover, cross-reactivity between purified Sin a 1 and pine nut 2S albumin was tested,
showing IgE recognition of both purified proteins (Figure 1D).

Cross-reactivity in 2S albumins usually occurs between vegetables from the same family,

because they have a higher sequence similarity and they can share common linear epitopes. In
fact, the amino acid identity degree of members from the same protein family is very high. This

fact occurs with Sin a 1 and other 2S albumins from Brassicaceae family with values of 81 %

with Bra n 1 (Table 2). In the case of Sin a 1 and 2S albumin described from pine nuts, Pin p 1,

there is an %I and %S of 13 and 26, respectively. However, as the sequence alignment between
these two allergens shows in Figure 2, there are conserved regions along the large chain, which

probably could correlate with IgE binding regions, different but really close from the epitope

described in Sin a 1 [19] and which may explain the results observed at the immunoassays.

Cross-reactivity processes in which these proteins were involved have been attributed to more
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conserved linear regions between 2S albumins phylogenetically related, as it happens with Sin
a 1 and other Brassicaceae members [9].

In other study, it has been shown that IgE binding to proteins from P. pinea seeds were

completely inhibited by proteins from P. cembra seeds, but hazelnut and peanut did not
revealed inhibitory ability [20]. Besides, cross-reactivity between sunflower seeds and mustard

inducing anaphylaxis has been studied [21]. In this case cross-reactivity also happens between

proteins from non- related families, mustard seed, sesame seed and pine nuts, which has not
been reported before and rendered interesting results for a better diagnosis.

CONCLUSIONS

Cross-reactivity in 2S albumins family linked to mustard allergy has been related to members
of the same vegetable Brassicaceae family. This is due to the similarity between their amino acid

sequences, so they share conserved regions that can be recognized by specific IgE. However,
cross-reactivity between 2S albumins from non-related vegetable species seems to be less
probable due to the big sequence differences. This can be explained phylogenetically:

angiosperms, as Brassicaceae, and gymnosperms, as Pinaceae, have evolved separately;

therefore, correlation between their 2S albumins was not expected. Moreover, 2S albumins

belong to a multigene family, which lead them to numerous isoforms with different amino acid
sequences. This makes cross-reactivity between mustard seeds and pine nuts much

unexpected. In this study we have showed that pine nut and sesame seeds extracts inhibit

specific IgE-binding to Sin a 1; furthermore, mustard seeds-allergic patients’ sera recognized

the pine nut 2S albumin either both in the extract and the purified proteins available for this
study.

This kind of studies are very relevant in order to determine the allergenic cross-reactions

among members of seed storage protein family, those expected and unexpected by the

phylogenetical origin, because these allergens have been reported to cause severe symptoms

when consumption of their biological source. For this reason, completing the allergenic 2S
albumins panel is required to avoid unexpected allergic reactions that could be strongly severe
as anaphylaxis and could lead to fatal consequences.
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UNPUBLISHED INFORMATION

Figure 1 Unpublished. Inhibition of Sin a 1 recognition by a specific monoclonal antibody with plantderived extracts. Extracts from Brassicaceae family partially inhibited the recognition of Sin a 1 by the

antibody. Surprisingly, also other sources like sesame seed, lentil or pine nut were able to abrogate Sin a 1
recognition partially.
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To the Editor:
Pistachio (Pistachio vera) and cashew nut (Anacardium occidentale), members of the

Anacardiaceae family, account for a significant percentage of food allergies worldwide [1]. Nuts

are one of the main causes of food anaphylaxis, eliciting a significant number of life-threatening

reactions, which are aggravated by the fact that these allergens are often hidden in processed
foods. Variability of allergic phenotypes to nut allergens with complex cross-reactivity profiles

complicates clinical management of the patient [2] In this sense, several allergenic patterns
have been defined according to different factors such as geographical area, age, eating habits,
pollinosis, and so on.

Most nut allergens belong to a small number of protein families, which homologous members

share three-dimensional structure, biologic function and sequence identity, exhibiting inter and
intra- species cross-reactivity. In a clinic context, it is important to establish correlations within

each food allergen family based on their cross- reactivity and their ability to trigger systemic

reactions or anaphylaxis. Nowadays, the availability of few purified and well-characterized al-

lergens makes difficult to predict which of them are included in these particular associations.
Different nuts clusters, grouped around one allergen, make it possible to optimize the
management of nut allergy.

Previous studies have shown that pistachio and cashew nut presented a high degree of cross-

reactivity at the specific IgE (sIgE) level, owing to their botanic proximity[3]. Furthermore, at

least 86% of patients allergic to nuts are also allergic to multiple species [4] and for cashew or
pistachio allergic subjects a significant proportion are poly-sensitized to different nuts.

Several major allergens have been identified in cashew -Ana o 1 (7S vicilin), Ana o 2 (11S

globulin), Ana o 3 (2S albumin)[5], and in pistachio -Pis v 1 (2S albumin), Pis v 2 and 5 (11S
globulin), Pis v 3 (7S globulin) and Pis v 4 [6]. Except Pis v 4, a manganese superoxide dismutase,

all others are seed storage proteins. Prior studies showed that 7S vicilins and 11S globulins
from different tree nuts exhibit moderate cross-reactivity at IgE level [7]. However, cross-

reactivity mediated by 2S albumins has not been well explored and appears to be infrequent

and, as in Brassicaceae seeds, nearly restricted to members of phylogenetically related families
[8].

The aim of the present study was to evaluate a selected group of six patients with allergy to

pistachio and/or cashew nut exclusively sensitized to 2S albumins. Results of this study proved
that there is IgE cross-reactivity between these two Anacardiaceae 2S albumins but they were
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Figure 1. Immunoblotting of (A) cashew nut and pistachio extracts and purified 2S albumins (B), tested with
the individual allergic patients’ sera. C: negative control using a tolerant patient serum. (C) Cross-reactivity

between Pis v 1 and Ana o 3 2S albumins from pistachio and cashew nut, respectively. Immunoblotting
inhibition of the IgE recognition to cashew nut and pistachio extracts using the respective purified 2S

albumins. (D) ELISA inhibition of IgE recognition between Ana o 3 and Pis v 1. In all cases, the same pool of

allergic patients’ sera has been used. (E) Cross- reactivity among 2S albumins using several tree nuts and
seeds extracts as inhibitors of IgE recognition of Pis v 1.

not cross-reactive to 2S albumins from other sources, which will provide significant data on the

clinical management of this subgroup of patients. These patients displayed clinical features de-

scribed in Table 1. All the patients reported systemic symptoms when eating pistachio and/or
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cashew nut and showed positive skin test to these nut extracts and sIgE to their 2S albumins,

Pis v 1 and Ana o 3, respectively. None of them was sensitized to other nuts or purified 2S
albumins (skin test or specific IgE), or allergic to other nuts, which was confirmed by oral

challenge test. ImmunoCAP revealed that all patients, with the exception of one patient who
have sIgE < 0.1 kU/L against pistachio, were positive to both nuts, pistachio and cashew.

Sensitization to pistachio in this patient was confirmed by ELISA and immunoblotting. Controls

did not show any positive result. IgE-binding assays showed similar protein pattern recognition
to cashew nut and pistachio extracts (Figure 1A). Five out of the six patients (83%) with

systemic reactions recognized bands around 14-kDa in both pistachio and cashew nut extracts.

IgE-reactive proteins were separated by using a combination of size exclusion chromatography

in Sephadex G-50 and RP-HPLC. The IgE-recognized proteins were visualized by SDS-PAGE

(Figure S2A). The identification of 14-kDa proteins as 2S albumins from cashew nut, and

pistachio, already named Ana o 3 and Pis v 1, respectively, was performed by their fingerprint

using MALDI-TOF-TOF mass-spectrometry techniques (Figure S2B), with a 44% and 28% of

primary structure coverage of peptides sequenced, respectively. Under reducing conditions,
they were split in two subunits of 8 kDa and 4 kDa, linked each other by disulphide bonds due
to the presence of a conserved cysteine residues scaffold (Figure S2A).

The spectroscopic characterization of these 2S albumins rendered a common five-helix

folding motif maintained by disulphide bonds. This pattern, present in other allergens such as
LTPs or α-gliadins, gives them a high long-term stability, an important requirement to be
relevant food allergens[9]. In fact, the ellipticity of both 2S albumins decreased by thermal

treatment, although the helical structure was maintained, which did not recover its initial

conformation when the temperature did (Figure S2C). Most of these 2S albumins share a basic

pI and high resistance to the thermal denaturation, which is reflected in their CD spectra.

However, both cashew nuts and pistachio are unusual 2S albumins because they have an acidic
pI and a lower stability than their corresponding relatives.

Significant cross-reactivity across Ana o 2 to other 11S globulins was previously observed and

a linear IgE epitope responsible for this reactivity was identified. Carbohydrates from 7S vicilins

including those of Anacardiaceae have been pointed as IgE cross-reactivity epitopes [3].

However, gradual proteolysis of 2S albumins during seed germination decreases similarity

between their amino acid sequences and also the probability of these processes occurring.
Moreover, the lack of a panel of purified 2S albumins from tree nuts and seeds has resulted in
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few comprehensive studies to establish the allergenic profile of these patients, evaluate the

cross-reactivity among them or define clusters of nuts associated with these purified allergens.

As examples, between Sin a 1 and Bra n 1, or Ara h 2 and Ara h 6 [10]. Cross-reactivity between

sunflower and mustard seeds 2S albumins was reported in a mustard allergic patient; between

sesame and poppy seeds extracts and between mustard, sesame and pine nut seeds[7]. In this

study, we have evaluated the IgE recognition from these patients against a panel of eight 2S
albumins, including those from pistachio and cashew nuts and the cross-reactivity degree
among them. IgE of all sera recognized both 2S albumins (Figure 1B) but no signal was

observed when a pool of sera was used against 2S albumins belong to another phylo- genetic
families in immunoblotting (Figure S3). Similar results were obtained by ELISA assays when
individual sera were tested against the six 2S albumins as shown in Table 2. It is important
highlighting that this subset of patients, allergic to Anacardiaceae, could eat other nuts without

experiencing allergic reactions. They might also eat mango pulp because, although allergy to
this Anacardiaceae member has been described [11], 2S albumins are restricted to seeds.

Cross-reactivity between these two 2S albumins from Anacardiaceae family with a sequence

identity degree of 62% and a similarity of 79%, were analized by immunoblotting and ELISA

inhibition assays using a pool of allergic sera. IgE binding to Ana o 3, either to the monomer and
aggregated forms of the protein, was nearly completely inhibited after pre-incubation of the

sera with Pis v 1 (Figure 1C); but in contrast, pre-incubation of sera with Ana o 3 elicited a

partial inhibition of IgE recognition to Pis v 1. These results were confirmed by ELISA inhibition
assays (Figure 1D) where Pis v 1 inhibited IgE binding to Ana o 3 at lower amounts of protein

than Ana o 3 itself. However, Ana o 3 partially inhibited IgE recognition to Pis v 1, not reaching

100% of inhibition. These results point to Pis v 1 from pistachio as the primary sensitizer,
containing specific epitopes absent in Ana o 3 and support the idea that in these patients,

pistachio could be the primary sensitizer and cashew nut sensitization would occur through

cross-reactivity between both proteins. Moreover, IgE binding to Pis v 1 was not inhibited with
tomato, sunflower, mustard, or nuts as pine seeds, hazelnut or peanut extracts (Figure 1E),

confirming that cross-reactivity seems to be restricted to the same phylogenetical family, in this
case Anacardiaceae. According to the low degree of amino acid sequence identity to other plant
species 2S albumins (<40%), it seems unlikely that common regions of IgE recognition could

be present in other 2S albumins (Figure S4).
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Table 1: Patients’ clinical features

SPTa

CAPb
Pollen
allergy

Other food
allergies

0
ND
0

Neg
Neg
Pos

Neg
Neg
l, f, e

0.06

Neg

n

Patient Sex/Age
Pistachio/Cashew nut Symptoms Cashew nut Pistachio Cashew nut Pistachio Ara h 2
nº
(y)
1
2
3

F/4
M/7
M/5

4

M/20

5

F/2

6

Cashew nut
OAS, U,A
Pistachio/Cashew nut
AN
Cashew nut
AN, D
Cashew nut

AN

Cashew nut

M/19

OAS, AE

Cashew nut

OAS, U, AE

Pos
Pos
Pos

Pos
Pos
Pos

0.63
2.84
2.64

0.62
2.52
8.3

Pos

Pos

1.31

0.03

Pos
Pos

Pos

1.79

Pos

2.15

0.2

0.23

0.04
0

Neg
Neg

Neg
Neg

A, asthma; AE, angiodema; AN, anaphylaxis; D, digestive symptoms; e, egg; F, female; f, fish; k, kiwi; l, legumes
(lentil, chickpea, bean); M, male; m, melon; n, nuts (including almond); ND, no determined; Neg, negative
(<0.100 for ELISA and wheal area < 7 mm2 for SPT); OAS, oral allergy syndrome; Pos, positive; U, generalized
urticarial.
aSkin

prick test: wheal area for SPT Pos > 7 mm2.

bSpecific

IgE determined in CAP (kU/L).

Table 2: Purified 2S albumins tested with allergic patients’ sera by ELISA
ELISA492nma

Patient nº

Cor a 14

Ara h 2

Pin p 1

Sin a 1

1

-

-

-

-

2

0

5

0.006

3
4
6

0
0

0.006

Tomato seed Sunflower seed
Ana o 3
2S albumin
2S albumin
-

0.057

0.005

0

0

0

0.084

0.011

0.009

0.019

0.002

0.1145

0.0925
0.099

0
0

0.008

0
0

0.002

0
0

0.014

Specific IgE determined in in ELISA as OD at 492 nm.

170

-

0.56

0.76

0.325

0.2175

0.028

0.0285

0

0.1245

0.019

0.147

0

Pis v 1

0.155

0.301

0.178

0.1055
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In summary, results of this study proved the existence of pistachio/cashew nut allergic

syndrome characterized by symptoms after eating pistachio and/or cashew nut with
sensitization to both nuts (skin test and/or specific IgE) through 2S albumins (Pis v 1 and Ana
o 3) together with absence of sensitization and tolerance to other nuts. The basis of this

pistachio-cashew nut allergic syndrome was the exclusive sensitization to both allergens
without cross-reactivity to other 2S albumins. It will have important clinical consequences for

both allergists and patients in the clinical practice since the risk of challenge test to other nuts
is low, which will contribute to optimize and facilitate the management of nut allergy. The fact
that these sensitivities manifest themselves preferentially in children exacerbates what is
already a serious health problem that has resulted in significant nutritional deficiencies.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients’ sera
Cashew and/or pistachio nut allergic patients were recruited from Allergy Service of Fundación
Jiménez Díaz, Madrid (Spain). Clinical data were recorded: age, sex, clinical symptoms, specific

IgE levels, and coexistent food allergies (Table 1 supplementary). Inclusion criteria were a well-

defined clinical history of allergy to pistachio and/or cashew nut and positive specific IgE
and/or skin test to pistachio and cashew but negative to other nuts, peanut included. Exclusion
criteria those previously reported [1S]. We included non-atopic individuals with tolerance to

cashew nut and pistachio as negative controls.

Allergen-specific IgE was measured with the ImmunoCAP System FEIA (ThermoFisher

Scientific AB, Uppsala, Sweden) following the manufacturer’s recommendations. Skin prick

tests were performed with a commercial battery (Laboratorios LETI, S.A; Tres Cantos, Spain)

of nut extracts (almond, hazelnut, peanut, chestnut, sunflower seed, pine nut, walnut, pistachio)
and prick by prick test with nuts (almond, hazelnut, peanut, chestnut, sunflower seed, pine nut,

walnut, pistachio and cashew nut). The ALK-Lancet needle (ALK-Lancet; ALK-Abelló, Horsholm,
Denmark) was used for skin tests, which were performed according to EAACI guidelines [2S].

Histamine phosphate at 10 mg/mL and normal saline solution were used as positive and
negative controls, respectively. A wheal with a diameter at least 3 mm larger than the negative
control was considered a positive reaction.
Ethical consent

The Fundación Jiménez Díaz Ethic Committee approved this study and a written informed
consent was obtained from all subjects.

Preparation of protein extracts and purification of 2S albumins
Tree nuts were crushed under liquid nitrogen to obtain a fine flour. Proteins were extracted by

homogenization in 0.2 M ammonium bicarbonate buffer, pH 8.0, containing 1 mM PMSF and
stirred for one hour at 4 °C. The slurry was centrifuged at 20,000 g for 30 min at 4 °C, filtered

and delipidated in cold acetone. After centrifuging at 9000 g for 15 min at 4 °C and repeating
this step twice, the organic phase was finally discarded, the sediment dried and resuspended in
0.2 M ammonium bicarbonate buffer, pH 8.0, and stored at -20 °C. The protein concentration
was determined by the Lowry method [3S].
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2S albumins from tree nut extracts were firstly isolated by a size exclusion chromatography in
Sephadex G-50 Medium equilibrated with 0.2 M ammonium bicarbonate, pH 8.0. After SDS-

PAGE analysis, low molecular-mass protein fractions were pooled and loaded into a High
Performance Liquid Chromatography (RP-HPLC), using a C-18 reverse phase column, with an

acetonitrile gradient (0-60%). Fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE.

Other non-commercially available 2S albumins from tomato, sunflower, pine nut and mustard

seeds and hazelnut were purified for this study as described previously (Figure 1

Supplementary). Ara h 2 was commercially purchased from Indoor Biotechnologies.
Identification of 2S albumins by Mass-Spectrometry

Proteins were identified by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI)-Time of flight

(TOF) Mass-Spectrometry in the Proteomics Facility of the Complutense University (Madrid,
Spain). For this purpose, SDS-PAGE gel was stained with colloidal Coomassie Blue. Bands of

interest were excised from gels to perform peptide mass fingerprinting. Mass spectrometry
analysis of purified proteins was performed in a Bruker-Reflex IV MALDI-TOF equipment
(Bruker-Franzer Analytic, Bremen, Germany) and in a mass spectrometer 4800 Proteomics

Analyzer (AB SCIEX), which allow knowing the molecular masses of proteins and their
fingerprint patterns.

Analytical procedures
Protein purity and apparent molecular mass were analyzed in 17% polyacrylamide gels.

Samples were diluted in loading buffer, with/without β-mercaptoethanol (βME) reducing
agent, and denatured for 10 min at 90 °C. Proteins were stained with Coomassie Blue R-250
(Sigma-Aldrich). Molecular mass markers (Fermentas) were used. Protein concentrations were
determined by amino acid analysis as described [4S].

Circular dichroism (CD) studies were performed on a Jasco J-715 spectropolarimeter (Japan

Spectroscopic Co., Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a CDF-426S Peltier temperature-control system
interfaced with a NESLAB RTE111 water bath. Far-UV CD spectra were recorded at 20 and 85

°C, at protein concentrations of 0.2 μg/μL 20 mM ammonium bicarbonate, pH 8.0. Spectra were
recorded at 20 nm/min, and control buffer baseline was subtracted. Thermal denaturation was
monitored by recording the molar ellipticity at 220 nm ([θ]220) while heating or cooling at 0.5

°C/min. The results are expressed as mean residue weight (MRW) molar ellipticity [θ] MRW
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=θ×M/(c×d×10), where θ is the observed ellipticity, M is the average molecular weight per
residue, c is protein concentration (mg/mL) and d optical pathlength (cm).
Immunological assays

Proteins were blotted onto nitrocellulose membranes (Amersham Biosciences, Barcelona,

Spain) after SDS-PAGE. Immunodetections were performed, by using individual sera or a pool
of them (diluted 1:5). Human IgE binding was detected using mouse anti-human IgE

monoclonal antibody (diluted 1:5000) kindly provided by ALK-Abelló (Madrid, Spain), followed

by incubation with horseradish peroxidase-labelled polyclonal IgG (1:3000 diluted; Pierce,
Rockford, Illinois) [5S]. The chemiluminiscent signal was developed by ECL-Western Blotting

reagent, and detected in a luminescent imager analyzer LAS3000. Quantification of the signal
was performed in triplicate using the computer program Multigauge V3.0.

For immunoblotting inhibition assays [6S] individual sera or an equivolumetric pool of

patients’ sera, were diluted (1:5) with 3% skim milk powder (SMP) in PBS-Tween 0.2%, and

were pre-incubated with 5 µg of the isolated proteins or 500 µg of the corresponding extracts,

at room temperature for 2 h, using BSA as negative control (final dilution of pool or patients’
sera was 1:5). The rest of the steps were as described above.
Indirect and inhibition ELISA

Indirect ELISA was performed in 96-well polystyrene plates (Costar) coated with purified
protein (2 μg/mL in phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.6, 100 μL/well) and after incubation
overnight at 4 °C. Plates were washed with PBS-T and blocked with 3% SMP in PBS-T. For

inhibition ELISA, sera were pre-incubated with purified proteins (0.002-2 µg), tree nut extracts

(500 µg), or BSA as negative control at room temperature for 2 h. Inhibition mixtures or whole

sera (diluted 1/5 in 3% SMP in PBS-T) were added to the coated plate and incubated at 37 °C

for 2 h. Afterwards, plates were incubated with mouse anti-human IgE antibody, followed by
HRP-labelled goat anti-mouse IgG antibody, both for 1 h at 37 °C, with PBS-T washes after each

incubation. IgE binding was detected using o-phenylenediamine (Sigma) in 0.05M phosphate-

citrate buffer (Sigma) and the reaction was stopped with the addition of 4M HCl. The

absorbance was measured at 492 nm in an iMark Microplate Absorbance Reader (Bio-Rad) and

non-specific binding of antibodies was eliminated by subtracting the absorbance from uncoated

controls wells. Positive reactions were considered when the absorbance at 492 nm was greater

than three-fold the standard deviations of the mean absorbance obtained with non-atopic
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donors. The percentage of inhibition of IgE binding was calculated according to the following
formula: inhibition (%) = [1-(OD492nm with inhibitor/OD492nm without inhibitor)] x 100.
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Figure 1 Supplementary. Coomassie blue staining of purified 2S albumins from tomato and sunflower seeds,
cashew nut, hazelnut, pine nut, pistachio, mustard seeds and peanut without β-mercaptoethanol (βME) (A)

and with βME (B).
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Figure 2 Supplementary. Structural characterization of purified Pis v 1 and Ana o 3. (A) Coomassie blue
stained 17% SDS-PAGE of tree nuts extracts and purified 2S albumins in the absence or presence of βME. (B)

Matched peptides (bold) obtained by Mass Spectrometry. (C) CD spectra of purified Ana o 3 and Pis v 1 in the

far-UV at 20°C (—), at 85°C (----) and cooling down again at 20°C (····).

Figure 3 Supplementary. Immunoblotting of 2S albumins (Cor a 8, Ara h 2, Pin s 1, Sin a 1, tomato seeds,
sunflower seeds) and, cashew nut and pistachio, tested with a pool of patients’ sera allergic to cashew nut
and pistachio.
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Figure 4 Supplementary. Cashew nut, pistachio, hazelnut and peanut 2S albumin sequences alignment,
using Ana o 3 amino acid sequence as model, indicating identity (I) and similarity (S) percentages.
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To the Editor:

Members from Cucurbitaceae family have been reported to induce food allergy [1]. Pumpkin

(Cucurbita maxima) pulp has been mostly the allergenic source but few studies are focused on
the allergenic potential of its seeds [2]. Pumpkin seed may be consumed as snacks or as

components in other food products, becoming hidden allergens, eliciting infrequent but

severe cases of allergy with life-threatening reactions [3]. The nature of those allergens has not
been investigated in detail so far. This study aimed to identify two allergens, from pumpkin

seeds a 2S albumin and an 11S globulin, involved in severe allergic reactions of four patients
allergic to these seeds and evaluate the cross-reactivity with other seeds and nuts containing

homologous proteins. General characteristics of selected individuals, extracted from their

clinical histories, are shown in Table S1. All patients described immediate allergic reactions
with severe and systemic symptoms as anaphylaxis, showing a positive specific IgE

(ImmunoCAP, Thermo Fisher) and Skin prick testing (SPT) to pumpkin seeds extract.

Immunological profiles of allergic patients were obtained by testing their sera with pumpkin

seed extract under reducing and non-reducing conditions (Figure 1A), showing that all of

them recognized a protein of around 12 kDa that split into two polypeptide chains under
reducing conditions, possibly being recognized the bigger one (8 kDa) as shown by Coomassie

staining. Additionally, only patients #1 and #2 recognized an IgE-binding band around 50 kDa.
Interestingly, these two patients showed specific IgE values (kU/L), 25.6 kU/L and 51.1 kU/L,

respectively, higher than those observed in patients #3 and #4, 7.5 kU/L and 0.8 kU/L,
respectively.

Suspected allergenic proteins were purified from pumpkin seeds extract by chromatographic

methods: a size-exclusion chromatography followed by a RP-HPLC for 12 kDa protein, or an
ion-exchange chromatography for 50 kDa one. Identification of IgE-reactive proteins by
MALDI-TOF-TOF mass spectrometry confirmed them as a 2S albumin and a 11S globulin

(Figure S1), named Cuc ma 5 and Cuc ma 4, respectively, by WHO/IUIS committee.

Electrophoretic analysis in reducing conditions revealed that Cuc ma 5 split in two chains (8

kDa and 3 kDa), linked each other by disulfide bonds established between conserved cysteine

residues pattern, a feature commonly described in another 2S albumins like the one from
yellow mustard seed, Sin a 1. IgE antibodies from all patients recognized the purified protein,

being directed specifically to its long polypeptide chain (8 kDa) after allergen reduction
(Figure 1B). On the other hand, Cuc ma 4 exhibited similar structural features as its
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counterpart from yellow mustard seed, being recognized by patient #1 serum under reducing
and non-reducing conditions (Figure 1C).

Figure 1. Immune detection of potential allergenic proteins from pumpkin seed. IgE-recognition
patterns of four allergic patients showed the recognized bands on the pumpkin seeds extract, under reducing

(+βME), and no reducing (-βME) conditions (A). Isolated pumpkin seed allergen Cuc ma 5 (B) and Cuc ma 4

(C) electrophoretic and immunological profiles under reducing and non-reducing conditions, using Sin a 1 or
Sin a 2 (Sinapis alba) allergens as reference, respectively, and non-atopic patient serum as control (c).
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All patients were polysensitized to several plant-derived foods. Inhibition assays were

conducted to determine the potential role of identified proteins in cross-reactivity processes

with other members of Cucurbitaceae family, like melon seed, and other seeds and nuts. Thus,
Cuc ma 5 recognition by a pool of patients’ sera was partially inhibited by melon seeds extract

(36%) and, surprisingly, by pine nut extract (57%) (Figure 2A), since cross-reactivity linked

to 2S albumins usually involves species phylogenetically related. No inhibition was obtained
with peanut, hazelnut, cashew nut, and seeds from mustard and flax. For its part, Cuc ma 4

was totally inhibited by homologous proteins in melon seed and cashew nut extract (100%),
while partially by the mustard seed one (Figure 2B).

To date, few cases of allergy to different Cucurbitaceae members, as pumpkin itself and

zucchini (C. pepo), have been reported, eliciting a wide variety of symptom [4,5]. Some

allergens (cyclophilin, profilin, and LTP) from pumpkin pulp [6] were reported, but only nsLTP

as allergen from pumpkin seed [5]. Now, we describe seed storage proteins as relevant

pumpkin seed allergens for the first time, constituting a relevant step for a more accurately
diagnosis and management of allergic patients.

We must bear in mind that the study was carried out only in four patients and that the

importance and real scope of our findings should be evaluated in future studies including a
greater number of patients, different regions of the world, children, and adults.

Here, we accomplish the identification of two new allergens, Cuc ma 4 and Cuc ma 5,

recognized by patients experiencing anaphylactic reactions after eating pumpkin seeds, but
tolerated either its pulp or those of other Cucurbitaceae vegetables. No immune recognition

of similar proteins in zucchini and cucumber seed extracts by patients’ sera was observed

(data not shown).

Although pumpkin seed 2S albumin was already described as a vacuolar protein [7], not so its

allergenic capacity, Cuc ma 5 displayed similar features to those observed in other 2S albumins,

being involved in triggering severe symptoms[8]. Among its two polypeptide chains (8 and 3

kDa), slightly smaller than those exhibited by yellow mustard seed Sin a 1 (9 and 4 kDa),
patients only recognized the heavy one, supporting the hypervariable region located in that
chain as the location for the immunodominant IgE epitope in members of this family [9].
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Figure 2. Cross-reactivity between pumpkin seed and other vegetable sources. Inhibition assay of IgE

recognition from a pool of patients’ sera to purified pumpkin 2S albumin (A) and patient #1 serum positive

to 11S globulin (B), using different extracts as inhibitors. Controls of inhibition: BSA-0%, pumpkin seed

extract (PS)-100%

Cross-reactivity among these proteins is usually restricted to members of the same

phylogenetic family, as observed with pumpkin seeds and other Cucurbitaceae member, melon

seeds. Unexpectedly, pine nut extract, to which patient #4 was allergic to, displayed a 57%
inhibition of IgE recognition to Cuc ma 5 (Figure S2). Patients #1 and #2 also recognized

pumpkin seed 11S globulin (Cuc ma 4). Clinical observation and patients’ IgE-reactivity pattern

pointed out this protein as the cause of the cross-reactivity with other vegetable sources, as

demonstrated by the depletion of Cuc ma 4 immune recognition by homologous proteins from
melon seed, mustard seed, and cashew nut. It should be considered that, when comparing the

specific IgE levels, those from the two individuals that recognized pumpkin 11S globulin were

significantly higher than those from patients only positive to 2S albumin. Some authors
suggested that 11S globulin CAP could be a predictive test of symptoms severity in the case of
mustard allergic patients [10].

In conclusion, two new allergens from pumpkin seed have been described. Although only a

small number of sera was used (4 of them recognizing Cuc ma 5 and only 2 of them recognizing

Cuc ma 4), allowed us suggesting that Cuc ma 5, a 2S albumin, is a suitable candidate to be used

as a diagnostic marker of sensitization and severe reactions, while Cuc ma 4 would complete
the clinical picture and become a marker of symptom severity and cross-reactivity with other

vegetable sources. The increasing number of processed foods with pumpkin seeds among their
components will make these allergic reactions more frequent. These findings would provide a

better understanding of plant-derived food cross-reactivity and improve our diagnostic
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monitoring of the allergic patient, and, perhaps in future, they will make possible new
therapeutic approaches.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients’ sera
Four well-characterized patients with systemic reactions to pumpkin seeds were recruited

from Allergology services of Hospital Universitario Fundación Jiménez Díaz and Hospital
Universitario Getafe of Madrid. Pumpkin seed allergy was diagnosed in patients having a clear

history of adverse reactions due to pumpkin seed suggestive of IgE-mediated allergy, showing

positive skin prick tests and/or specific IgE to pumpkin seed extract following the diagnostic
algorithm of the Food Adverse Reaction Committee of Sociedad Española de Alergia e

Inmunología Clínica [1S]. Patients did not undergo an oral challenge test to diagnose pumpkin
allergy since they suffered severe systemic reactions and a clear and close causal relation

between the intake of pumpkin seeds and appearance of allergic symptoms along with positive
skin prick test and specific IgE to pumpkin extracts. As negative control, we included an atopic

individual without food allergic episodes. Written informed consent was obtained from all

patients. The work was performed accomplishing the Ethic Guidelines of Complutense
University of Madrid.

Obtaining of protein extracts from different foods. Purification of yellow mustard and
pumpkin seeds 2S albumins and 11S globulins.
Protein extracts from several food sources were obtained as previously described [2S]. Tree

nuts and seeds were crushed under liquid nitrogen until a fine flour was obtained. Proteins
were extracted by homogenization in sodium borate buffer, pH 8.0 containing 1 mM PMSF and

shaking for one hour at 4 °C. The slurry was centrifuged at 12000 g for 30 min at 4 °C, filtered

and delipidated in cold acetone. The resulted slurry was centrifuged again at 5500 g for 15 min

at 4 °C. This process was repeated twice and finally, organic phase was discarded, and dried
pellet resuspended in 0.15 M ammonium bicarbonate buffer pH 8.0, stored at -20 °C. The

protein concentration was determined by Lowry method.

Seed storage proteins from pumpkin seeds were firstly isolated by a size exclusion

chromatography using a Sephadex G-50 medium column equilibrated with 0.15 M ammonium
bicarbonate pH 8.0 at a flowrate of 3 mL/min (Figure 3 Supplementary). After SDS-PAGE

analysis of the resulted fractions, the ones containing the proteins of interest were pooled
together and applied in a second chromatographic step: a High Performance Liquid
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Chromatography (RP-HPLC) for pumpkin seeds low molecular mass proteins isolation, using a

C-18 reverse phase column, with an acetonitrile gradient from 0% to 60% at a flowrate of 1
mL/min; or an ion exchange chromatography in DEAE-Cellulose for pumpkin seed 11S globulin

isolation, using a gradient from 20 mM to 0.15 M ammonium bicarbonate at a flowrate of 0.8

mL/min. Yellow mustard seed 2S albumin (Sin a 1) and 11S globulin (Sin a 2) were obtained
following the same methodology. Fractions were analyzed again by SDS-PAGE.
Analytical procedures

Protein purity and apparent molecular mass were monitored by SDS-PAGE in 17%
polyacrylamide gels. Samples were diluted in loading buffer, in the presence or absence of the

reducing agent β-mercaptoethanol (βME) and were denatured for 10 min at 90 °C. Proteins

were stained with Coomassie Blue R-250 (Sigma-Aldrich). Molecular mass determinations

were done with molecular mass protein markers SM0431 (Fermentas). Protein concentration
was determined by measuring their absorbance at 280 nm.

Identification of pumpkin seed allergens by Mass Spectrometry
Proteins were identified by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI)-Time of flight

(TOF) Mass-Spectrometry. For this purpose, SDS-PAGE was performed in sterile conditions,

staining the gel with colloidal Coomassie Blue and conserving it in ultrapure Milli-Q© water.
Stained bands were excised from SDS-PAGE to perform peptide mass fingerprinting in the

Proteomics facilities of the Complutense University of Madrid (Spain). Mass spectrometry of
purified protein was developed in a Bruker-Reflex IV MALDI-TOF (Bruker-Franzer Analytic,

Bremen, Germany).

Samples were analyzed in a mass spectrometer 4800 Proteomics Analyzer (AB SCIEX). This

spectrometer has a MALDI ionization source and two TOF analyzers in tandem, allowing to
know the molecular masses of proteins and their fingerprint patterns.

Western blotting assays

Proteins (2 μg) and extracts (20 μg) were blotted onto nitrocellulose membranes (Amersham
Biosciences, Barcelona, Spain) after SDS-PAGE. Immunodetection of proteins were performed,

by using individual or an equivolumetric pool of sera, in both cases diluted 1:5 in 3% skim milk

powder (SMP) with 0.1% PBS-Tweed (PBS-T). The binding of human IgE was detected with
mouse anti-human IgE monoclonal antibody (1:5000 diluted) kindly provided by ALK-Abelló

(Madrid, Spain), followed by horseradish peroxidase-labeled polyclonal IgG (1:3000 diluted;
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Pierce, Rockford, Illinois). The chemiluminescent signal was developed by ECL-Western

Blotting reagent and detected in a luminescent imager analyser LAS3000. Quantitation of the
signal was performed in triplicate using the computer program Multigauge V3.0.

For inhibition assays [3S], individual sera or an equivolumetric pool of patients’ sera were

diluted (1:2.5) with 6% SMP in 0.2% PBS-T and were pre-incubated with 200 µg of the
corresponding extracts, using PBS as negative control, at room temperature for 2 h. The rest of
the steps were as described above.
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Table 1 Supplementary. Patient’s clinical features.
SPT*

Patient
n°

Sex/Age
(y)

Symptoms

PS

PS

1

F/28

AN, OAS, D

Pos

22.6

F/16

AN

Pos

1.79

2
3
4

F/12
F/32

AN, D

AE,AN, D, U

Pos
Pos

CAP

†

Cashew nut Ara h 2

Pru p 3

Pollen Other food
allergy allergies

0.8

ND

0.02

Yes

ND

0

0.01

No

51.1

0.44

0.8

0.05

ND
0.21

ND

0.26

c, m, pi, w

Yes

c,ch,h,m,p,pi,
su,w

Yes

ch, p, pi

f, m, s

AE, angioedema; AN, anaphylaxis; D, digestive symptoms; OAS, oral allergy syndrome; U, generalized

urticarial; F, female; ND, no determined; Neg, negative (wheal area < 7 mm2 for SPT); Pos, positive (wheal

area > 7 mm2 for SPT); c, cashew nut; ch, chestnut; f, flax; h, hazelnut; m, melon seed; p, pine nut; pi, pistachio
nut; PS, pumpkin seed; s, sesame seed; su, sunflower seed; w, watermelon.
*SPT: Skin Prick Test

† Specific IgE determined by CAP (kU/L)
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Figure 1 supplementary. Fingerprint obtained by MALDI TOF after purification of pumpkin seed 2S
albumin (A) and 11S globulin (B).

Figure 2 supplementary. Cross-reactivity of pumpkin seed and pine nut due to their 2S albumins. Inhibition
of IgE recognition of patient #4 serum to pumpkin seed extract (A) and Cuc ma 5 (B), using pine nut extract
as inhibitor. Controls of inhibition: BSA-0%, pumpkin seed extract (PS)-100%.
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Figure 3 supplementary. Purification process of pumpkin seed storage proteins by chromatographic
methods. Proteins were separated according to their molecular masses in a first size-exclusion

chromatography (A) of pumpkin seed extract. Fractions containing proteins of similar molecular masses

were pooled together, obtaining five pools. Then, pumpkin seed 2S albumin Cuc ma 5 was isolated from pool

nº4 by RP-HPLC (B), while 11S globulin Cuc ma 4 was obtained from pool nº1 by means of an ionic-exchange

chromatography (C).
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Unpublished information related to Article III. Isolation,
identification and immunological characterization of melon seed 2S
albumin.
In the research performed in Article III, we have described two new allergens from pumpkin
seed belonging to the seed storage superfamily: Cuc ma 4, an 11S globulin, and Cuc ma 5, a 2S
albumin. Patients’ clinical information suggested that both allergens were involved in the
severe symptoms developed after pumpkin seed comsumption; however, little was known

about the involvement of those allergens in cross-reactivity processes since most of patients
were sensitized to several foods, including seeds of other Cucurbitaceae, melon (Cucumis melo).

Inhibition assays with extracts showed an in vitro cross-reactivity between the 2S albumins
from pumpkin and melon seeds that will correlate with patients’ sensitization profiles. Because

cross-reactivity processes between 2S albumins is usually restricted to species phylogeneticaly
related, as described in Article II, we aimed to isolate and identify this protein from melon seeds

and determine its immunogenic reaction with Cuc ma 5 from pumpkin seeds.

Patients’ sera employed in Article III were tested individually with melon seeds extract under

reducing and non-reducing conditions (Figure 1U-A), revealing that all patients recognized a

protein of similar molecular mass as Cuc ma 5 under non-reducing conditions although serum

of patient #4 only gives a faint band, while only the patient #3 presented reactive IgEs against

reduced protein. After its isolation by chromatographic methods (Figure1U-B), the protein was
identified as melon seeds 2S albumin by de novo sequencing of several peptides. According to
electrophoretic analysis, this protein has a molecular mass around 12 kDa that under reducing
conditions splits into two polypeptide chains of 9 and 3 kDa, respectively (Figure 1U-C). All

patients recognized melon 2S albumin under non-reducing conditions, while only patient #3
recognized the big chain under reducing conditions. This results suggest a predominance of
conformational IgE epitopes in this protein rather than linear ones.

Cross-reactivity assays with both Cucurbitaceae extracts showed a total inhibition of melon

seed 2S albumin by pumpkin seed extract, while melon seed extract inhibited partialy the IgE
recognition of Cuc ma 5 (Figure 2U-A). Similar results were obtained by using isolated proteins
as inhibitors when testing the pool of patients’ sera with pumpking extract (Figure 2U-B),
showing a partial inhibition (40%) of low-molecular mass proteins recognition when
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Figure 1U. Isolation and immunological recognition of melon seed 2S albumin by patients’ sera. SDS-

PAGE profile and IgE-recognition pattern of melon seed extract under reducing (+βME) and non-reducing (-

βME) conditions (A). 2S albumin from melon seed extract was purified by two chromatographic steps, a sizeexclusion Sephadex G-50 medium chromatography (not shown), and a RP-HPLC (B). SDS-PAGE (C) and

immunorecognition assay with patients’ sera (D) of isolated protein from melon seed extract, under
reducing (+βME) and non-reducing (-βME) conditions.
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incubating sera with melon seed 2S albumin, and total when incubating with Cuc ma 5.
Inhibition curves with purified albumins corroborate these results: melon seed 2S albumin
could only inhibit a 60% of Cuc ma 5 detection, while pumpkin albumin completely depleted

the recognition of melon seed one at the same concentration. These data, in combination with
the ones from Article III, suggested Cuc ma 5 as a primary sensitizer that cross-reacts with

melon seed albumin due to shared epitopes.

Figure 2U. Cross-reactivity between Cucurbitaceae. Inhibition of IgE-recognition to pumpkin and melon

seeds extracts using extracts (A) and isolated 2S albumins (B) as inhibitors. (C) ELISA inhibition of IgErecognition to pumpkin and melon 2S albumins. Inhibition of IgE-recognition to pumpkin 2S albumin using

200 µg of each protein extract. In all cases, the same pool of allergic patients’ sera has been used. As the image

shows, pumpkin 2S albumin inhibits completely the IgE-binding to melon 2S albumin, while this one inhibits
partially the recognition to the pumpkin allergen.
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Block 3. In vitro cell models of the oral sensitization to 2S albumins.
Plant-derived foods are essential in human nutrition due to their beneficial properties, but they
also constitute a source of hidden allergens producing unexpected symptoms when consumed,
increasing the difficulty of an accurate diagnosis. Yellow mustard (Sinapis alba) is a widely

consumed spice present in several meals and snacks, but also an important source of allergens

[1]. For this reason, mustard is one of the foods whose labeling is mandatory in order to prevent

adverse reactions.

The major allergen from yellow mustard seed is Sin a 1, a 2S albumin, firstly described by our

group in 1987 [2]. It is considered a marker of sensitization since 73% of mustard-allergic

patients produce antibodies against this protein. Structural studies revealed its resistance to
thermal and enzymatic treatments [3], which is increased by the presence of lipids, facilitating
the protein to reach the intestinal lumen practicaly intact. Moreover, Sin a 1 is capable of

interact with acid phospholipid vesicles [4], suggesting its ability to interacting with cell
membranes.

Previous studies reported the ability of different 2S albumins to cross Caco-2 cell monolayers

without disrupting them, and activate cells to produce mediators that can contribute to allergy

development [5,6]. This means the secretion of several cytokines and chemokines involved in
the allergy process, such as IL-33, TSLP, IL-25 or CCL20. Nevertheless, little is known about the

sensitization pathway of Sin a 1 through the gastrointestinal tract, being the interaction with
the intestinal epithelium a key point of this process.

Because of that, we set out to study the Sin a 1 sensitization pathway, by the employment of

in vitro cell models of the intestinal epithelium and the immune system. This project was

developed during two short stays at the Division of Pharmacology at the Utrecht University.
Main objectives were: 1) to evaluate if the interaction of Sin a 1 with the intestinal epithelium
barrier may alter its integrity; 2) to study if the allergen promotes the secretion of multiple

immune mediators with a relevant role in allergic processes; and 3) to determine if those
epithelial mediators could induce the activation and polarization of the local immune system
into a pro-allergenic profile.

For this purpose, two intestinal epithelial cell (IEC) lines were employed, HT-29 and Caco-2

cell lines, both in vitro models of human intestinal epithelium widely used in allergy.
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Caco-2 cells were grown in transwell plates until 21 days post-confluence; barrier integrity

was checked by measuring the transepithelial resistance (TEER, optimal values up to 500

Ω·cm2). Then, they were apically exposed to increasing concentrations of Sin a 1 for 24 h. On

the other hand, HT-29 were cultured in 48-well flat-bottom plates or transwell plates and, after

one week, exposed to increasing concentrations of Sin a 1, mustard seed extract or LPS for 24

h up to 72 h. After incubations, cell viability test (WST-1), Caco-2 barrier function (TEER and
4kDa FITC-dextran permeability) and cytokine/chemokine detection by ELISA were
performed. Those experiments revealed that Sin a 1 was capable of activating IECs and inducing

the secretion of pro-allergenic mediators (IL-33, CCL20) without affecting either the barrier

integrity, or cell viability.

To determine the cross-talk between the intestinal epithelium and immune cells upon

exposure to mustard seed 2S albumin, a co-culture model of HT-29 with human monocyte-

derived dendritic cells (moDCs) was established. moDCs were obtained from three different
donors via monocyte differentiation by means of IL-4 and GM-CSF. Co-culture of moDCs with

HT-29 alone revealed a possible role of IECs in promoting tolerance since the expression of
activation markers in moDCs decreased; however, this effect was reverted once co-cultures

were exposed to the allergen. Moreover, moDCs activation only occurs in the presence of both
the allergen and the HT-29 cells, showing up that the intestinal epithelium is a key point in
sensitization through the oral tract.

The results presented in this block were obtained during two short stays in 2018 and 2019 at
Pharmacology Department of University of Utrecht.
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1. RESULTS
1.1. Isolation of Sin a 1 and its interaction with Caco-2 cell line.
Firstly, Sin a 1 was isolated from its natural source, yellow mustard seeds. Protein extract from

seeds was obtained as described in Section 1.1.2 from Materials and Methods, and then Sin a 1

was purified by means of three chromatographic steps: two size exclusion chromatographies

followed by an ion exchange chromatography (Figure 1). Finally, LPS was removed from the

purified protein using endotoxin removal kit. Protein concentration was determined by
absorbance at 280 nm and then it was lyophilized and stored at -20 °C until its use.

Endotoxin levels from mustard seed extract and purified Sin a 1 were determined because

bacterial compounds could induce DCs differentiation and epithelial cell polarization into a Th1

pro-inflammatory profile and its presence can mask the own effect of the allergen. No
significant endotoxin activity was detected in both samples, indicating their adequacy for cell
culturing assays.

For in vitro studies of the interaction allergen-IECs, epithelial cell models that simulate

intestinal barrier were employed. The most known and commonly used are monolayers of

human colon carcinoma cell lines like Caco-2, that spontaneously differentiate to polarized cells

mimicking the microvilli and the luminal side of the intestine and intracellular tight junctions

[7]. This cell line was cultured in 12-well transwell plates. Once cells reached confluency (21
days incubation, TEER ≥ 500 Ω·cm2), different concentrations of Sin a 1 (5, 10, 25 and 50

µg/mL) were added to the apical compartment and incubated with the cells during 24 h at 37

°C, using a well of Caco-2 in medium as control. After this period, basolateral supernatants were

collected for cytokine detection by ELISA, whereas barrier integrity was tested via the 4 kDa
FITC dextran permeability test and cell viability was determined by WST-1 test.

As it is shown in Figure 2, incubation with the allergen did alter neither cell viability, nor

barrier integrity according to TEER measurements; however, it can be noticed an increased

tendency on barrier permeability that correlates with a non-significant decrease on TEER

values when cells were exposed to 25 µg/mL of Sin a 1 in the apical compartment. Unlike

allergenic proteases such as Der p 1 or Act d 1, it has been described a possible mechanism for
this kind of proteins as in the case of Ara h 2 from peanut, to cross intestinal barrier without

disrupting it, via transcytosis, as has been reported for Caco-2 cell monolayers [8]. Other similar
allergens, like peach LTP Pru p 3, were capable of crossing IECs monolayers as well without
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disrupting barrier integrity, either affecting cell viability [9]. Regarding Sin a 1, it can be

suggested that this allergen may be interacting with Caco-2 cells in a similar way as other 2S
albumins. However, more experiments are needed in order to determine if Sin a 1 crosses to
the basolateral compartment after 24 h incubation and how is the mechanism.

Figure 1. Isolation of yellow mustard seed allergen Sin a 1 from total protein extract. (A) First and (B)
second size-exclusion chromatography of yellow mustard seed extract, representing the fractions pooled

together for next isolation steps. (C) Last purification step with an ion-exchange chromatography for the

isolation of mustard seed 2S albumin, Sin a 1.
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In relation to cytokine release, incubation with the allergen induced an increment on CCL20

and IL-33 levels in basolateral compartment, but no significant changes were detected on

CCL22 levels, while IL-8 was not detectable in the supernatants. These results seemed

promising since CCL20 is a chemokine involved in DCs attraction, fitting perfectly in the allergy
sensitization context. Moreover, IL-33 is a key cytokine in allergy development because of its

role in the polarization of immune response to a Th2 profile. These results suggest an ability of

Sin a 1 to interact with Caco-2 barrier and initiate a pro-allergenic immune response that could

lead to the sensitization against this allergen.

Figure 2. Incubation of Caco-2 cell line with different concentrations of mustard seed allergen, Sin a
1. (A) Scheme of Caco-2 cells culture in transwell and exposure to Sin a 1. After 24 hours incubation, cell
barrier integrity was tested via TEER measurement (B) and FITC-Dextran test (C), while cytokine profile of
basolateral supernatants was obtained by ELISA (D-F).
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1.2. Interaction of Sin a 1 with HT-29 cell line. Co-culture model of the crosstalk between
IECs and DCs.
Another intestinal cell line widely employed for the study of transport and allergen-IECs
interaction is the HT-29 cell line, derived from human adenocarcinoma. However, this cell-line

is usually present in an undifferentiated state, so it displays as a monolayer with no tight
junctions established between cells. In the present thesis, HT-29 cells were used not only to

study their interaction with Sin a 1 but also to analyze if this contact can induce an immune
response that may lead to an allergenic behavior.

For this purpose, HT-29 cells were seeded in 48 well-plates and after a week, they were

exposed to different concentrations of the purified allergen Sin a 1 (0.78-25 µg/mL), mustard
seed protein extract (15.65-250 µg/mL) or LPS (10e-4-1 µg/mL) as control, for 24 h at 37 °C.

After that, supernatants were collected for cytokine ELISA detection, and a WST-1 test.

The viability test showed that cells were affected neither by the protein nor the mustard seed

extract or LPS. Commercial ELISAs revealed that the incubation of HT-29 cells with the isolated

protein, but not the extract or the LPS, induced a significant increase on CCL20 and IL-33 levels

in a dose dependent manner, while CCL22 and IL-8 concentrations remained unaffected

(Figure 3).

These results agreed with those previously obtained with Caco-2 cell line, which corroborates

the ability of Sin a 1 to induce a pro-allergenic response by IECs. Previous studies have shown

that certain allergens can activate these cells, inducing a Th2 profile. However, these results

were corroborated through an increment on the expression of their mRNA levels, cytokines
being not detectable in the supernatants. In the present work it is reported for first time the

increment on IL-33 protein levels in both cell-lines supernatants after their exposure to Sin a 1.
Nevertheless, it should be noticed differences between both cell-lines that may explain the

variances between the obtained results. HT-29 cells presented an undifferentiated phenotype
when employed in these experiments, without establishing a mature epithelium with tight

junctions between them so they do not display a proper epithelial barrier but a monolayer of

unpolarized cells. On the contrary, Caco-2 cells were employed 21 days after confluence. In this
state, Caco-2 cells are completely polarized, forming a stable barrier based on tight junctions

between them (controlled by TEER measurements and optical microscopy), and acquiring a

brush border at the apical side similar to enterocytes of small bowel. This could suggest that

HT-29 would be more responsive to treatment with the allergen than Caco-2 cells because of
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that undifferentiated and immature state; moreover, barrier integrity may be involved in Caco2 weaker response to allergen exposure.

Figure 3. Incubation of HT-29 cell line with different concentrations of mustard seed allergen, Sin a
1, yellow mustard seed extract and LPS. (A) Scheme of HT-29 cells culture in flat-bottom wells and
exposure to the allergens. After 24 h incubation, cell viability test was performed (B), while cytokine profile
of basolateral supernatants was obtained by ELISA (C-F).
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It has been reported that airway epithelium integrity plays a key role in allergy development,

since disruption of this barrier due to environmental compounds or even allergens themselves
may induce the development of Th2 immune responses [10]. Furthermore, several allergens

have been described to disrupt epithelial barriers through their intrinsic enzymatic activities.

It is suggested that the combination of an allergen and epithelial damage promotes and

enhances IECs activation into a pro-allergenic profile. In the current work, Caco-2 cells were
only exposed to the allergen Sin a 1, while no barrier damage was caused. It could be interesting

to determine if this loss on barrier integrity plus allergen exposure may promote a stronger
immune response from Caco-2 cells in the same way as it was observed with HT-29 cell line.

On the other hand, despite the existence of several studies that confirm the ability of some

allergens to activate IECs into a pro-allergenic profile, there is no information if that activation

is translated into an appropriate immune response. For this reason, next step was the co-

culture of IECs with antigen presenting cells (APCs), in this case DCs since it has been described

their importance in allergy sensitization [11]. For these experiments, HT-29 cell line was

employed due to its stronger response when incubated with Sin a 1. The co-culture would be

established in transwell plates, with the HT-29 cells in the apical insert while DCs would be in
the basolateral compartment.

For this reason, before co-culture assay it was necessary to determine if HT-29 cells displayed

in transwell the same as in flat-bottom plates, incubating them with concentrations of Sin a 1 at

different end-points in order to establish optimal conditions for this assay. HT-29 in transwell

were exposed to different concentrations of Sin a 1 (LPS free) and extract during 24, 48 and 72
hours. Data obtained revealed an increasing tendency on CCL20 and IL-8 secretion during time
and protein concentration, obtaining maximal values when cells were incubated with 50 µg/mL

of protein at 72 hours. The same tendency was observed for the extract. However, CCL22 only

increased at 50 µg/mL of protein, while IL-33 was detectable when HT-29 cells were incubated

with the total mustard extract, only an increased tendency was detected when incubation with
25 µg/mL of Sin a 1 (Figure 4). From these results it can be deduced an optimal protein

concentration of 50 µg/mL for the co-culture experiment and 72 hours of incubation.
Nevertheless, previous experience in co-cultures involving moDC suggested that these cells
may suffer stress at long time exposures like 72 hours; on the other hand, prior studies of

protein-cell interaction in this area usually used a maximum of 25 µg/mL of allergen. At 48

hours and protein concentration of 25 µg/mL, it was observed an increment on CCL20 and IL216
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8 levels, while IL-33 slightly increased. Hence, it was concluded that those would be the
conditions for a first approximation of the co-culture of the HT-29 with moDCs.

Figure 4. Dose-time response of the exposure of HT-29 cell line to different concentrations of Sin a 1
and yellow mustard seed extract. Samples of basolateral supernatants were collected every 24 hours and

replaced with new medium. After 72 h incubation, cell viability test was performed (B), while cytokine profile

of basolateral supernatants was obtained by ELISA (C-F).
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For co-culture experiment, human moDC were obtained from blood from three anonymous

donors. First, PBMCs were isolated using the LeucosepTM tubes system. From those PBMCs,

monocyte isolation was performed by negative selection with MACS (monocyte isolation kit II,

human, and LS columns, Miltenyi Biotech). Finally, monocytes were cultured during one week

in 6 well plates in RPMI medium in presence of IL-4 and GM-CSF for its differentiation into
moDCs, changing medium each two days. At the same time, HT-29 cells were seeded in the

apical compartment of a 12 well transwell plates. After one week, moDCs were transferred from
the 6 well plate to the basolateral compartment of the transwell plate, in presence or absence

of HT-29 and Sin a 1. Controls of moDCs from each donor were seeded in another 12 well plate,
in presence of LPS or OX40L mix (IFNγ and Prostaglandin E2) (Figure 5A). Then Sin a 1 was

added in the apical compartment to a final concentration of 25 µg/mL, and both plates were

incubated at 37 °C for 48 hours. Afterwards, apical and basolateral supernatants were collected
for cytokine detection by ELISA and HT-29 viability test, while moDCs were collected for flow
cytometry assays.

Co-culture did not affect IECs viability as WST-1 test revealed. However, cytokine profiles

obtained by ELISA showed that only CCL22 and IL-8 were detectable in the basolateral
compartment, while both CCL20 and IL-33 remained undetectable after the exposure of IECs to

Sin a 1. These results are in contrast with those previously obtained, in which it was a clear

increment on CCL20 and IL-33 secretion by HT-29 when incubated with Sin a 1. It can also be

noticed that Sin a 1 induced an increment on IL-8 secretion by moDCs; moreover, the co-culture

alone presented a decreased IL-8 secretion compared with moDCs alone, reverted when
exposed to the allergen (Figure 5). This result may indicate the immunomodulatory capacity
of epithelial cells in basal conditions, promoting tolerogenic responses above inflammatory or

allergenic ones. However, exposure to the allergen reverted this effect which means that Sin a
1 is capable of triggering an immune response through its interaction with IECs.
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Figure 5. Effects on the co-culture of moDCs with HT-29 line in transwell to the exposure to Sin a 1. (A)
Scheme of the co-culture of human moDCs and HT-29 cell line in transwell and exposure to Sin a 1. After 48

hours, samples of basolateral supernatants were collected and moDCs were isolated for the study of their

phenotype after the exposure to the allergen. Cell viability test was performed on HT-29 cells (B), while

cytokine profile of basolateral supernatants was obtained by ELISA (C-D).

On the other hand, flow cytometry showed that around a 20% of cells were CD11c+ HLA-DR+,

corresponding to moDCs (Figure 6). Activated moDCs express CD80 and CD86 in their surface,

and those polarized into a Th2 profile express OX40L as well. For this purpose, the expression

of these three markers was analyzed: CD80 expression was not affected when moDCs were
cultured alone and were exposed to the allergen. However, CD80 expression levels on moDCs

seemed to decrease when co-cultured with HT-29 compared with controls, recovering initial
values when adding Sin a 1 to the apical compartment. This tendency is similar to IL-8 secretion,
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corroborating the immunomodulatory capacity of HT-29 over moDCs and the ability of Sin a 1

to prevent this effect.

A similar tendency was observed with CD86, whose expression increased only when moDCs

were cultured in presence of both HT-29 and Sin a 1, but not with the allergen alone. However,
OX40L did not increase in any case, even in the moDCs incubated with the OX40L mix (positive

control), so it was not possible to make conclusions about this marker. Moreover, data obtained
from flow cytometry was not statistically significant, maybe due to the variability between
donors.

Figure 6. Effects of the exposure to Sin a 1 on the phenotype of moDCs. Surface markers expression was
analyzed by flow-cytometry. Double positive population CD11c+ HLA-DR+ cells (A) correspond to moDCs,
observing changes in the expression of CD80 (B), CD86 (C) and OX40L (D).
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2. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The study presented in this chapter shows the establishment of a new research line in food

allergy sensitization pathways, obtaining enough data that supports its correct approach. Here
it is described a suitable candidate for an in vitro model of the sensitization process to yellow mustard
seed, since it has been demonstrated that the incubation of IECs with mustard major allergen, Sin a

1, induces epithelial cell activation, without affecting epithelial barrier integrity in case of Caco-2
cells. Activated cells secrete pro-allergenic cytokines that, in combination with Sin a 1, may induce
the maturation and activation of moDCs placed in the basolateral compartment. We have also
observed a possible regulatory role of IECs over immune system since they seemed to decrease
moDCs activation; however, this effect was reverted in presence of Sin a 1.

Figure 7. Representation of the co-culture model of moDCs and HT-29 and its exposure to Sin a 1.

However, due to the limited time in which the project was developed, further experiments are

needed in order to increase the significance of results obtained and be able to continue with the

characterization of these in vitro models of the sensitization to mustard seed allergen Sin a 1.

For these reasons, it is expected to perform additional experiments with both cell lines
individually to corroborate the obtained results. As future perspectives, Caco-2 cells will be
exposed not only to mustard seed extract and Sin a 1, but also with different fractions from
mustard seed extract containing different proteins/adjuvants, which may induce an allergenic

response as well, comparing both barrier integrity and cytokine production. On the other hand,
HT-29 cell line obtained the most promising results in terms of cytokine production, however
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it is needed the repetition of the individual experiments to increase the power and allow
significance of the results to confirm the increase in IL-33 secretion upon exposure to the

isolated allergen Sin a 1. Once achieved this significance, it would be suitable to repeat the co-

culture experiment, this time using a higher concentration of Sin a 1 (50 μg/mL) to determine

if it can induce the activation and differentiation of moDCs into a pro-allergenic phenotype.

Moreover, other key cytokines and chemokines of sensitization process, as TSLP and IL-25,
would be analyzed at expression and secretion levels by different methods.

The expression of OX40L by DCs is indispensable for allergy development [12]. Nevertheless,

DCs activation and differentiation is mediated by several cytokines apart from IL-33.

Furthermore, DCs display low levels of IL-33 receptor (ST2) in basal conditions, being
upregulated after rapamycin treatment [13]. This could explain the low levels of moDCs

expressing OX40L obtained in our model, suggesting the implication of other mediators in DCs

activation into a pro-allergenic profile. A possible solution could be the employment of PBMCs
instead of moDCs alone, so the presence of other immune cell populations would amplify the

response induced by the interaction of Sin a 1 with IECs. This approach would let us determine

the presence not only of differentiated DCs but also Th2 cells, among others, which means the
polarization of the immune response [14].

Since the presented models are a simplification of real intestinal conditions, some limitations

should be taken into account. First, cell lines employed do not represent properly the intestinal
barrier cell diversity since Caco-2 remain as epithelial cells, while HT-29 differentiate into
secretory ones under determined conditions [15]. The co-culture of both Caco-2 and

differentiated HT-29 together has been suggested as a promising and more accurate in vitro

model of the intestinal barrier [16]. It could be interesting to employ this model for the study of

Sin a 1 sensitization pathway, comparing this model with the ones already established.

Nevertheless, differences between both epithelial cells should be taken into account in the case

of employing the co-culture Caco-2/HT-29, since allergens may affect differently to each cell
line.

Additionally, differentiation state of epithelial cells must be considered since it affects the cell

response against the allergen as we have seen with Caco-2 and HT-29; moreover, that

differentiation status is correlated with the establishment of tight junctions between cells and

in last term influences barrier permeability to external compounds. Studies carried out in an
airway epithelial model and aeroallergens determined the importance of the functional
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epithelium-state on its permeability to olive pollen major allergen, Ole e 1, being more
significant than the presence of other proteins like Der p 1 whose protease activity may help

other aeroallergens to cross the barrier [17]. Thus, a deeper study of how intestinal epithelium

differentiation state infers in the cytokine/chemokine response against food allergens would
be of interest not only at epithelial cells level but also at the immunological one.

However, still both cell lines come from colon carcinoma, displaying different features than

those cells growing under physiological circumstances. Carcinogenic cells, in basal conditions,
secrete several factors (cytokines, metabolites, growth factors, etc.) leading to a pro-

inflammatory state to promote their survival [18]. Although, this situation could imitate the
epithelial barrier damage required for sensitization to food allergens as explained in section 4.2

of Introduction. In this scenario, it would be the IECs themselves, which promote a suitable state
for a pro-allergenic response in the presence of Sin a 1. The only way to avoid this effect would

be the employment of primary cultures of IECs, already settled for host-pathogen interaction
studies [19] but not for food allergy.

In second place, DCs are not the exclusive targets of epithelial pro-allergenic mediators but

other immune cells. For example, it has been described the activation of mast cells and ILC2s
by IL-33, TSLP and IL-25 in food allergy; those cells produce Th2 canonical cytokines (IL-4, IL-

5, IL-13) which may contribute to DCs maturation and polarization of immune response [20].

However, those cells are usually located in tissues, with low rates in blood, which makes
difficult their isolation.

Finally, the models settled did not contemplate microbiota interaction with IECs and intestinal

immune system, crucial for food allergy development since dysbiosis alters the intestinal
environment, which impacts both the epithelial integrity and the immune response [21,22,23].

In conclusion, promising results were obtained in the establishment of two in vitro models of

sensitization to mustard seed allergen Sin a 1 through its interaction with the intestinal barrier.

It was possible to observe not only epithelial activation after allergen exposure but also its
influence on immune system through moDCs. Still crucial to determine if other factors are

involved in this process and how the impact on immune response. In the future, it would be
ideal the development of a system that imitates the physiological conditions in the gut, based
on primary IECs co-cultured with immune cells and microbial components. This approach, even
though more complex, would become a potent tool in the field of food allergy.
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Block 4. New approaches for the quantitative detection of allergens
in food products. Electrochemical immunosensor for Sin a 1
detection.
One of the main challenges food allergic people have to face is the avoidance of certain food that
contain allergens to which they are sensitized to and the sudden reactions that undergo when

ingesting them. So they are forced to restrict their diets to prevent adverse reactions that may

risk their lives. For this reason, an apropiate labeling of food products is mandatory and it is

regulated by international legislations. However, some processes of food industry may involve
the addition of small amounts of certain potentially allergenic compounds, not being
measurable by current detection methods. In this context, new approaches for the detection

and quantification of crucial food allergens, even if they are present in traces, is highly required
in order to improve food labeling and ultimately patients lifestyle.

International legislation (EU 1169/2011) has determined the mandatory labeling of eight

foods due to the severe adverse reactions they can trigger when consumed; among them,

mustard suposses an important hidden source of allergens since its seeds or flour are added to
several products as an spice or additive in order to improve their flavor and appearance. Even
its relative low prevalence (it is estimated that only 0.8 % of adult population and 1.1% of

children are sensitized), allergy to mustard seed involve the manifestation of severe symptoms

including anaphylaxis, so it is required the development of new aproaches for its detection in
meals.

Mustard seed major allergen and also the cause of most of those severe reactions, is Sin a 1, a

2S albumin which a high porcentage of allergic patients are sensitized to. This protein is known

for its compact structure, resistant to thermal and enzymatic treatment, so it can remain intact
and trigger hypersentivity reactions even after food processing. This makes Sin a 1 a suitable

candidate for the detection of mustard seed traces in food products such as snacks, sauces or
even more complex meals.

In the present chapter it is described the development of the first biosensor reported to date

for the determination of mustard seed traces, consisting of an amperometric immunosensing

platform able to sensitively and selectively determine Sin a 1 content in food extracts. The

immunosensing platform exploits the coupling of magnetic microbeads (MBs) modified with
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sandwich-type immune complexes, comprising monoclonal (capture) and polyclonal
(detection) antibodies, selective to the target protein. In addition, a HRP-conjugated secondary

antibody was used, and the hydroquinone (HQ)/H2O2 system served for the amperometric
transduction through screen-printed carbon electrodes (SPCEs). The present electrochemical

immunosensor allowed the simple and fast detection (a single 1-h incubation step) of Sin a 1
with a limit of detection of 0.82 ng/mL (20.5 pg of protein in 25 μL of sample), showing a high

selectivity against structurally similar non-target allergenic proteins (such as Pin p 1 from pine

nut). The developed immunoplatform was successfully used for the analysis of several plantderived food extracts, giving only positive response for the yellow mustard extract with a Sin a

1 content, in full agreement with that provided by conventional immunodetection
methodologies.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the first biosensor reported to date for the determination of mustard seed
traces. The biosensor consists of an amperometric immunosensing platform able to sensitively
and selectively determine Sin a 1 content, the major allergen of yellow mustard and the most
abundant protein of these seeds. The immunosensing platform exploits the coupling of

magnetic microbeads (MBs) modified with sandwich-type immune complexes, comprising

polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies, selective to the target protein for its capturing and

detection, respectively. In addition, a HRP-conjugated secondary antibody was used for
enzymatic labeling of the monoclonal antibody, and amperometric transduction was made at

screen-printed carbon electrodes (SPCEs) using the hydroquinone (HQ)/H2O2 system. The

electrochemical immunosensor allows the simple and fast detection (a single 1 h incubation
step) of Sin a 1 with a limit of detection of 0.82 ng/mL (20.5 pg of protein in 25 μL of sample)
with high selectivity against structurally similar non-target allergenic proteins (such as Pin p 1

from pine nut). The developed immunoplatform was successfully used for the analysis of
peanut, rapeseed, cashew, pine nut and yellow mustard extracts, giving only positive response
for the yellow mustard extract with a Sin a 1 content, in full agreement with that provided by
conventional ELISA methodology.

INTRODUCTION

Food allergies are a topic of increasing importance in public health. Since there is not effective

treatment for them, the strict avoidance of the allergy-causing food is the only way to get rid of

adverse reactions [1]. Many spices lead hypersensitivity reactions after their ingestion and

among them mustard has been reported as a frequent cause of food allergy being one of the
most reactive when tested in vivo [2]. Mustard is consumed worldwide as a food ingredient in

various forms to enhance flavor and nutritional values. Common foods containing mustard

seeds include pickled products, processed meats, seasoning mixes, salad dressings, sauces,

spice mixtures and instant foods and mustard oil, which is also widely used as an edible oil and

as flavoring agent [3,4,5]. Therefore, mustard traces can be inadvertently masked in many
manufactured and processed products for flavoring, which makes its avoidance difficult and
increases the risk for sensitized individuals of suffering unexpected allergic reactions [6].

The mustard plant belongs to the Cruciferae (Brassicaceae) family, which includes other

vegetables such as radish, rutabaga, cabbage, broccoli, turnip, watercress, horseradish, castor
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oil plant, and rapeseed [7]. Mustard is mainly originated from three species: Sinapis alba

(yellow mustard), Brassica nigra (black mustard) and Brassica juncea (oriental mustard)

[1,8] being the protein fraction, particularly the seed storage proteins, responsible for severe
allergic reactions, as with other major allergens identified in seeds, nuts and legumes [9]. In

fact, the proteins Sin a 1 and Bra j 1 from yellow and oriental mustard seeds, respectively,
belonging to the 2S albumin class, have been described to trigger severe hypersensitivity

reactions after mustard consumption [10]. It is estimated that mustard seed allergy accounts

1–7% of all food allergies in European regions, being considered the fourth most important

food allergen for children population in France [8,11]. Among the four allergenic proteins
identified to date from yellow mustard seeds (Sin a 1–4), major allergen 2S albumin Sin a 1

is a napin (NAP) characterized as a basic, polymorphic, low-molecular-mass protein (14.1 kDa)

[12], highly resistant to proteolysis and remains stable under heat treatments [6]. It is also
considered a diagnostic marker for sensitization to mustard [2,13].

Symptomatology of mustard seed allergy ranges from mild skin or gastrointestinal

manifestations, to severe systemic reactions, such as anaphylactic shock in hypersensitive
patients [5,14]. Small amounts of this spice are capable of triggering these reactions, constituting

a high risk for sensitized individuals due to potential inadvertent exposures (so-called “hidden”

food allergens) when using contaminated cooking utensils, an inadequate cleaning of sharing
processing equipment, or because of the consumption of food products contaminated with

‘foreign’ food traces during shipping, storage, processing. The inadvertent presence of this spice
is aggravated by the high thermal resistance of some of its allergens, whose structures are not

altered during food processing [6,15]. All these reasons led mustard to be included in the most
recent European Directive concerning food safety (No. 1169/ 2011) which lists 14 main

allergenic food ingredients forced to be declared by producers and manufacturers on food

labels [16]. Therefore, analytical methods with the required sensitivity and selectivity to verify
the presence of mustard traces in a wide variety of foodstuffs are highly demanded to ensure
correct labeling and to guarantee the safety of the sensitized population.

Several methods have been reported to detect mustard traces in food samples including real-

time or quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) [17,18,19,20,21], enzyme-linked

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) [3,9,11,22], flow cytometry [23] or mass spectrometry (MS) [7]. Al-

though these methods have advanced significantly in terms of sensitivity and selectivity, they
are time-consuming, labor-intensive, and need expensive equipment (such as a microplate
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reader or thermocycler). Moreover, they are poorly compatible with point-of-care and
multiplexed analyses. Therefore, the development of analytical methods that can be applied in

a fast and easy-to-use manner to check food products for the presence of allergenic ingredients,
offering manufacturers or consumers a tool for on-site testing during food production or

consumption to avoid cross-contamination and health problems, is highly demanded.

In this sense, electrochemical immunosensors have emerged as powerful alternatives to the

above mentioned techniques for the detection and quantification of allergenic proteins.

However, despite the advantages of electrochemical immunosensors regarding compatibility

with miniaturization and multiplexing, simplicity, low cost and possible use in decentralized
settings [24] to the best of our knowledge, no electrochemical immunosensor has been reported

so far for the determination of mustard traces. We describe here the first electrochemical
immunosensor for the determination of mustard residues through the determination of the Sin
a 1 protein. The method involves the use of a capture antibody (CAb) and a detector antibody

(DAb) labeled with a secondary antibody conjugated with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) to

implement a sandwich format. Magnetic microbeads (MBs), providing improvements in assay
time, sensitivity and minimization of sample matrix effects [25,26], were employed to prepare

CAb-functionalized MBs used for the efficient and selective capture of the target protein. After
sandwiching the protein captured onto the CAb-MBs with the DAb and the HRP-labeled
secondary antibody and magnetic capturing the final modified MBs on the disposable screen-

printed carbon electrodes (SPCEs), amperometric detection using hydroquinone (HQ) as
electron transfer mediator and H2O2 as HRP substrate was performed. The analytical
performance of the immunoplatform was evaluated by using the natural allergen purified from

mustard seed and the immunosensor was successfully used to determine the endogenous
concentration of Sin a 1 protein in plant extracts.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials

A CHI812B potentiostat (CH Instruments) controlled by CHI812B software was used to perform

the amperometric measurements. Screen-printed carbon electrodes (SPCEs, DRP-110),

consisting of a 4 mm diameter carbon working electrode, a carbon counter electrode and an Ag
pseudoreference electrode and the specific cable connector (DRP-CAC) were acquired from
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DropSens, S.L. All measurements were carried out at room temperature. A Magellan V 7.1
(TECAN) ELISA plate reader was also used.

A Thermomixer MT100 constant temperature incubator shaker (Universal Labortechnik) and

a Bunsen AGT-9 Vortex were used. Magnetic separation for MBs incubation/washing processes
was made using a Dynal MPC-S magnetic particle concentrator (product No. 120.20, Dynal

Biotech ASA). Capture of the modified-MBs onto the working electrode (WE) surface of the
SPCE was controlled by using a homemade polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) casing with an
encapsulated neodymium magnet (AIMAN GZ) embedded.

All the reagents used were of the highest available grade. Sodium di-hydrogen phosphate, di-

sodium hydrogen phosphate, Tris-HCl, NaCl and KCl were purchased from Scharlab. N-(3Dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC), N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (sulfo-NHS)
were from Fluorochem. Ethanolamine, hydroquinone (HQ) and hydrogen peroxide (30%, w/v)

were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich and 2-(N-Morpholino)-ethanesulfonic acid (MES) was

purchased from Gerbu. A commercial casein blocking solution (a ready-to-use, PBS solution of

1% w/v purified casein) was from Thermo Scientific. Carboxylic acid-modified MBs (HOOC-

MBs, 2.7 μm Ø, 10 mg/mL, Dynabeads®M−270 Carboxylic Acid, Cat. No: 14305D) were
purchased from Dynal Biotech ASA. IgG1 mouse-monoclonal (mAb) and rabbit-polyclonal

(pAb) Sin a 1 specific antibodies were obtained in collaboration with the Hospital Clínico de
Madrid (Spain). The mAb and pAb solutions were diluted and used as indicated in the text. HRPlabeled goat anti-mouse IgG Fc or IgG1 (Abcam, ab97265 and ab97240, respectively) and HRP-

anti-rabbit IgG (BioRad, 170–6515) were tested as secondary antibodies. Natural Sin a 1 was
purified from mustard seeds following the protocol described by Menéndez-Arias et al. [27] and

was used as standard to establish the analytical performance of the developed immunosensing
platform.

All buffer solutions were prepared with Millipore Milli-Q purifica- tion water system (18.2 MΩ

cm): phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) consisting of 0.01 M phosphate buffer solution containing

137 mM NaCl and 2.7 mM KCl, pH 7.5; 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 6.0; 0.1 M phosphate buffer,
pH 8.0; 0.025 M MES buffer, pH 5.0 and 0.1 M Tris- HCl buffer, pH 7.2. Activation and blocking
steps of the HOOC-MBs were carried out using an EDC/sulfo-NHS mixture solution (50
mg/mL each in MES buffer, pH 5.0) and a 1 M ethanolamine solution (prepared in 0.1 M

phosphate buffer solution, pH 8.0), respectively. Substrate (3,3′,5,5′-Tetramethylbenzidine,
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TMB/H2O2) and stop (H 2 SO 4 2N) solutions provided in the commercial ELISA kits were
R

R

R

R

employed to apply this method.

Sandwich immunoassay onto the MBs
A 3 μL aliquot of the HOOC-MBs suspension was placed into a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube

and washed twice with 50 μL MES buffer solution for 10 min under continuous stirring (950
rpm, 25 °C). The washing steps were performed by placing the microcentrifuge tubes for 4 min
in the magnetic concentrator, then discarding the supernatant. Next, the carboxylic groups on

the MBs surface were activated by incubation in 25 μL of the EDC/sulfo-NHS mixture solution

for 35 min (950 rpm, 25 °C). The activated MBs were washed twice with 50 μL of MES buffer
solution, and resuspended in 25 μL of a 1/1,000 diluted CAb solution in MES buffer to perform

the covalent immobilization of CAb (25 °C under continuous stirring at 950 rpm for 30 min).
Subsequently, the CAb-modified MBs were washed twice with 50 μL of MES buffer solution. The
unreacted activated groups on the MBs were blocked by adding 25 μL of the 1 M ethanolamine

solution and incubating the suspension under continuous stirring (950 rpm) for 60 min at

25 °C. The modified MBs were washed with 50 μL of 0.1 M Tris–buffer (pH 7.2) and twice with

50 μL of the commercial casein blocking solution. The resulting modified MBs were kept at 4 °C
in PBS buffer solution (sterilized in an autoclave) until use.

The immunoassay protocol consisted of incubating the CAb-coated MBs in 25 μL of a mixture

solution, prepared in commercial casein blocking solution, containing the purified Sin a 1 (or

the diluted sample extract), 100-times diluted Dab and HRP-anti-mouse IgG1 (0.2 μg/mL) for
60 min (950 rpm, 25 °C). After two washings with 50 μL of casein blocking solution, the MBs

bearing the sandwich immunocomplexes were resuspended in 50 μL of 0.05 M sodium phos-

phate buffer solution (pH 6.0) to perform the amperometric detection.
Amperometric measurements

After inserting the SPCE in the PMMA casing, the 50 μL modified-MBs suspension was

magnetically captured on the WE surface of the SPCE in an easy, reproducible and stable way.
The ensemble SPCE/ magnet holding block was immersed into an electrochemical cell

containing 10 mL of 0.05 M phosphate buffer of pH 6.0 and 1.0 mM HQ solution (freshly
prepared) [28]. Amperometric measurements in stirred solutions were performed by applying

a detection potential of −0.20 V vs. Ag pseudoreference electrode. This detection potential was
previously optimized for the HQ/H 2 O 2 system [29]. Upon addition of 50 μL of a 0.1 M H 2 O 2
R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

solution the current was recorded until the steady-state was reached. The amperometric
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signals given through the manuscript correspond to the difference between the steady state
and the background currents. Unless otherwise stated, the given values are the average ones of

three replicates and error bars were estimated as triple of the standard deviation of the
replicates (confidence intervals calculated for α = 0.05).
Food extracts analysis

Food extracts were prepared following the protocol described by Bueno-Díaz et al. [30]. The

extracts were adequately diluted in casein blocking solution and the protocol detailed in section
2.2 was followed. For comparative purposes, the same extracts were analyzed using the same

immunoreagents by the ELISA method. Briefly, each well was coated with 100 μL of a 1/1,000

diluted in PBS CAb solution and incubated overnight at 4 °C. After washing each well with 350
μL PBST, a blocking step was carried out by incubating at room temperature for 1 h with 350

μL of PBS buffer containing 1% BSA. After a subsequent washing, each well was incubated for
90 min at 25 °C with a 100 μL aliquot of a mixture solution, prepared in commercial casein

blocking solution, containing a variable concentration of the Sin a 1 standard (or diluted sample

extract), 1/100 diluted DAb and HRP-anti-mouse-IgG1 (0.2 μg/mL). After another washing
step, color reaction was generated by adding 100 μL of Substrate Solution to each well and

incubating for 10 min at room temperature (the well microplate was coated with aluminum foil

to avoid direct light). The end of color reaction was accomplished by adding 50 μL of Stop

Solution to each well, and the absorbance was measured immediately using the microplate
reader set at 450 nm.

Due to the absence of matrix effect in the diluted extracts, the Sin a 1 concentration was

determined by simple interpolation of the amperometric or absorbance signals measured in
the diluted extracts into the calibration plots prepared with Sin a 1 standards.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fundamentals of the proposed sandwich immunosensing configuration are depicted in

Figure 1. Briefly, magnetic microcarriers were modified with specific Sin a 1 capture antibodies
(CAb) and used to selectively isolate the target protein which was sandwiched in solution with
the detector antibody (DAb) further conjugated with an HRP-labeled secondary antibody (HRP-

anti-mouse IgG). The resulting modified MBs with the immunocomplexes immobilized on their
surface were magnetically captured on the SPCE WE surface, and the amperometric
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transduction was performed by monitoring the variation in the measured cathodic current
using the H2O2/HQ system (Eapp = −0.20 V vs. the Ag pseudoreference electrode).

Figure 1. Schematic display of the sandwich immunosensing configuration using MBs developed for the
amperometric determination of Sin a 1 standard (A) and plant extracts (B).

Optimization of experimental variables

The feasibility of the sandwich-type immunoassay was tested by comparing the amperometric
responses obtained in the absence and presence of 50 or 2,000 ng/mL of Sin a 1 standards using
unmodified MBs and MBs coated with the available Sin a 1 specific antibodies, an IgG1 mouse-

monoclonal, mAb (Figure 2A), and a rabbit-polyclonal, pAb (Figure 2B and C), respectively.

The obtained results showed that when the pAb and mAb were used as capture (CAb) and

detector (DAb) antibodies, respectively (Figure 2B), it was possible to detect a 40 times smaller

Sin a 1 concentration (50 vs. 2,000 ng/mL ) than using the mAb as CAb and the pAb as DAb

(Figure 2A). It is worth noting also the 106‒times improvement in sensitivity allowed by this
combination as indicated by the resulting slope values obtained with the antibodies coatedMBs (12.3 (Figure 2B) vs. 0.116 (Figure 2A) nA · mL/ng, respectively). In view of these striking
results, the pAb was selected as CAb for further assays.
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Figure 2. Comparison between the amperometric responses obtained with unmodified-MBs (—, striped
bars) or anti- bodies coated-MBs (non-striped bars) in the absence (white bars) or the presence of 50 (green
bars) or 2,000 ng/mL (blue bars) of Sin a 1 standards and the resulting slope values calculatedfor each

configuration (red circles and lines). Assayed configurations: (A) mouse mAb (CAb), rabbit pAb (DAb) and
HRP-anti-rabbit IgG; (B) rabbit pAb (CAb), mouse mAb (DAb) and HRP-anti-mouse IgG-Fc; (C) rabbit pAb

(CAb), mouse mAb (DAb) and HRP-anti-mouse IgG1. (For interpretation of the references to color in this

figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

The enzymatic labeling of the mAb used as DAb was evaluated using two different HRP-

labeled secondary antibodies: HRP-anti-mouse IgG-Fc (Figure 2A) or IgG1 (Figure 2C). As it

can be seen, the sensitivity jumped up to 31.4 nA · mL/ng when the anti-mouse IgG1 antibody

was used (Figure 2C). These results are most likely due to the significant decrease of the nonspecific interactions between the anti-mouse IgG-Fc and pAb used as capture antibody (white
bars, Figure 2B) as well as the enhanced affinity of anti-mouse IgG1 antibody for the DAb since
mAb is a IgG1 isotype (Figure 2C). Therefore, the HRP-anti-mouse IgG1 was selected as a

secondary antibody for DAb enzymatic labeling. All these results show the critical role that both

the disposition and type of antibodies play in the analytical performance of the immunosensor.
Subsequently, all the experimental variables involved in the preparation of the

immunosensing platform were optimized. Larger ratios between the amperometric responses

obtained at −0.20 V (vs. Ag pseudo-reference electrode) for 25 and 0 ng/mL Sin a 1 standards
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(signal-to-blank ratio, S/B) were used as the selection criterion. The checked variables and the
values selected are summarized in Table 1 and their dependence depicted in Figure 3A–F.

Table 1. Experimental variables evaluated and values selected to perform the amperometric determination

of Sin a 1 with the developed MBs-based immunosensor

Variable

Tested range

Selected value

CAb dilution

1/10,000–1/50

1/1,000

Number of assay steps

1-3

1

Incubation time with CAb, min

15-60

30

DAb dilution

1/250-1/10

1/100

Incubation time with Sin a 1 +
Dab + HRP-antimouse IgG1
mixture, min

15-90

60

HRP-anti-mouse IgG1
concentration, μg/mL

0.04-1.0

0.2

Figs. 3A and b show that larger S/B ratios were obtained by im- mobilizing a 1/1,000 diluted

(in MES buffer solution) CAb solution (Figure 3A) for 30 min (Figure 3B), probably due to

the steric hindrance effects that occur when larger CAb loadings are immobilized which led
to a worse recognition of the target antigen. With the aim of simplifying as much as possible
the whole protocol and reducing the assay time, the effect of the number of 30 min incubation
steps involved in the immunoassay procedure was evaluated (Figure 3C). The tested protocols

were: a single step involving antigen capture and labeling by means of incubation in a mixture

solution containing Sin a 1, DAb and HRP-anti-mouse IgG1 (bars 1 in Figure 3C); two sequential
steps, (i) Sin a 1 + DAb mixture solution and (ii) HRP-anti-mouse IgG1 (bars 2A in Figure 3C);
two sequential incubation steps, (i) Sin a 1 solution and (ii) DAb + HRP- anti-mouse IgG1
mixture solution (bars 2B in Figure 3C); three sequential incubation steps, (i) Sin a 1, (ii) DAb

and (iii) HRP-anti-mouse IgG1 solutions (bars 3 in Figure 3C). As it can be seen, a significantly

larger S/B ratio was obtained when a single incubation step was carried out, which also
simplifies and shortens the protocol considerably. This same behavior, previously observed in

other sandwich immunoassays [31], is attributed to a higher efficiency of the immune and

labeling reactions in homogeneous solution.

Figure 3D shows that the S/B ratio increased with the DAb concentration up to a 1/100

dilution (in casein blocking solution) and decreased drastically for higher concentrations
possibly due to agglutination phenomena in homogeneous solution that favored non-specific
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adsorptions and impair the specific recognition. Therefore, a 1/100 DAb dilution was selected
for further work. The effect of HRP-anti-mouse IgG1 concentration (Figure 3E) shows an

increase of the S/B ratio up to 0.2 μg/mL and a dramatic decrease for larger HRP-anti-mouse

IgG1 concentrations due to the significant increase of the secondary antibody non-specific
binding. In addition, a better S/B ratio was found by incubating the CAb-MBs for 60 min in the
mixture solution con- taining Sin a 1 + DAb + HRP-anti-mouse IgG1 (Figure 3F).

Figure 3. Effect on the amperometric responses measured in the absence (white bars) or in the presence (grey
bars) of 25.0 ng /mL Sin a 1 standards, and the resulting S/B ratio values (red circles and lines) with the CAb

concentration (A) and incubation time (B), number of incubation steps used to perform the immunoassay (C),

DAb dilution (D), HRP-anti-mouse IgG1 concentration (E), and incubation time with the Sin a 1 + DAb + HRPanti-mouse IgG1 mixture solution (F). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the

reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Analytical characteristics
Figure 4 shows the calibration curve, constructed under the optimized experimental

conditions, for the amperometric determination of Sin a 1 standard solutions. The variation in
the cathodic current increases linearly (r = 0.996) as a function of the Sin a 1 concentration

from 2.7 to 50 ng/mL showing a further saturation (not shown), with a slope value of (32 ± 2)
nA·mL/ng and an intercept of (25 ± 46) nA, respectively. The limit of detection (LOD) was
calculated according to the 3 × sb/m criterion, where m is the slope of the lineal calibration plot,
and sb was estimated as the standard deviation of ten amperometric signals obtained without
target Sin a 1. The estimated LOD value was 0.82 ng/mL (0.82 ppb).

Figure 4. Calibration plot constructed for the amperometric determination of Sin a 1 standards (A) and
amperometric traces recorded (B) with the developed MBs-based sandwich immunoplatform.

The relative standard deviation (RSD) value calculated from the amperometric measurements

for 25.0 ng/mL Sin a 1 provided by 8 different immunoplatforms prepared in the same manner

and on the same day was 6.3%, which confirmed a good reproducibility of the protocols
involved in the immunosensor preparation and the amperometric detection.

The storage stability of the CAb-MBs conjugates, once the blocking step with ethanolamine

was performed, was evaluated. The modified- MBs were kept at 4 °C in sterilized PBS. The
stored CAb-MBs were used each working day to prepare the immunoplatforms, which were
employed to measure the amperometric responses for 0 and 25.0 ng/mL Sin a 1 standards. No

significant differences in the measured S/B ratio (results not shown) were observed for a
period of at least 50 days (no longer times were assayed), indicating a great stability of the
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magnetic immunoconjugates. These results make it possible to prepare batches of CAb-MBs,
storing them at 4 °C and to carry out the determination when necessary in just 1 h.

The lack of other reported immunosensors neither electrochemical nor other, for the

determination of Sin a 1 does not make it possible to compare the developed immunosensor

analytical performance with that provided using other strategies. However, there is general
agreement in the detection limits for different food products need to be somewhere between 1
and 100 ppm depending on the food and the sensitivity of the allergic individuals, with the
minimal eliciting dose estimated for mustard proteins around 0.04 mg [8,15,32]. This value is

achieved with the developed immunoplatform, because Sin a 1 makes up to 20% of the mustard

seeds [27] and the reached LOD, 0.82 ppb, corresponds to the detection of 20.5 pg Sin a 1 in 25

μL of sample. It is important to note that this high sensitivity is particularly interesting for the

detection of trace levels of this allergen, which are not detectable by the conventional
methodology and, therefore, do not appear on the food label or do not ensure the absence of
hidden allergens due to the presence of cross-contamination phenomena.

Several ELISA methods have been published for the quantification of mustard proteins in

mustard seed oil [9], yellow mustard seeds [11], meat [3,4,22] and salad dressings [3] or spiked

meals [3,4]. The achieved limit of detections ranges from 0.3 [11] to 3.08 ppm [4] significantly
larger than that achieved with the developed immunoplatform. Although they satisfy the
labeling requirements of the food industry, most methods are used to determine the total

content of mustard proteins [3,9,22] and show cross-reactivity with other 2S albumin found in
rapeseed [3, 11] or other proteins [9]. Only the methods reported by Shim et al. [11] and Marambe

et al. [8] are specific for the determination of Sin a 1 protein, highly relevant even in processed

foods for its high structural and immunological stability to heat and retaining immune

reactivity after gastrointestinal digestion [4,6,8,33]. Moreover, other less common methods to

detect mustard allergens use test strips for qualitative analysis in only 10 min (LOD = 2 ppm).

MS [7] and PCR-based [17,18,19,20,21] methods have been reported also for mustard allergens

determination, with LODs of 0.25 ppm and from 0.1 to 10 ppm, for MS and PCR, respectively.
However, despite their sensitivity and specificity, these methods are time-consuming, need
expensive equipment and well-trained people, which vastly limits their use to centralized

settings.

It is important to remark that the developed immunoplatform represents a substantial

improvement in sensitivity compared to the commercial ELISA kits (providing a LOD about 3
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orders of magnitude lower) in a rather similar assay time (from 40 to 90 min), once the plate
or the MBs are coated with the CAb and the sample extract is ready.

Moreover, the ELISA methods require larger sample/reagent volumes (100 vs. 25 μL) and

relatively expensive instrumentation (ELISA plate readers) hardly portable and miniaturizable.

Therefore, even though ELISA is long adopted in centralized laboratories for protein antigens,
it exhibits disadvantages to perform on site and/or multiplexed determinations, which are
demanded to track and trace for allergen-free food production chains.
Selectivity

One of the most important aspects in bioassays is to evaluate the degree to which the method
can distinguish the target molecule from other possible components of the sample. This aspect

is particularly relevant in this work considering the reported cross-reactivity between mustard
proteins and other proteins found in plant-derived foods, including nuts, spices, legumes, and
rosaceae fruits [7,34].

It is worth noting here as well that the 2S albumin class is an abundant group of seed

storage proteins considered “universal allergens” and with structure related to Sin a 1
which have been isolated from other Brassicaceae, including rapeseed, radish and thale

cress [33,35]. For example, Bra j 1 is an allergenic 2S albumin isolated oriental mustard seed

protein with very similar structural and immunological characteristics to Sin a 1 [36,37].

It has been reported also cross-reactivity between the proteins of mustard and rape seeds,
whose major allergen Bra n 1, has been identified as close homologue of Sin a 1, with 94% of
sequence similarity after their alignment [33,38]. Other 2S albumins have also been described

as major food allergens in tree nuts such as pine nut (Pin p 1) [39,40], peanut (Ara h 2, Ara h
6) [41], walnut (Jug r 1) [42], cashew (Ana o 3) [43] or Brazil nut (Ber e 1)[44].

In this context, the selectivity of the developed immunoplatform was tested towards another

purified protein from 2S albumin family such as Pin p 1 as well as towards plant extracts which
can contain non-target 2S albumins from peanut, rapeseed, cashew and pine nut [12,45]. Yellow
mustard seeds extract was tested as a positive control. Figure 5A shows that despite the

structural similarity with Sin a 1, the non-target protein Pin p 1 does not provoke any significant
interference when both proteins are at the same level (25 ng/mL). The results shown in Figure

5B in the analysis of the raw plant protein extracts confirm the high selectivity of the developed

immunoplatform. Only the extract from yellow mustard provided a noticeable amperometric
response, thus indicating the extraction of the protein Sin a 1 from the seeds. It is important to
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mention that no significant amperometric response was found for smaller dilutions (from 1/10

to 1/10,000) of any tested plant extract different from yellow mustard. These results suggested
that not apparent cross-reactivity was observed between the proteins of the selected plant
extracts. It is remarkable the absence of cross-reactivity obtained for the rapeseed extract,

whose cross-reactivity has been previously reported in the development of Sin a 1

immunological tests [11]. Therefore, it can be pointed out the high selectivity of the antibodies

used to implement the sandwich immunosensor and its competitiveness also in selectivity
compared with commercial ELISA kits [3,9,11].

Figure 5. Amperometric responses and real amperometric traces obtained with the developed

immunoplatform at −0.20 V (vs. Ag pseudoreference) for: (A) 0 (white bar), 25 ng/mL Pin p 1 protein (blue

bar) and Sin a 1 protein (yellow bar); (B) 0 (white bar) and 25,000-times diluted peanut (green bar),

rapeseed (red bar), cashew (blue bar), pine nut (brown bar) and yellow mustard (yellow bar) extracts.

Determination of Sin a 1 in plant extracts

The developed immunosensor was used for the determination of Sin a 1 in protein extracts
from peanut, rapeseed, cashew, pine nut and yellow mustard seeds. The content of Sin a 1 in

extracts other that from yellow mustard is undetectable although they are tested 20,000 times
less diluted.

Regarding the determination of endogenous Sin a 1 in yellow mustard seeds extract, the

possible existence of matrix effect was tested by constructing a calibration plot in these extracts

adequately diluted with blocker casein solution and spiked with growing amounts of the Sin a

1 protein up to 10 ng/mL. The slope values of the respective calibration plots constructed in
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extracts diluted 200,000 or more times were statistically similar to that obtained with Sin a 1

standard solutions (slope values of 33 ± 10 and 32 ± 2 nA·mL/ng, respectively). Therefore, it

was concluded that no significant matrix effect was apparent in such diluted extracts, and the

endogenous Sin a 1 concentration was determined by simple interpolation of the amperometric
signals obtained from the diluted extracts into the calibration plot constructed with the Sin a 1

standards (Figure 4). Table 2 summarizes the results obtained for Sin a 1 quantification with
the developed electrochemical immunosensor and with an ELISA spectrophotometric method
involving the same immunoreagents and according to the protocol detailed in section 2.4.

Table 2. Determination of the Sin a 1 protein endogenous content (in mg/g) in plant extracts using the

developed

amperometric

immunoreagents.

magnetoimmunosensor

an

ELISA

method

involving

Extract

Dilution

Electrochemical
immunosensor

ELISA

Peanut
Rapeseed
Cashew
Pine nut

1/10
1/10
1/10
1/10

ND
ND
ND
ND

ND
ND
ND
ND

Yellow mustard
ND: non-detectable
a:Mean

and

1/200,000

value ± ts/√n (n = 3; α = 0.05).

(29 ± 9)

a

(31 ± 4)

the

same

a

As it can be seen, the Sin a 1 content provided by the immunosensor is in good agreement with

that obtained using the ELISA methodology (texp = 1.528, ttab = 2.776) and within the ranges
reported for Sin to 1 in the seeds of different yellow mustard varieties (Sin a 1 was 2.6–5.9% of

yellow mustard seed weight) [8].

In addition, the sensitivity of the developed methodology for the analysis of different amounts

of Sin a 1 in the yellow mustard seeds extract was assessed. Figure 6 shows the linear

dependence (r2 = 0.9914) between the measured cathodic current and the logarithm of the total

protein content in the yellow mustard seeds extract, in the range from 1.15 to 23.0 ng of protein

extract (1/500,000–1/25,000 protein extract dilution), with a slope value (1,522 ± 82) nA and
an intercept of (394 ± 71) nA, respectively. These results confirm the high sensitivity of the
developed immunoplatform that is able to detect the presence of Sin a 1 in just 1.15 ng of total
protein from the yellow mustard seeds extract.
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Figure 6. Amperometric responses obtained with the developed immunosensing platforms in the analysis
of 1.15–23.0 ng total extracted protein (1/500,000–1/25,000-diluted extract) from the yellow mustard

seeds (black circles) and in 23.0 ng of the cashew extract (red circle) used as negative control.

CONCLUSIONS
The first immunosensor for the determination of mustard traces and products thereof is
presented in this work by targeting the Sin a 1 protein, the major allergen found in yellow
mustard. The platform implies the magnetic capture of immunocomplexes formed on

commercial MBs by sandwiching the target protein with a pair of selective polyclonal and
monoclonal antibodies, and enzymatically tagging the monoclonal antibody with a secondary

antibody conjugated with HRP, on the surface of SPCEs to perform amperometric transduction
in the presence of the HQ/H 2 O 2 system. The resulting immunosensor exhibits a high sensitivity
R

R

R

R

(LOD value of 0.82 ng/mL) and selectivity for the single-step and 1 h determination of Sin a 1
against other closely related allergenic proteins of the plant kingdom. The quantification of Sin
a 1 in yellow mustard seed extracts were in agreement with that obtained using an ELISA

method. The developed immunosensor is highly competitive in terms of sensitivity (with a

detection limit three orders of magnitude lower than that obtained with ELISA), cost and
compatibility with multiplexing and decentralized determinations. These characteristics make

the developed immunoplatform a very attractive and affordable biotool for on-site testing to
minimize consumer-safety concerns and comply with increasingly enforcing labeling

regulations and quality-assurance procedures.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
The global rising of chronic pathologies is considered one of the “pandemics” of 21st century.

Those involving the immune system are characterize for their complexity, making it very

difficult to clarify their origin and, in consequence, to develop accurate approaches for patients’
diagnosis and management. Among them, food allergy supposes a big challenge since it can
compromise individuals’ lives due to the triggered reactions after the consumption of certain
dietary components, known as allergens. A better understanding of this pathology and the

components involved is needed in order to improve diagnosis, treatment and management of
food allergy.

In the last decades, the isolation and characterization of potential allergenic proteins has risen

as a promising strategy in the food allergy field since they can be reliable and useful tools for

research, clinical and industrial purposes. The availability of purified allergens has led to the in
vitro determination of their structural and immunological properties [1,2]. The upswing of

molecular biology has allowed obtaining large amounts of allergenic proteins. This, in
combination with the development of new diagnostic technologies based in the use of single

protein components (CRD), has supposed an increment on the accuracy of patients’ diagnosis
[3], making it possible to relate patients’ sensitization profiles with symptoms displayed. On the
other hand, studies about how digestion [4] or industrial processes [5] affect allergenic capacity

of proteins have provided a valuable information for patients’ management. Moreover, there

have been designed several strategies for allergens detection in order to improve the labeling
of food products in concordance to international legislations [6,7].

Plant derived foods constitute important allergenic sources, and it is estimated that nearly 10

% of immediate hypersensitivity reactions are caused by them, starting at early ages and

persisting the whole life on individuals [8]. Globalization has led to changes in dietary habits,
with new foods and formulas, thus appearing novel potential allergenic sources. Furthermore,
small quantities of certain allergens can trigger severe symptoms, so not only their
identification but their detection is crucial. However, this remains a challenge since these
proteins are usually hidden in traces quantities as a part of complex products. This is the reason
why the availability of a well-defined panel of isolated allergens is especially important.

Plant allergens belong to 2% of protein families described until date. The most abundant are

seed storage proteins, corresponding to 60-70% of total protein in seeds, nuts and legumes.
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Apart from constituting a source of essential nutrients for plant during germination, several

proteins from this group have been described as relevant allergens. One of these proteins’
families are the 2S albumins, belonging to the prolamin superfamily, characterized by their

small size (Mw around 14 kDa), their compact structure, high stablility to thermal and

enzymatic processing, and their low amino acid sequence similarity among each other. These

characteristics seem to be related to their allergenicity: 2S albumins are resistant to digestive
enzymes so they can reach the intestinal lumen intact and interact with the mucosal immune

system, inducing the sensitization of patients and ultimately the development of symptoms.
This may be the reason why most of 2S albumins described until date are considered major

allergens [9] and markers of genuine sensitization to their respective sources [10]. However,
there is little information related to structural similarities between 2S albumins and its
consequences at immunological level, neither their sensitization pathway, which would give
more information about the relevance of these proteins as diagnostic tools.

The main objective of the present thesis was the production of a well-defined and highly

purified panel of 2S albumins from several plant sources, some of them had never been

described as allergenic before. Immunological assays were conducted with allergic patients’

sera in order to establish sensitization patterns and immunologic correlations between these
proteins, being able to predict cross-reactivity processes between several tree nuts and seeds.
The availability of large quantities of purified proteins allowed the development of in vitro

models to study their interaction with IECs and immune cells and, on the other hand,

electrochemical detection systems for their quantification in food products, using Sin a 1 from
yellow mustard seed in both cases.

In Block 1 of Results, for the first time, a detailed characterization of twelve 2S albumins from

their respective natural sources was conducted. All those albumins were previously described
in their respective sources as seed storage proteins, except from melon seed and almond 2S

albumins, firstly identified in this work. The availability of all those albumins from different
sources allowed a comparative analysis. As reported before, albumins exhibit molecular mases

between 12 and 18 kDa in non-reducing conditions, splitting into two polypeptide chains when
applying a reducing agent, in this case β-mercaptoethanol. Because they belong to a multigenic

superfamily and they are submitted to proteolytic processing for their maturation, several
isoforms of these proteins are present in the same seed [11]. This would explain the presence of
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up to three polypeptide chains, under reducing conditions, in the case of Ana o 3 (cashew nut)
or Cor a 14 (hazelnut) [12,13].

Spectroscopic analysis of the proteins revealed α-helix as main secondary structure element.

They have been generally described as thermostable proteins thanks to the disulfide bonds

established along their structure; however, treatment at 85 °C showed that many of these

proteins lose their initial conformation, being more striking in the case of Jug r 1 (walnut). It

was observed a general reduction and leftward shift of the minimum of dichroism spectra when
heating the protein up to 85 °C, which means a loss of the helicoidal initial conformation and an

increment on random structures contribution. Unexpectedly, Jug r 1 was able to totally recover

its initial configuration when cooling back at 20 °C, while for other proteins such as Ana o 3, Pis
v 1 or almond 2S albumins there was only a partial structural recovery. These data suggest Jug
r 1 displays a structural “flexibility” that may have an important role in its allergenic properties
[14]. However, even if spectroscopic analyses give some information about 2S albumins

stability, they do not recreate how food processing methods may affect these proteins, and

therefore to their allergenicity. Changes of proteins after different treatments of foods drive to
unexpected modifications in the allergenic reactions provoked. Several studies have pointed

out the resistance of several allergens to thermal processing, very common in food industry for

products containing nuts, legumes or seeds. Beyer et al.15 showed how different cooking
methods that implied exposure of these proteins to high temperatures affected to their

allergenic capacity. These data revealed the importance of food matrix in these processes, since

several compounds from it could chemically interact with these allergens and boost their
immunological power [16]. A more detailed study of how food matrix interferes with 2S

albumins allergenicity is still needed.

On the other hand, despite several 2S albumins described to date displayed basic pI, here we

observed that they present a wide range of pI as it can be seen in Figure 5 from Block 1 of

Results. As mentioned above, 2S albumins belong to a multigenic family and they are submitted
to a proteolytic processing in the seed, resulting in the presence of different isoforms in the

same source, displaying different pI depending on their amino acid composition of both
polypeptide chains. This is clearly seen in the case of Cuc ma 5, from pumpkin seeds, which

displayed two different spots for both heavy and light chains, this means the presence of at least
two isoforms of the same protein. Melon seed albumin displayed a similar pI pattern, maybe

due to the similar amino acid composition of both proteins. Protein processing in seeds may
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explain the differences between experimental and theoretical pIs, these last ones calculated
after removing amino terminal pro-peptide from each 2S albumin predicted with online
program SignalP.

The analysis of primary structures confirmed the low conservation between 2S albumins

amino acid sequences in general, only superior to 50% in those phylogenetically close, like Ana
o 3 and Pis v 1, or Cor a 14 and Jug r 1. It can be seen that regions surrounding the cysteine
skeleton are the most conserved, as higher similarity percentages indicate. Those regions could

be implicated in cross-reactivity processes; thus, it has not been demonstrated yet. However, it

has been described a hypervariable region in these proteins where the most immunogenic
epitopes are located [17]. Therefore, amino acids located in the hypervariable region may be

implicated in the sensitization of atopic individuals, while the preserved sequences may play as
cross-reactive epitopes between 2S albumins phylogenetically related.

In terms of allergenic epitopes, 3D structure should be taken into account as well. Prediction

of tertiary structure revealed that, despite of the low similarity associated to the primary
structure of these proteins, the great similarity among 2S albumins, that displayed 4-5 α-

helices, disposed in a compact super-helix. The hypervariable region is located between helices

3 and 4, one of the most exposed areas of these allergens which correlates with the presence of

the most prevalent epitopes [9]. However, the presence of conformational epitopes but not

linear should be considered, due to the high conservation of their 3D structure, probably being
responsible of cross-reactivity processes in which non-related sources are implicated [18].

Immunological studies performed in Block 2 gave more information about allergenic profiles

of patients sensitized to these proteins. The main objective of this block was the identification

of the allergens responsible for the symptomatology exhibited by several groups of patients
with a complete clinic history and food allergy against specific tree nuts or seeds. Subsequently,

allergens were molecular and immunological characterized and possible cross-reactivity with
other biological sources was determined. Even if they were conducted with a limited number
of patients’ sera, they revealed a tendency on sensitization to seed storage proteins (both 2S
albumins and 11S globulins) and the development of severe symptoms after individuals

ingested the allergenic source, as it is the case of patients allergic to cashew nut and pistachio
(Article II), pumpkin seeds (Article III) or flaxseeds (Article IV). These data were in agreement
with higher levels of specific IgEs displayed by patients. One of the main reasons why these

studies were conducted with a small number of individuals was the low incidence of these
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allergies in general population. Pumpkin seeds or flaxseeds were not commonly used in Spanish
gastronomy, but they have been introduced in many diets due to their beneficial properties
(antioxidants, laxatives), usually being part of snacks or more complex meals where their

detection is quite difficult. This implies an unconscious exposition to new allergens to which

atopic patients can develop sensitization to. The importance of the early identification of those

allergens resides firstly in the severity of reactions they trigger in allergic individuals but also

to include these allergens as markers into the Component-Resolved Diagnosis. Most of patients

developed anaphylaxis after the consumption of those tree nuts or seeds, and most of them
exhibited a genuine sensitization to 2S albumins. However, a bigger number of patients is

needed in order to confirm the associations among different sources, determine their relevance
in terms of prevalence and if they display as major allergens from their respective natural
sources in order to establish the algorithm used to identify and treat the patients.

These works also revealed the cross-reactivity potential of seed storage proteins, highlighting

the case of 2S albumins. These proteins are known for the low identity of their primary

structure among them, except between those phylogenetically close; therefore, it was expected
the cross-reactivity associated to these allergens was restricted to sources botanically related,
as happened with Anacardiaceae albumins (Article II). However, here we have reported that

cross-reactivity between 2S albumins is not restricted only to related plants. Surprisingly,
recognition to Sin a 1 (yellow mustard seed) by certain patients’ sera was inhibited not only by

Brasiccaceae extracts, but also sesame seeds and pine nut ones. Moreover, these patients

sensitized to Sin a 1 were able to recognize pine nut by western blotting as well. Computational
analysis of amino acid sequences showed the low identity between both proteins, and inhibition
carried out with a monoclonal antibody against Sin a 1 epitope 2B3 drop to 22%. The studies

with pumpkin seed and flaxseed allergic patients were similar: Cuc ma 5, 2S albumin from
pumpkin, was inhibited by pine nut extract (57%) while recognition to Lin u 1 was partially

abolished by peanut (57%) and completely by cashew nut (97%). Some structural studies
focused on 2S albumins from pine nut [19] and peanut [20] suggested the importance of those

structural epitopes in cross-reactivity. These data would support previous hypothesis about
the role of structural epitopes in cross-reactivity between non-related 2S albumins, while linear

ones would be involved in primary sensitization and development of severe reactions in future
exposures to the allergenic source.
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Apart from 2S albumins, it has been identified the 11S globulins from both pumpkin and

flaxseed, being both included for first time in IUIS database as an allergen. Although only a

reduced number of patients were included, it can be observed a tight correlation between

sensitization to 11S globulins plus 2S albumins and the development of systemic symptoms, as
previously described for other allergenic sources such as mustard seed [10]. Moreover, they

show in vitro cross-reactivity with non-related sources due to the similarity among their

primary structures, so they display a higher similarity of linear epitopes than 2S albumins,
though conformational ones should be considered as well. These characteristics make them

interesting candidates for molecular diagnosis thanks to their predictive value as markers of
severity, improving the characterization of patients.

Summarizing results obtained in Block 2, there is enough evidence to consider seed storage

proteins important allergens for molecular diagnosis of patients, apart from their physico-

chemical characteristics, also for the symptomatology associated with the sensitization to these
proteins and their cross-reactivity potential [21,22]. Moreover, the identification of new

allergens from less common sources that are being used increasingly often in our diet would

procure a more complete image of food allergy reactions caused by them. The increasing use of

seeds in breads, salads and other dishes leads us to expect a greater number of adverse

reactions to these condiments in the future. Although their relevance as allergens is clearly
demonstrated, the performance of more studies employing these proteins in bigger cohorts of

patients is needed to confirm the cross-reactivity among the members of these protein families

in food allergy management.

The implementation of isolated proteins in medicine for molecular diagnosis has allowed to

determine the correlation between allergens and the symptoms they could trigger once they
are recognized by individuals’ immune cells. However, the role of the patient, the state of

his/her epithelial barrier and the environmental factors that can exacerbate his/her symptoms
has been the focus of intense study in recent years. It is important to know how these proteins

can cross the intestinal barrier and interact with the associated immune system, inducing
sensitization and triggering allergy symptoms. It is known that 2S albumins are more resistant

than other allergens to gastrointestinal digestion processes, so they may reach the intestinal
lumen intact and they can be classified as Class I allergens [23]. Some proteins of these family
have been shown to cross the epithelial barrier formed by Caco-2 cells [24] and induce the

increment on pro-allergenic mediators' expression [25]. Nevertheless, no further information
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about cytokine secretion to the medium was obtained, neither its translation into an immune

response. There are murine models of food allergy to peanut in which its 2S albumin and major

allergen, Ara h 2, is employed; however, in those studies the role of intestinal barrier remains
unaddressed, when it has been suggested as a key component for immunomodulation and
development of other allergies [26]. In Block 3 we aimed to establish in vitro models that would

help to determine the possible interaction between 2S albumins and the components of the

intestinal barrier and how this could lead to the polarization of the immune system into a proallergenic response. We employed yellow mustard seed major allergen Sin a 1 due to previous
information obtained by our group related to its structural stability to digestion [27] and its

ability to interact with phospholipid vesicles [28], suggesting the potential of this allergen to

reach the intestinal lumen and interact with the epithelial barrier and the immune system.
Studies were carried out with two well-known immortal cell lines for intestinal epithelium: HT29, for mediator release determination, and Caco-2 cells, also for barrier functions.

Experiments carried out with Caco-2 cells revealed the capacity of Sin a 1 to activate cell

monolayers into a pro-allergenic profile, inducing the secretion of mediators involved in this
process, like IL-33 and CCL20. Moreover, no damages in barrier integrity were observed, which

agreed with previous studies conducted with Ara h 2, where it was shown that this protein
could cross the intestinal barrier by transcytosis [29]. However, increment in CCL20 did not

correlate with IL-33 one, contrary to what it was observed with HT-29 cell line. Furthermore,
we observed an increment in those cytokine levels in a time-dose dependent manner when HT-

29 were incubated with Sin a 1. For this reason, we decided to employ this cell line in co-culture

experiments with moDCs, although HT-29 does not establish a proper barrier as Caco-2 does,
so Sin a 1 would cross to the basolateral compartment where moDCs could capture it, inducing
its activation and differentiation.

The co-culture of HT-29 with moDCs showed the regulatory capacity of IECs over the immune

system even in basal conditions, thus expression of moDCs activation markers (CD80, CD86)
decreased. However, this effect was reverted in the presence of Sin a 1, suggesting that this

allergen alone was able to disrupt intestinal modulation of the immune response. Nevertheless,
we couldn’t make any conclusions regarding the polarization of the immune response into a

Th2 profile was not observed, since apparent OX40L expression levels did not significantly vary

when exposing the co-culture to the allergen. It should be considered that this system possesses
several limitations: we employed moDCs from only three healthy donors, which supposes a
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bigger effect of patients’ variability on results. Moreover, this system did not completely mimic
the intestinal environment where not only IECs and moDCs are present, but a huge variety of

cells and microorganisms, which influence the development of an immune response against
allergens.

The establishment of in vitro models for the study of allergy development would mean an

improvement in terms of standardization, reproducibility, and economical costs since they are
designed to reduce or even replace animal models. Even if data obtained with the present

models was very promising, it should be noted that due to the origin of these cell lines, they

cannot be considered as a reliable model of the intestinal barrier in physiological conditions.
Both HT-29 and Caco-2 are tumorigenic cell lines, representing one of the many cell populations
existing in the intestinal tract. For this purpose, the development of in vitro models based in

primary cell cultures could solve this limitation, plus the employment not only of moDCs but

other immune cell populations whose role in food allergy has been described [30,31]. Definitely,

experiments conducted with immortal IECs and moDCs have been the first step of this study

into the establishment of new in vitro models for food allergy from a biological and molecular

point of view. Further approaches should include intestinal primary cells and systems that
simulate the conditions present in the intestine when allergens reach it.

Food allergy research is not only focused on the development of objectives under a diagnostic

and therapeutic approximation but also to establish possible prevention tools. Nowadays, the

mean treatment of this kind of hypersensitivities consists of avoidance of the allergenic source.
Moreover, as a standard treatment for patients allergic to a particular tree nut, seed and legume,

the drastic avoidance of all of them and the products that may content them, in order to prevent

from cross-reactivity reactions is followed. Even if this dietary restriction keeps patients safe
from severe reactions, they also reduce the intake of beneficial compounds present in the

eliminated sources [32,33]. Therefore, the improvement of not only diagnostic tools but also
allergens detection and quantification systems are highly required to improve patients’
lifestyle.

According to international legislation, there are fourteen compounds whose presence in meals

and food products must be carefully labelled: milk, eggs, fish, crustacean, peanut, soy, tree nuts,
wheat (gluten), sesame seeds, mustard seeds, lupine, celery molluscs and sulphites. The

labeling of these compounds is mandatory due to the severity of reactions they can induce;
however, most of them are present in trace amounts so they cannot be detected by methods
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already developed, which constitutes a risk for patients’ safety [34]. This is why the design of

new tools capable of detecting and quantify allergens in all their structural arrangements, even

traces of them, is so important.

In Block 4, we described the development of an electrochemical platform for the quantitative

detection of allergens, in this case, the major mustard seed allergen, Sin a 1, based on its
recognition by specific antibodies against it. We chose this protein among others from the

family by four reasons, first its condition of dangerous allergen present in many food formula,
the high levels of this protein present in the seeds, the severe symptoms associated to its
sensitivity, and also its high structural stability to thermal treatments included in food

processing. Moreover, most of individuals allergic to mustard seed are sensitized to this
protein. These, in combination with the availability of big amounts of this protein by the

methods already mentioned in Block 1, let us settle a system for its detection in collaboration
with another group of our Faculty, that of Susana Campuzano and Jose Manuel Pingarrón.

Previous tools designed for mustard seed determination consisted in ELISA methodologies or

amplification of selected DNA fragments by PCR [35,36]. However, those methods displayed

several limitations: ELISA does not avoid the cross-reactivity with other Brassicaceae proteins,
and it takes long-time protocols (more than 3 h). On the other hand, RT-PCR for SinA gene

detection, even if it was quicker than ELISA, did not detect protein but DNA traces in food, being
unable to quantify Sin a 1 allergen in food but only its hypothetical presence, so ELISA methods
were required. Other strategies were developed, one based liquid chromatography-mass

spectrometry [37] with promising results since it could detect traces of Sin a 1 in products in
which mustard content was not specified. However, even if it supposed an improvement on

sensitivity, required expensive infrastructures and specialized staff to perform it, increasing the
expenses and consuming time. Otto et al. designed a strategy based on flow-cytometry plus

competition ELISA for the simultaneous detection and quantification of several allergens, thus
it had the same limitations as later methods in terms of costs and time.

The system presented in Block 4 was based in the electrical amplification of the chemical

signal due to the immune detection of Sin a 1 by specific antibodies, conjugated to microbeads
(MBs). Previous immunosensors developed by this group obtained promising results for the
rapid detection and quantification of several allergens such as Ara h 1 [38], and α-lactalbumin

[39] among others. This system has been also employed by other groups for allergen detection
[40], showing its suitability for food safety purposes since it increases sensitivity and selectivity
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at the same time that reduces cost expenses and performing time. Electrochemical sensor here
explained was capable of detecting Sin a 1 in a 1 h-single step, reaching a LOD of 0.82 ng/mL,

0.82 ppb, which means three-orders lower than already settle methods for mustard detection.

Moreover, this system could discriminate homologous allergens from other plant-derived

sources, even rapeseed which showed cross-reactivity with mustard seed in previous ELISA

based systems [35]. In terms of sensitivity, the present immunoplatform detected the presence
of Sin a 1 in 1.15 ng of total protein extract of mustard seed. Nevertheless, this system was

settled by using tree nuts and seeds extracts but not complex foods ones. This should be

considered thus food matrix could interfere with protein detection. Next steps for biosensor
tunning up would include the analysis of processed food extracts that are suspected to include
mustard seeds in their recipes, like some sauces, snacks or even pickles. Thus, these suitable
characteristics of the developed immunoplatform makes it a very attractive and affordable

biotool for on-site testing, minimizing consumer-safety concerns and comply with increasingly
enforcing labeling regulations and quality-assurance procedures.

Summarizing the results from this Thesis, by the production of well-characterized isolated

seed storage proteins, we could determine their implication in symptoms development and

their potential as markers of sensitization and severity, being very useful tools for food allergy

molecular diagnosis. Their structural and immunological characteristics makes them very
attractive candidates for their employment not only as clinical tools but, also for in vitro allergy

models and the design of new technologies for their detection in complex food products. In

general terms, the present thesis is a clear example of how basic research in allergy is essential
for the improvement of clinical and technical approaches, in last term patients’ lifestyle.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusions that could be extracted from the present work are the following:

Block 1: Isolation and identification of new allergens from seeds and tree nuts. Structural
characterization of 2S albumins.
1. Twelve 2S albumins were isolated from their corresponding natural sources and
identified by mass-spectrometry techniques.

2. Most of them displayed similar structural characteristics: according to 1D SDS-PAGE

analysis, 2S albumins exhibited molecular masses between 12 and 18 kDa, under
reducing conditions they split into two polypeptide chains, excepting those from pine
nut, walnut, and peanut which only showed a single polypeptide chain.

3. Spectroscopic assays using CD revealed the predominance of a helicoidal secondary
structure, stable under thermal treatment up to 85 ∘C. Only 2S albumins from pistachio,

almond and walnut exhibited an alteration of the secondary structure when heated,
recovering partially their initial conformation when cooling down at 20 ∘C.

4. Attending to their primary structure, the wide diversity of isoforms and amino acids
sequences may explain the different isoelectric points (pI) displayed by 2S albumins as
shown in 2D SDS-PAGE.

5. Amino acid sequence analysis corroborated the low preservation of their primary
structure, which could a priori discard the existence of generalized cross-reactivity

processes between 2S albumins mediated by linear epitopes. Nevertheless, their highly

preserved 3D structure keeps the door open to cross-reactivity mediated by

conformational epitopes.

6. Immunological assays revealed possible patterns of sensitization displayed by patients
allergic to several plant-derived foods mediated by their 2S albumins.

Block 2: Immunological characterization of seed storage proteins and their relevance in
IgE cross-reactivity processes.
1. The availability of a wide panel of isolated proteins allowed a better understanding of

primary sensitization patterns and cross-reactivity in four groups of patients allergic to
several plant-derived foods.

2. 2S albumins are valuable markers of sensitization to tree nuts and seeds, being related

to the development of severe symptoms of food allergy, such as anaphylaxis. Moreover,
here it has been demonstrated their role in cross-reactivity processes, not only between
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phylogenetically related sources (pistachio-cashew nut, pumpkin-melon seeds) but also
between non-related ones (pine nut-mustard, pumpkin seed-pine nut, flaxseed-cashew

nut).

3. Apart from 2S albumins, sensitization to other seed storage proteins like 11S globulins

has been identified, being often related to severe clinical features, and cross-reactivity
with non-related vegetable sources.

Block 3: In vitro cell models of the oral sensitization to 2S albumins.
1. Sin a 1, the major allergen from yellow mustard seed, was able to activate both cell lines
of IECs and induce the secretion of pro-allergenic cytokines (IL-33, CCL20) to the
basolateral compartment in a time-dose manner.

2. The immunomodulation of the epithelium over immune cells was observed due to the

decrease of activation markers (CD80, CD86) expression on moDCs surface when cocultured with IECs, compared with moDCs cultured alone.

3. Mustard seed allergen Sin a 1 was capable of reversing the immunomodulatory effect of

IECs over moDCs, as it can be seen an increment tendency on the expression of activation

markers CD80 and CD86. However, no strong data was obtained concerning OX40L, a
marker of pro-allergenic phenotype.

Block 4: New approaches for the quantitative detection of allergens in food products.
Electrochemical immunosensor for Sin a 1 detection.
1. The first immunosensor for the determination of mustard traces was developed, based
on targeting the 2S albumin, Sin a 1, the major allergen found in yellow mustard seeds.

2. Determination of Sin a 1 content in yellow mustard seed extract was in agreement with
that obtained with ELISA methods. Moreover, the amplification of immunochemical
reaction notably increased the sensitivity of the system, whose limit of detection was

three orders of magnitude lower than ELISA one (LOD value of 0.82 ng Sin a 1/mL).

3. The sensor system showed a high selectivity for the detection of Sin a 1 against other

closely related allergenic proteins of the plant kingdom, such as pine nut, peanut,
cashew nut and rapeseed.
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CONCLUSIONES GENERALES
Las principales conclusiones que se podrían extraer del presente trabajo son las siguientes:

Bloque 1: Aislamiento e identificación de nuevos alérgenos de semillas y frutos secos.
Caracterización estructural de las albuminas 2S.
1. Se aislaron doce albúminas 2S de sus correspondientes fuentes naturales y se
identificaron sus estructuras primarias mediante técnicas de espectrometría de masas.

2. La mayoría mostró características estructurales similares: según el análisis
electroforético mono dimensional PAGE-SDS, las albúminas 2S exhibieron masas

moleculares comprendidas entre 12 y 18 kDa, observando que se dividían en sus dos

cadenas polipeptídicas cuando se sometían a condiciones reductoras, excepto las de
piñón, nuez y cacahuete que mostraron una única cadena polipeptídica.

3. Los ensayos de espectroscopía mediante Dicroísmo Circular (CD) revelaron una

estructura secundaria en la que predomina la conformación α-hélice, estable al
tratamiento térmico hasta 85 ∘C. Solo las albúminas 2S de pistacho, almendra y nuez

mostraron alteraciones de su estructura secundaria cuando se sometieron a tratamiento
térmico, recuperando parcialmente su conformación inicial al enfriarse a 20 °C.

4. Atendiendo a la estructura primaria, la gran diversidad de isoformas y secuencias de

aminoácidos puede explicar los diferentes puntos isoeléctricos (pI) mostrados por las
albúminas 2S como se puede observar mediante PAGE-SDS 2D.

5. Los análisis in silico de la secuencia de aminoácidos confirmó la baja similitud de sus
estructuras primarias, lo que podría descartar de forma general la existencia de

procesos de reactividad cruzada entre las albúminas 2S mediadas por tanto epítopos
lineales como conformacionales.

6. Los ensayos inmunológicos pusieron de manifiesto los patrones de sensibilización de
pacientes alérgicos a alimentos de origen vegetal mediados por sus albúminas 2S.

Bloque 2: Caracterización inmunológica de proteínas de almacenamiento de semillas y
su relevancia en procesos de reactividad cruzada.
1. La disponibilidad de un amplio panel de proteínas aisladas con procedimientos

homogéneos y bien caracterizados facilitó la definición de patrones de sensibilización

primaria y la reactividad cruzada en cuatro grupos de pacientes alérgicos a varios

alimentos de origen vegetal.
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2. Las albúminas 2S son, por tanto, valiosos marcadores de sensibilización a frutos secos y

semillas, y están relacionados con el desarrollo de síntomas graves asociados a alergia

alimentaria incluyendo anafilaxia. Además, aquí se ha demostrado su papel en los

procesos de reactividad cruzada, no solo entre fuentes filogenéticamente relacionadas
(pistacho-anacardo, calabaza-melón), sino también no relacionadas (piñón-mostaza,

linaza-anacardo).

3. Aparte de las albúminas 2S, la sensibilización a otras proteínas de almacenamiento de

semillas como las globulinas 11S puede estar relacionada con características clínicas
severas incluso con el agravamiento de los síntomas, además de la reactividad cruzada
con fuentes vegetales no relacionadas.

Bloque 3: Modelos celulares in vitro de sensibilización oral a las albúminas 2S.
1. Sin a 1, alérgeno principal de las semillas de mostaza, fue capaz de activar ambas líneas
celulares de IEC, tanto HT-29 como Caco-2, e inducir la secreción de citocinas pro-

alergénicas (IL-33, CCL20) al compartimento basolateral en una forma dependiente del

tiempo.

2. Se observó la inmunomodulación del epitelio sobre las células inmunes debido a la

disminución de la expresión de los marcadores de activación (CD80, CD86) en la
superficie de las moDC cuando se co-cultivaron con IEC, en comparación con las moDC
cultivadas solas.

3. El alérgeno de semilla de mostaza Sin a 1 fue capaz de revertir el efecto
inmunomodulador de las IEC sobre las moDC, ya que se observa una tendencia de

incremento de la expresión de los marcadores de activación CD80 y CD86. Sin embargo,
no se obtuvieron datos consistentes en relación con OX40L, marcador de fenotipo pro-

alergénico.

Bloque 4: Nuevos enfoques para la detección cuantitativa de alérgenos en productos
alimenticios. Inmunosensor electroquímico para detección de Sin a 1.
1. Se desarrolló el primer inmunosensor para la determinación de trazas de mostaza,
basado en la selección de la albúmina 2S, Sin a 1.

2. La determinación del contenido de Sin a 1 en el extracto de semilla de mostaza amarilla
estuvo de acuerdo con la obtenida con métodos de cuantificación por ELISA. Además, la

amplificación de la reacción inmunoquímica aumentó la sensibilidad del sistema, cuyo
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límite de detección fue tres órdenes de magnitud menor que el obtenido por ELISA
(valor LOD de 0,82 ng Sin a 1/mL).

3. El sistema mostró una alta selectividad para la detección de Sin a 1 frente a otras
proteínas alergénicas del reino vegetal estrechamente relacionadas, como la del piñón,
el cacahuete, el anacardo o la colza.
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RESEARCH GROUP BACKGROUND
The Allergy group from Universidad Complutense de Madrid, led by Dra. Mayte Villalba, aims to

approach the allergy from a molecular and immunological point of view, studying the proteins
implicated in hypersensitivity processes and their interaction with the epithelial barriers, the first
defense line of the immune system. For that purpose, her research group employs a wide variety of

techniques, from basic biochemistry, to molecular biology, recombinant technology and cell cultures.

The work carried out by Allergies group in molecular allergology and cellular immunology

has contributed to improve the diagnosis and allergy therapy. In collaboration with several

Spanish hospitals (Fundación Jiménez Díaz, Hospital la Paz, Hospital Clínico Carlos III, Hospital

Regional

Universitario Carlos Hayas, etc.) and companies (ALK-Abelló) has allowed the

identification of new allergens from plant-derived sources and the progress in personalized diagnosis
of allergic patients.

There can be distinguished three main research lines in the group:

1. Isolation, identification and characterizatiom of plant-derived allergens.

Several allergens from pollen trees (olive, ash, cypress, Salsola, Chenopodium), and plant-derived foods

(seeds, tree nuts, fruits) have been identified by the group by means of proteomic and biochemistry
techniques. Recently, there have been characterized new allergens from olive (Ole e 9, Ole e 15), tomato
seed (Sola l 6, Sola l 7), pumpkin seed (Cuc ma 4, Cuc ma 5) and flaxseed (Lin u 1).

The availability of isolated proteins has led to the study of allergens structural characteristics,

like resistance to thermal treatment and digestion, as well as their biophysical properties, and also
their implication in allergic processes and their possible cross-reactive relations with other sources.
Moreover, molecular biology approaches have led to the production of recombinant allergens and
peptides for research and clinical purposes: from the obtention of allergen arrays, to epitope mapping
2. Clinical approaches for allergy diagnosis, treatment and prevention.

In collaboration with medical groups, it has been possible the optimization of the diagnosis of food and

pollen allergies by means of immunoasays employing patients’ samples and single-protein techniques.

On the other hand, in order to develop novel of treatment strategies for allergy, immunotoxins

were designed against key immune components in allergy (IL-33 receptor and mastocytes) and

obtained by molecular biology methods. Right now they are being characterized at cellular

level, obtaining promising results that could lead to their application in animal models.
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Finally, in collaboration with Susana Campuzano’s group from Analytic Chemistry at Universidad

Complutense de Madrid, there have been developed immunosensors for the quick and quantitative
detection of hidden allergens at protein and DNA level, in complex food products, in order to improve
food labeling and patients’ prevention of hypersensitivity reactions.
3. The role of the epithelium in allergy.

Several studies have highlighted the interplay between lung and gut epitheliums in the maintenance of

homeostasis against damaging environmental components. This interplay, known as the gut-lung axis,

may be implicated in the development of chronic inflammatory diseases, including allergy. Allergies

group aims to understand the mechanisms underlaying hypersensitivity reactions at epithelial level,

since this is the first defense line of immune system and it is in continue exposure to the environment
and microbiota.

The group counts with a solid research line in aeroallergies. Human cell cultures of bronchial

epithelium in air-liquid interphase have allowed the study of the physiological response of the
epithelium to the presence of aeroallergens like Ole e 1 and Der p 1, mimicking the normal conditions
of respiratory tract. Moreover, the presence of environmental pollutants like smoke cigarette and

proteases has been also assayed, showing their importance when developing allergy against pollen
allergens.

New research lines focusing on the role of gut epithelium are being established, to determine how

food allergens interact with the intestinal barrier and induce allergic inflammation. Moreover,

the immunomodulatory effect of determined microbiota compounds at gut and lung levels will be
assessed to deep in the knowledge of that so-called gut-lung axis and its role in allergy development.
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Abstract
Food allergy is an important health problem that is gradually growing worldwide.
The most prevalent food allergens are those of vegetal origin, affecting approximately
2-4% of the European adult population and 8% of childhood.
2S albumins have been described as relevant food allergens and their availability
as purified molecules could constitute important clinical diagnostic advantage for food
allergies. Despite the relatively low sequence similarity between members of this plant
protein family, especially from distant species, studies focused on a potential role for
these allergens in cross-reactivity and unexpected reactions have been approached.
In this manuscript, different extracts from Brassicaceae family, tree nuts and other
seeds have been isolated. Sin a 1, the 2S albumin from mustard seeds (Sinapis alba)
and 2S albumin from pine nuts were purified and identified by mass-spectrometry.
These proteins display typical features as their homologues from the 2S albumin family
retaining the ability to bind IgE. Immunoblotting assays with a pool of Sin a 1-allergic
patients’ sera revealed the allergenic capacity of members from the Brassicaceae
family across the recognition of Sin a 1 and the IgE binding ability to pine nuts and
sesame even though their different phylogenetic family.
In conclusion, although cross-reactivity related to Sin a 1 is mainly assigned
to Brassicaceae, other seeds, such as pine nut have to be keep in mind in order to
unexpected reactions. These characterized allergens could be used as clinical tools
elaborating a more accurate diagnosis and therefore a more effective allergy
treatment.

ABBREVIATIONS
BCA: Bicinchoninic Acid Method; βME: 2- Mercaptoethanol;
OAS: Oral Allergy Syndrome; RP-HPLC: Reverse Phase High
Performance Liquid Chromatography; SMP: Skim Milk Powder;
SPT: Skin Prick Test

INTRODUCTION

Type I hypersensitivity is a common immunological
disorder, that affects about 5% of young children and 8% of
adult population in western countries [1,2]. Therefore, the
identification and characterization of new antigens involved
in IgE-mediated reactions is essential for understanding the

mechanisms of allergy.

In comparison with aeroallergens, food allergens are usually
stable proteins, which are capable of crossing the gut barrier and
triggering all the reactions. Among plant foods, tree nuts and
seeds constitute important allergenic sources. Allergic reactions
to these foods begin at an early age and can persist throughout
the life of the individual, with severe symptoms associated
such as anaphylaxis [3]. Therefore, the study of these allergenic
sources is crucial to develop therapies that improve the quality of
life of allergic patients.
2S albumins are one of the major groups of seed storage
proteins and belong to the prolamin family with low prevalence
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among population but triggering severe and unexpected
symptoms. These proteins are synthesized in vivo as a polypeptide
chain precursor. They undergo proteolytic processing of three
fragments rendering the mature protein: an N-terminal leader
region, an internal processed fragment and an extra amino acid
residue in the C-terminal region [4]. They have sizes between
10 and 14 kDa and generally consist of two polypeptide chains
of around 3-5 kDa and 8-10 kDa, stabilized by a pattern of
conserved inter/intra chain disulfide bridges scaffold [5]. These
proteins are encoded by a multigene family leading to numerous
is forms, in such a way that natural 2S albumin patterns show
a high level of polymorphism. Furthermore, they exhibit a high
stability to thermal and enzymatic treatments, which enable
them to sensitize the environment of the gastrointestinal tract.
These proteins are relevant and constitute often major
allergens of several tree nuts and seeds, involved in severe
symptoms such as anaphylaxis [6]. A great amount of 2S albumins
have been described as allergens that lead to allergic reactions
after their ingestion.

Their structural properties have a great influence in the
immunological activity. Sirvent et al. [7], showed that secondary
structure of Sin a 1, the 2S albumin from mustard seeds, did not
significantly change during heating treatment or by the addition
of pepsin or trypsin proteases, without no appreciable variations
on the ability to bind IgEs from sera of allergic patients after
treatment.

Even though 2S albumins have similar three-dimensional
(3D) folding, cross-reactivity seems to be rarely frequent in this
protein family. This lack of cross-reactivity has been attributed
the low similarity of the regions corresponding to IgE-binding
sites, called hyper variable regions, located in the large chain of
these proteins. However, certain cases of cross-reactivity have
been reported; an example is the almond or Brazil nut allergy
and peanut allergy which are caused by their homologous 2S
albumins [8], due to the conservation of a continuous epitope.
Mustard seed, as many other spices, is frequently consumed
and sometimes appears as a hidden allergen in foods, resulting in
unexpected allergic reactions [9]. For many years clinical cases
of mustard allergy have been reported [10,11] and its prevalence
has notably increased in developed countries, becoming one of
the most important food allergen for children [12]. On the other
hand, allergy to pine nuts, belonging to gymnosperm group, has
been documented in the scientific literature since 1958, being
described to occur after consumption of pine nuts as part of
salads, meatballs, cakes, candies or cookies [13], where small
amounts of pine nut can induce dangerous reactions in sensitized
patients [14]. No cross-reactivity has been reported in previous
studies between gymnosperms and angiosperms such mustard
seeds.
Because of that, the aim of this study was to use the natural
2S albumin from mustard seeds to determine its IgE-binding
capacity and its potential cross-reactivity with other 2S albumins,
in order to show that these proteins may be used as clinical tools
in Component-Resolved Diagnosis (CRD). These results could
allow us to elaborate a more accurate diagnosis and therefore a
more effective treatment of food allergies.
JSM Allergy Asthma 1(1): 1001 (2016)

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients sera
5 Mustard allergic patients were recruited by Allergy Services
of Fundación Jiménez Díaz of Madrid. Inclusion criteria were a
well-defined clinical history of mustard allergy and elevated
levels of specific IgE against Sin a 1. As negative controls, we
included a group of individuals with tolerance to mustard and
without food allergic episodes. The study was approved by the
Ethic Committee of the Hospital and written informed consent
was obtained from all subjects.

Specific IgE determination in the studied population

Specific IgE to mustard seeds and natural proteins were
determined by ELISA with serum samples.

Protein extracts and purification of 2S albumins from
mustard seeds and pine nuts

Seeds and nuts used for this study were crushed under
liquid nitrogen to obtain their flour. Proteins were extracted
by homogenization in sodium borate buffer (0.15 M, pH 8.0)
containing PMSF (1 mM) and shaking during one hour at 4 ºC;
for tree-nut extracts, we used ammonium bicarbonate (0.2 M)
instead of sodium borate. The slurry was centrifuged at 12000
x g for 30 min at 4ºC and filtered and delipidated in acetone. The
slurry was centrifuged again at 5500 x g for 15 min at 4 ºC. This
process was repeated two more times and finally, organic phase
was discarded and the sediment resuspended in ammonium
bicarbonate buffer (20 mM, pH 8.0), stored at -20 ºC. Extract
concentrations were determined by Lowry method [15].
Pine nut 2S albumin was isolated by a size exclusion
chromatography using a Sephadex G-50 Medium column
equilibrated 0.2 M ammonium bicarbonate at a flow-rate of 0.6
ml/min. After analyzing by SDS-PAGE, and the low molecularmass protein fractions were pooled together for a second step in
a reverse phase- High Performance Liquid Chromatography (RPHPLC), using a C-18 reverse phase column, with an acetonitrile
gradient from 0% to 60% at a flow-rate of 0.5 ml/min. Fractions
again were analyzed again by SDS-PAGE.

For isolation of mustard seed 2S albumin, Sin a 1, a second
size exclusion chromatography with Sephadex G-50 Fine was
loaded with fractions resulted from the first step, using 0.15 M
ammonium bicarbonate at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. Finally, an ion
exchange chromatography in a SP-Sephadex C25 column, using a
sodium pyrophosphate gradient from 3 to 50 mM at a flow rate
of 1.3 ml/min was performed. Isolated proteins were stored at
-20 ºC.

Analytical procedures

SDS-PAGE was performed in 17% polyacrylamide gels in
the presence and absence of βME. Proteins were visualized by
means of Coomassie blue staining or alternatively transferred
to nitrocellulose membranes (Amersham, Hybond, Germany).
Protein concentration was determined using the bicinchoninic
acid method (BCA) (Pierce Chemical, Rockford, Ill) [16].
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Identification of 2S albumins by Mass-Spectrometry
Proteins were identified by matrix-assisted laser desorption/
ionization (MALDI)-Time of flight (TOF) Mass-Spectrometry. For
this purpose, SDS-PAGE was performed in sterile conditions,
staining the gel with colloidal Coomassie Blue and conserving it
in ultrapure Milli-Q© water.

Samples were analyzed in a mass spectrometer 4800
Proteomics Analyzer (AB SCIEX). This spectrometer has a MALDI
ionization source and two TOF analyzers in tandem, allowing
knowing the molecular masses of proteins and their fingerprint
patterns.
According to the 2S albumin from pine nuts, 90% of sequence
from rendered peptides matched to the Pin p 1 allergen.

IgE immunoblotting analysis

Immuno detection of proteins in nitrocellulose membranes
was achieved as described Menéndez-Arias et al (1987), by using
a pool of sera above reported (1:5). The binding of human IgE
was detected with a mouse anti-human IgE monoclonal antibody
(diluted 1:5000) kindly provided by ALK-Abelló (Madrid, Spain),
followed by HRP-labeled rabbit anti-mouse IgG (1:2500 diluted;
Pierce, Rockford, Illinois). The signal was developed by the ECLWestern Blotting reagent, and detected in a luminescent imager
analyzer LAS3000. Quantitation of the signal was performed in
triplicate using the computer program Multigauge V3.0.
For the inhibition immunoblotting, sera were diluted with
6% skim milk powder (SMP) in PBS-T, and were pre-incubated
with tree nut or seed extracts, using BSA as negative control, at
room temperature for 2 h. The inhibition mixtures or whole sera
(diluted 1:5 3% SMP in PBS-T) were added to the membrane and
incubated at room temperature for 2 h.

Amino acid sequence alignment

Due to the results obtained at IgE-binding assays, we focused
on the analysis of the amino acid sequence similarities between 2S
albumins from pine nut, sesame seed and Brassicaceae members.
Sequences alignments were performed with the informatics
Table 1: Clinical characteristics of patients with mustard allergy.

program GeneDoc and selected sequences were: Pinus pinea 2S
albumin (Pin p 1), Sinapis alba 2S albumin (Sin a 1) and Brassica
napus 2S albumin (Bra n 1).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Clinical features of patients

Mustard seeds allergic patients (N=5) included in this study
had the clinical features summarized in Table (1). The average
age of the patients was 35.2 ± 6.2 years showing a predominance
of male individuals (60%). Clinical symptoms of all patients
can be described as OAS and systemic reactions. The most
frequent of these systemic reactions was general urticaria in
80% of the patients’ sample, while each individual presented
other symptoms such as asthma, angioedema, contact urticarial,
digestive symptoms, throat tightness and rhino conjunctivitis.
In addition, they showed positive SPT with other mustard seed
allergen, Sin a 2, but negative ELISA to Sin a 3 and Sin a 4.
Only one patient was allergic exclusively to mustard seed,
meanwhile four patients (80%) were also allergic to olive pollen
(Olea europaea) and other vegetables. Among these individuals,
three of them showed allergy to foods including kiwi, nuts, melon
or Rosaceae family and the other one presented symptoms only
with mustard and pollen.

2S albumins isolation and identification

Protein extracts from Brassicaceae species (mustard seed,
rapeseed, cabbage seed and radish seed), grass pea seed, sesame
seed, lentil and tree nuts (sunflower seed, hazelnut, cashew
nut, peanut and pine nut) were obtained from their respective
natural sources; then, the isolation of low molecular-mass
proteins using a combination of three chromatographic steps:
size exclusion, ion exchange and RP-HPLC were performed. The
eluted proteins were quantified and visualized by SDS-PAGE.
Proteins with a molecular mass around 12 kDa were identified
by their fingerprint using MALDI-TOF-TOF mass-spectrometry
techniques. The results obtained by mass-spectrometry were
analyzed by BLASTp program, confirming they belonged to
the 2S albumins super family. The 2S albumin from pine nuts

Mustard allergy

SPT*

Patient Sex/Age
no.
(y)
1
2
3
4
5

F/51

Symptoms

Mustard

Sin a 1

Sin a 2

Mustard

Sin a 1

Sin a 2

Sin
a3

Sin a 4

OAS, U, AE, D

221

170

69

3.336

3.186

0.98

Neg

Neg

OAS, U, A

163

544

156

2.876

2.345

OAS, U, AE, TT, A, RC

171

135

83

0.934

0.92

F/30

OAS, CU, TT, D

M/36

OAS, U

M/30

M/30

ELISA † OD492

119

137

97

353

46

139

3.477
3.5

3.532
3.5

2.138

2.404

2.138

0.166

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Other
Pollen
food
allergy
allergies
No

Yes

Neg

k, n

Yes

Neg

r, m

Yes

Neg

Neg

No
n

No

Yes

Abbreviations: A: Asthma; AE: Angiodema; CU: Contact Urticaria; D: Digestive Symptoms; F: Female; k: kiwi; m: Melon; M: male; n: Nuts (including
almond); Neg: Negative (< 0.100 for ELISA and wheal area< 7 mm2 for SPT); OAS: Oral Allergy Syndrome; r: Rosaceae Family (peach, apple, pear,
apricot, plum, cherries, and strawberries and excluding almond); RC: Rhino Conjunctivitis; TT: Throat Tightness; U: Generalized Urticaria
*
Skin prick test: wheal area in mm2
†Specific IgE determined in ELISA as OD at 492 nm
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was identified by de novo sequencing of two peptides, which
correlated with Pinus strobus 2S albumin (100% identity), and
Pseudotsuga menziensii 2S albumin (64% identity). As reported
Cabanillas et al. [17], the pine nuts 2S albumin presents only
one chain since only one band appears in the presence of βME.
However, Sin a 1 purified from mustard seed present two chains
(9 and 4 kDa) under reduced conditions (Figure 1A).

Detection of IgE-reactive proteins in the protein
extracts

The IgE-binding capacity of purified proteins using sera
allergic to Sin a 1 was assayed by immunoblotting. In Figure
(1B), specific IgE recognition to Brassicaceae members besides
mustard and other seeds and nuts extracts is shown.

Previous studies revealed that Sin a 1 and rapeseed albumin,
Bra n 1, were recognized either by mustard seed or rapeseed
allergic patients’ sera, suggesting the existence of common
antigenic regions between these two Brassicaceae members due
to the great identity of their amino acid sequences[18]. However,
it is interesting that the sera here used, who are allergic to Sin
a 1, recognize low molecular mass proteins from pine nuts and
sesame seed, and not to other nuts.

Sin a 1 cross-reactivity with other vegetables extracts
To confirm the possibility of cross-reactivity between 2S
albumins from different plant families, inhibition immunoblotting
experiments were carried out using the same pool of sera (Figure
1C). IgE binding to Sin a 1 was nearly completely inhibited when
rapeseed, cabbage seed, radish seed, sesame seed and pine nuts
(95, 96, 94, 95 and 95%, respectively, measured by densitometry)
were used as inhibitors, and is significantly inhibited by grass pea
(56%).
Moreover, cross-reactivity between purified Sin a 1 and pine
nut 2S albumin was tested, showing IgE recognition of both
purified proteins (Figure 1D).

Cross-reactivity in 2S albumins usually occurs between
vegetables from the same family, because they have a higher
sequence similarity and they can share common linear epitopes.
In fact, the amino acid identity degree of members from the same
protein family is very high. This fact occurs with Sin a 1 and other
2S albumins from Brassicaceae family with values of 81 % with
Bra n 1 (Table 2). In the case of Sin a 1 and 2S albumin described
from pine nuts, Pin p 1, there is an %I and %S of 13 and 26,
respectively. However, as the sequence alignment between these
two allergens shows in Figure (2), there are conserved regions
along the large chain, which probably could correlate with IgE

Figure 1 (A) SDS-PAGE of purified 2S albumins from pine nut and mustard seed (Sin a 1), under reducing (+βME) and non-reducing conditions (-βME), with Coomassie
Blue Staining. (B) Immunoblotting of several seeds and tree nuts extracts tested with a pool of mustard seed-allergic patients’ sera. (C) Inhibition of the IgE binding to
Sin a 1 by several inhibitors using a pool of sera from mustard-allergic patients sensitized to Sin a 1. (D) IgE recognition to Sin a 1 and pine nut 2S albumin by mustard
seeds allergic patients’ sera.
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Table 2: Amino acid sequences percentages of identity (%I) and similarity (%S) of 2S albumins from Brassicaceae family Sin a 1 and Bra n 1, and from
pine nut (Pin p 1).
%I %S

Sin a 1

Sin a 1

Bra n 1

84

Pin p 1

26

Bra n 1

Pin p 1

81

13

13
29

Figure 2 2S albumins from Brassicaceae family: mustard seeds (Sin a 1) and rapeseed (Bra n 1); and from pine nuts (Pin p 1).

binding regions, different but really close from the epitope
described in Sin a 1 [19] and which may explain the results
observed at the immunoassays. Cross-reactivity processes in
which these proteins were involved have been attributed to more
conserved lineal regions between 2S albumins phylogenetically
related, as it happens with Sin a 1 and other Brassicaceae
members [9].

In other study, it has been shown that IgE binding to proteins
from P. pinea seeds were completely inhibited by proteins from P.
cembra seeds, but hazelnut and peanut did not revealed inhibitory
ability [20]. Besides, cross-reactivity between sunflower seeds
and mustard inducing anaphylaxis has been studied [21]. In this
case cross-reactivity also happens between proteins from nonrelated families, mustard seed, sesame seed and pine nuts, which
has not been reported before and rendered interesting results for
a better diagnosis.

CONCLUSION

Cross-reactivity in 2S albumins family linked to mustard
allergy has been related to members of the same vegetable
Brassicaceae family. This is due to the similarity between their
amino acid sequences, so they share conserved regions that can
be recognized by specific IgE. However, cross-reactivity between
2S albumins from non-related vegetable species seems to be
less probable due to the big sequence differences. This can be
explained phylogenetically: angiosperms, as Brassicaceae, and
gymnosperms, as Pinaceae, have evolved separately; therefore,
correlation between their 2S albumins was not expected.
Moreover, 2S albumins belong to a multigene family, which lead
them to numerous isoforms with different amino acid sequences.
This makes cross-reactivity between mustard seeds and pine
nuts much unexpected. In this study we have showed that pine
nut and sesame seeds extracts inhibit specific IgE-binding to Sin a
1; furthermore, mustard seeds-allergic patients’ sera recognized
the pine nut 2S albumin either both in the extract and the purified
proteins available for this study.
JSM Allergy Asthma 1(1): 1001 (2016)

This kind of studies are very relevant in order to determine
the allergenic cross-reactions among members of seed
storage protein family, those expected and unexpected by
the phylogenetical origin, because these allergens have been
reported to cause severe symptoms when consumption of their
biological source. For this reason, completing the allergenic 2S
albumins panel is required to avoid unexpected allergic reactions
that could be strongly severe as anaphylaxis and could lead to
fatal consequences.
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Pistachio (Pistachio vera) and cashew nut (Anacardium occidentale),

pistachio -Pis v 1 (2S albumin), Pis v 2 and 5 (11S globulin), Pis v 3

members of the Anacardiaceae family, account for a significant per-

(7S globulin) and Pis v 4.6 Except Pis v 4, a manganese superoxide

1

centage of food allergies worldwide. Nuts are one of the main causes

dismutase, all others are seed storage proteins. Prior studies showed

of food anaphylaxis, eliciting a significant number of life-threatening

that 7S vicilins and 11S globulins from different tree nuts exhibit

reactions, which are aggravated by the fact that these allergens are

moderate cross-reactivity at IgE level.7 However, cross-reactivity

often hidden in processed foods. Variability of allergic phenotypes

mediated by 2S albumins has not been well explored and appears

to nut allergens with complex cross-reactivity profiles complicates

to be infrequent and, as in Brassicaceae seeds, nearly restricted to

2

clinical management of the patient. In this sense, several allergenic
patterns have been defined according to different factors such as
geographical area, age, eating habits, pollinosis, and so on.

members of phylogenetically related families.8
The aim of the present study was to evaluate a selected group of
six patients with allergy to pistachio and/or cashew nut exclusively

Most nut allergens belong to a small number of protein families,

sensitized to 2S albumins. Results of this study proved that there is

which homologous members share three-
dimensional structure,

IgE cross-reactivity between these two Anacardiaceae 2S albumins

biologic function and sequence identity, exhibiting inter and intra-

but they were not cross-reactive to 2S albumins from other sources,

species cross-reactivity. In a clinic context, it is important to establish

which will provide significant data on the clinical management of this

correlations within each food allergen family based on their cross-

subgroup of patients. These patients displayed clinical features de-

reactivity and their ability to trigger systemic reactions or anaphylaxis.

scribed in Table 1. All the patients reported systemic symptoms when

Nowadays, the availability of few purified and well-characterized al-

eating pistachio and/or cashew nut and showed positive skin test to

lergens makes difficult to predict which of them are included in these

these nut extracts and sIgE to their 2S albumins, Pis v 1 and Ana o 3,

particular associations. Different nuts clusters, grouped around one

respectively. None of them was sensitized to other nuts or purified

allergen, make it possible to optimize the management of nut allergy.

2S albumins (skin test or specific IgE), or allergic to other nuts, which

Previous studies have shown that pistachio and cashew nut

was confirmed by oral challenge test. ImmunoCAP revealed that all

presented a high degree of cross-reactivity at the specific IgE (sIgE)

patients, with the exception of one patient who have sIgE < 0.1 kU/L

level, owing to their botanic proximity.3 Furthermore, at least 86%

against pistachio, were positive to both nuts, pistachio and cashew.

4

of patients allergic to nuts are also allergic to multiple species and

Sensitization to pistachio in this patient was confirmed by ELISA

for cashew or pistachio allergic subjects a significant proportion are

and immunoblotting. Controls did not show any positive result. IgE-

poly-sensitized to different nuts.

binding assays showed similar protein pattern recognition to cashew

Several major allergens have been identified in cashew -Ana o
5

nut and pistachio extracts (Figure 1A). Five out of the six patients

1 (7S vicilin), Ana o 2 (11S globulin), Ana o 3 (2S albumin), and in

(83%) with systemic reactions recognized bands around 14-kDa in

Informed consent was obtained from the patients to write the manuscript.

separated by using a combination of size exclusion chromatography

both pistachio and cashew nut extracts. IgE-reactive proteins were
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in Sephadex G-50 and RP-HPLC. The IgE-recognized proteins were

(Figure S2B), with a 44% and 28% of primary structure coverage of

visualized by SDS-PAGE (Figure S2A). The identification of 14-kDa

peptides sequenced, respectively. Under reducing conditions, they

proteins as 2S albumins from cashew nut, and pistachio, already

were split in two subunits of 8 kDa and 4 kDa, linked each other by

named Ana o 3 and Pis v 1, respectively, was performed by their

disulphide bonds due to the presence of a conserved cysteine resi-

fingerprint using MALDI-TOF-TOF mass-spectrometry techniques

dues scaffold (Figure S2A).

F I G U R E 1 Immunoblotting of A,
cashew nut and pistachio extracts and
purified 2S albumins B, tested with
the individual allergic patients sera. N:
negative control using a tolerant patient
serum. C, Cross-reactivity between
Pis v 1 and Ana o 3 2S albumins from
pistachio and cashew nut, respectively.
Immunoblotting inhibition of the IgE
recognition to cashew nut and pistachio
extracts using the respective purified
2S albumins. D, ELISA inhibition of IgE
recognition between Ana o 3 and Pis v
1. In all cases, the same pool of allergic
patients’ sera has been used. E, Cross-
reactivity among 2S albumins using
several tree nuts and seeds extracts as
inhibitors of IgE recognition of Pis v 1

F/4

M/7

M/5

M/20

F/2

M/19

1

2

3

4

5

6

Cashew nut

Cashew nut

Cashew nut

Cashew nut

Pistachio/Cashew nut

Cashew nut

Pistachio/Cashew nut

OAS, U, AE

OAS, AE

AN

AN, D

AN

OAS,U,A

Symptoms

Pos

Pos

Pos

Pos

Pos

Pos

Cashew nut

SPTa

Pos

Pos

Pos

Pos

Pos

Pos

Pistachio

1.31

0.2

1.79

2.64

2.84

0.63

Cashew nut

CAPb

0.03

0.23

2.15

8.3

2.52

0.62

Pistachio

0.06

0

0.04

0

ND

0

Ara h 2

Neg

Neg

Neg

Pos

Neg

Neg

Pollen allergy

n

Neg

Neg

l, f, e

Neg

Neg

Other food
allergies

a

-

0

0

0

0.006

0.006

1

2

3

4

5

6

0.099

0.084

0.0925

0.1145

0.057

-

Ara h 2

Specific IgE determined in in ELISA as OD at 492 nm.

Cor a 14

ELISA492nma

0.008

0.011

0

0

0.005

-

Fin p 1

Purified 2S albumins tested with allergic patients’ sera by ELISA

Patient no

TA B L E 2

0.002

0.009

0

0

0

-

Sin a 1

0.014

0.019

0

0

0

-

Tomato seed 2S
albumin

0.019

0.002

0

0

0

-

Sunflower seed 2S albumin

0.147

0.028

0.155

0.1245

0.325

0.56

Ana o 3

0.1055

0.0285

0.178

0.301

0.2175

0.76

Pls v 1

A, asthma; AE, angiodema; AN, anaphylaxis; D, digestive symptoms; e, egg; F, female; f, fish; k, kiwi; l, legumes (lentil, chickpea, bean); M, male; m, melon; n, nuts (including almond); ND, no determined; Neg,
negative (<0.100 for ELISA and wheal area < 7 mm2 for SPT); OAS, oral allergy syndrome; Pos, positive; U, generalized urticarial.
a
Skin prick test: wheal area for SPT Pos > 7 mm2.
b
Specific IgE determined in CAP (kU/L).

Sex/Age (y)

Patients’ clinical features

Patient no

TA B L E 1
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The spectroscopic characterization of these 2S albumins ren-

pistachio as the primary sensitizer, containing specific epitopes ab-

dered a common five-helix folding motif maintained by disulphide

sent in Ana o 3 and support the idea that in these patients, pistachio

bonds. This pattern, present in other allergens such as LTPs or

could be the primary sensitizer and cashew nut sensitization would

α-gliadins, gives them a high long-term stability, an important re-

occur through cross-reactivity between both proteins. Moreover,

quirement to be relevant food allergens.9 In fact, the ellipticity of

IgE binding to Pis v 1 was not inhibited with tomato, sunflower, mus-

both 2S albumins decreased by thermal treatment, although the

tard, or nuts as pine seeds, hazelnut or peanut extracts (Figure 1E),

helical structure was maintained, which did not recover its initial

confirming that cross-reactivity seems to be restricted to the same

conformation when the temperature did (Figure S2C). Most of

phylogenetical family, in this case Anacardiaceae. According to the

these 2S albumins share a basic pI and high resistance to the ther-

low degree of amino acid sequence identity to other plant species

mal denaturation, which is reflected in their CD spectra. However,

2S albumins (<40%), it seems unlikely that common regions of IgE

both cashew nuts and pistachio are unusual 2S albumins because

recognition could be present in other 2S albumins (Figure S4).

they have an acidic pI and a lower stability than their correspond-

In summary, results of this study proved the existence of pistachio/cashew nut allergic syndrome characterized by symptoms after

ing relatives.
Significant cross-reactivity across Ana o 2 to other 11S globu-

eating pistachio and/or cashew nut with sensitization to both nuts

lins was previously observed and a linear IgE epitope responsible

(skin test and/or specific IgE) through 2S albumins (Pis v 1 and Ana

for this reactivity was identified. Carbohydrates from 7S vicilins

o 3) together with absence of sensitization and tolerance to other

including those of Anacardiaceae have been pointed as IgE cross-

nuts. The basis of this pistachio-cashew nut allergic syndrome was

3

reactivity epitopes. However, gradual proteolysis of 2S albumins

the exclusive sensitization to both allergens without cross-reactivity

during seed germination decreases similarity between their amino

to other 2S albumins. It will have important clinical consequences

acid sequences and also the probability of these processes occur-

for both allergists and patients in the clinical practice since the risk

ring. Moreover, the lack of a panel of purified 2S albumins from tree

of challenge test to other nuts is low, which will contribute to op-

nuts and seeds has resulted in few comprehensive studies to es-

timize and facilitate the management of nut allergy. The fact that

tablish the allergenic profile of these patients, evaluate the cross-

these sensitivities manifest themselves preferentially in children ex-

reactivity among them or define clusters of nuts associated with

acerbates what is already a serious health problem that has resulted

these purified allergens. As examples, between Sin a 1 and Bra n

in significant nutritional deficiencies.

10

1, or Ara h 2 and Ara h 6.

Cross-reactivity between sunflower

and mustard seeds 2S albumins was reported in a mustard allergic
patient; between sesame and poppy seeds extracts and between

CO N FLI C T S O F I NTE R E S T

7

mustard, sesame and pine nut seeds. In this study, we have evaluated the IgE recognition from these patients against a panel of eight

The authors declare that they have no relevant conflicts of interest.

2S albumins, including those from pistachio and cashew nuts and
the cross-reactivity degree among them. IgE of all sera recognized
both 2S albumins (Figure 1B) but no signal was observed when a
pool of sera was used against 2S albumins belong to another phylo-
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genetic families in immunoblotting (Figure S3). Similar results were
obtained by ELISA assays when individual sera were tested against
the six 2S albumins as shown in Table 2. It is important highlighting that this subset of patients, allergic to Anacardiaceae, could eat
other nuts without experiencing allergic reactions. They might also
eat mango pulp because, although allergy to this Anacardiaceae
member has been described,11 2S albumins are restricted to seeds.
Cross-
reactivity

between

these

two

2S

albumins

from

Anacardiaceae family with a sequence identity degree of 62% and
a similarity of 79%, were analysed by immunoblotting and ELISA
inhibition assays using a pool of allergic sera. IgE binding to Ana o
3, either to the monomer and aggregated forms of the protein, was
nearly completely inhibited after pre-incubation of the sera with Pis
v 1 (Figure 1C); but in contrast, pre-incubation of sera with Ana o 3
elicited a partial inhibition of IgE recognition to Pis v 1. These results
were confirmed by ELISA inhibition assays (Figure 1D) where Pis v 1
inhibited IgE binding to Ana o 3 at lower amounts of protein than Ana
o 3 itself. However, Ana o 3 partially inhibited IgErecognition to Pis v
1, not reaching 100% of inhibition. These results point to Pis v 1 from
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

2S albumins and 11S globulins, two storage proteins involved in
pumpkin seeds allergy
To the Editor:
Members from Cucurbitaceae family have been reported to induce food allergy.1 Pumpkin (Cucurbita maxima) pulp has been mostly

the other hand, Cuc ma 4 exhibited similar structural features as its
counterpart from yellow mustard seed, being recognized by patient
#1 serum under reducing and non-reducing conditions (Figure 1C).

the allergenic source but few studies are focused on the allergenic

All patients were polysensitized to several plant-derived foods.

potential of its seeds. 2 Pumpkin seed may be consumed as snacks or

Inhibition assays were conducted to determine the potential role of

as components in other food products, becoming hidden allergens,

identified proteins in cross-reactivity processes with other members

eliciting infrequent but severe cases of allergy with life-threatening

of Cucurbitaceae family, like melon seed, and other seeds and nuts.

3

reactions. The nature of those allergens has not been investigated in

Thus, Cuc ma 5 recognition by a pool of patients’ sera was partially

detail so far. This study aimed to identify two allergens, from pump-

inhibited by melon seeds extract (36%) and, surprisingly, by pine nut

kin seeds a 2S albumin and an 11S globulin, involved in severe allergic

extract (57%) (Figure 2A), since cross-reactivity linked to 2S albu-

reactions of four patients allergic to these seeds and evaluate the

mins usually involves species phylogenetically related. No inhibition

cross-reactivity with other seeds and nuts containing homologous

was obtained with peanut, hazelnut, cashew nut, and seeds from

proteins. General characteristics of selected individuals, extracted

mustard and flax. For its part, Cuc ma 4 was totally inhibited by ho-

from their clinical histories, are shown in Table S1. All patients de-

mologous proteins in melon seed and cashew nut extract (100%),

scribed immediate allergic reactions with severe and systemic symp-

while partially by the mustard seed one (Figure 2B).

toms as anaphylaxis, showing a positive specific IgE (ImmunoCAP,

To date, few cases of allergy to different Cucurbitaceae members,

Thermo Fisher) and Skin prick testing (SPT) to pumpkin seeds extract.

as pumpkin itself and zucchini (C. pepo), have been reported, eliciting

Immunological profiles of allergic patients were obtained by

a wide variety of symptoms.4,5 Some allergens (cyclophilin, profilin,

testing their sera with pumpkin seed extract under reducing and

and LTP) from pumpkin pulp

6

were reported, but only nsLTP as al-

5

non-reducing conditions (Figure 1A), showing that all of them rec-

lergen from pumpkin seed. Now, we describe seed storage proteins

ognized a protein of around 12 kDa that split into two polypeptide

as relevant pumpkin seed allergens for the first time, constituting a

chains under reducing conditions, possibly being recognized the big-

relevant step for a more accurately diagnose and management of

ger one (8 kDa) as shown by Coomassie staining. Additionally, only

allergic patients.

patients #1 and #2 recognized an IgE-binding band around 50 kDa.

We must bear in mind that the study was carried out only in

Interestingly, these two patients showed specific IgE values (kU/L),

four patients and that the importance and real scope of our findings

25.6 kU/L and 51.1 kU/L, respectively, higher than those observed in

should be evaluated in future studies including a greater number of

patients #3 and #4, 7.5 kU/L and 0.8 kU/L, respectively.

patients, different regions of the world, children, and adults.

Suspected allergenic proteins were purified from pumpkin seeds

Here, we accomplish the identification of two new allergens, Cuc

extract by chromatographic methods: a size-exclusion chromatogra-

ma 4 and Cuc ma 5, recognized by patients experiencing anaphylaxis

phy followed by a RP-HPLC for 12 kDa protein, or an ion-exchange

reactions after eating pumpkin seeds, but tolerated either its pulp or

chromatography for 50 kDa one. Identification of IgE-reactive pro-

those of other Cucurbitaceae vegetables. No immune recognition of

teins by MALDI-TOF-TOF mass spectrometry confirmed them as a

similar proteins in zucchini and cucumber seed extracts by patients’

2S albumin and a 11S globulin (Figure S1), named Cuc ma 5 and Cuc

sera was observed (data not shown).

ma 4, respectively, by WHO/IUIS committee.

Although pumpkin seed 2S albumin was already described as a

Electrophoretic analysis in reducing conditions revealed that Cuc

vacuolar protein,7 not so its allergenic capacity, Cuc ma 5 displayed

ma 5 split in two chains (8 kDa and 3 kDa), linked each other by disul-

similar features to those observed in other 2S albumins, being in-

fide bonds established between conserved cysteine residues pattern,

volved in triggering severe symptoms.8 Among its two polypeptide

a feature commonly described in another 2S albumins like the one

chains (8 and 3 kDa), slightly smaller than those exhibited by yellow

from yellow mustard seed, Sin a 1. IgE antibodies from all patients

mustard seed Sin a 1 (9 and 4 kDa), patients only recognized the

recognized the purified protein, being directed specifically to its long

heavy one, supporting the hypervariable region located in that chain

polypeptide chain (8 kDa) after allergen reduction (Figure 1B). On

as the location for the immunodominant IgE epitope in members

© 2020 EAACI and John Wiley and Sons A/S. Published by John Wiley and Sons Ltd.
Allergy. 2020;00:1–4.	
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F I G U R E 1 Immune detection of
potential allergenic proteins from pumpkin
seed. IgE-recognition patterns of four
allergic patients showed the recognized
bands on the pumpkin seeds extract,
under reducing (+βME), and no reducing
(-βME) conditions (A). Isolated pumpkin
seed allergen Cuc ma 5 (B) and Cuc ma
4 (C) electrophoretic and immunological
profiles under reducing and non-reducing
conditions, using Sin a 1 or Sin a 2 (Sinapis
alba) allergens as reference, respectively,
and non-atopic patient serum as control
(c)

of this family.9 Cross-reactivity among these proteins is usually re-

that recognized pumpkin 11S globulin were significantly higher than

stricted to members of the same phylogenetic family, as observed

those from patients only positive to 2S albumin. Some authors sug-

with pumpkin seeds and other Cucurbitaceae member, melon seeds.

gested that 11S globulin CAP could be a predictive test of symptoms

Unexpectedly, pine nut extract, to which patient #4 was allergic to,

severity in the case of mustard allergic patients.10

displayed a 57% inhibition of IgE recognition to Cuc ma 5 (Figure S2).

In conclusion, two new allergens from pumpkin seed have been

Patients #1 and #2 also recognized pumpkin seed 11S globulin

described. Although only a small number of sera was used (4 of

(Cuc ma 4). Clinical observation and patients’ IgE-reactivity pattern

them recognizing Cuc ma 5 and only 2 of them recognizing Cuc ma

pointed out this protein as the cause of the cross-reactivity with

4), allowed us suggesting that Cuc ma 5, a 2S albumin, is a suitable

other vegetable sources, as demonstrated by the depletion of Cuc

candidate to be used as a diagnostic marker of sensitization and se-

ma 4 immune recognition by homologous proteins from melon seed,

vere reactions, while Cuc ma 4 would complete the clinical picture

mustard seed, and cashew nut. It should be considered that, when

and become a marker of symptom severity and cross-reactivity with

comparing the specific IgE levels, those from the two individuals

other vegetable sources. The increasing number of processed foods

|
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3

F I G U R E 2 Cross-reactivity between pumpkin seed and other vegetable sources. Inhibition assay of IgE recognition from a pool of
patients’ sera to purified pumpkin 2S albumin (A) and patient #1 serum positive to 11S globulin (B), using different extracts as inhibitors.
Controls of inhibition: BSA-0%, pumpkin seed extract (PS)-100%
with pumpkin seeds among their components will make these aller-
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gic reactions more frequent. These findings would provide a better
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understanding of plant-derived food cross-reactivity and improve
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our diagnostic monitoring of the allergic patient, and, perhaps in fu-
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ture, they will make possible new therapeutic approaches.
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ABSTRACT
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This paper describes the first biosensor reported to date for the determination of mustard seed traces. The
biosensor consists of an amperometric immunosensing platform able to sensitively and selectively determine Sin
a 1 content, the major allergen of yellow mustard and the most abundant protein of these seeds. The immunosensing platform exploits the coupling of magnetic microbeads (MBs) modified with sandwich-type immune complexes, comprising polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies, selective to the target protein for its capturing and detection, respectively. In addition, a HRP-conjugated secondary antibody was used for enzymatic
labelling of the monoclonal antibody, and amperometric transduction was made at screen-printed carbon
electrodes (SPCEs) using the hydroquinone (HQ)/H2O2 system. The electrochemical immunosensor allows the
simple and fast detection (a single 1-h incubation step) of Sin a 1 with a limit of detection of 0.82 ng mL−1
(20.5 pg of protein in 25 μL of sample) with high selectivity against structurally similar non-target allergenic
proteins (such as Pin p 1 from pine nut). The developed immunoplatform was successfully used for the analysis
of peanut, rapeseed, cashew, pine nut and yellow mustard extracts, giving only positive response for the yellow
mustard extract with a Sin a 1 content, in full agreement with that provided by conventional ELISA methodology.

1. Introduction
Food allergies are a topic of increasing importance in public health.
Since there is not effective treatment for them, the strict avoidance of
the allergy-causing food is the only way to get rid of adverse reactions
[1]. Many spices lead hypersensitivity reactions after their ingestion
and among them mustard has been reported as a frequent cause of food
allergy being one of the most reactive when tested in vivo [2]. Mustard
is consumed worldwide as a food ingredient in various forms to enhance flavor and nutritional values. Common foods containing mustard
seeds include pickled products, processed meats, seasoning mixes, salad
dressings, sauces, spice mixtures and instant foods and mustard oil,
which is also widely used as an edible oil and as flavoring agent [3–5].
Therefore, mustard traces can be inadvertently masked in many manufactured and processed products for flavoring, which makes its
avoidance difficult and increases the risk for sensitized individuals of

suffering unexpected allergic reactions [6].
The mustard plant belongs to the Cruciferae (Brassicaceae) family,
which includes other vegetables such as radish, rutabaga, cabbage,
broccoli, turnip, watercress, horseradish, castor oil plant, and rapeseed
[7]. Mustard is mainly originated from three species: Sinapis alba
(yellow mustard), Brassica nigra (black mustard) and Brassica juncea
(oriental mustard) [1,8] being the protein fraction, particularly the seed
storage proteins, responsible for severe allergic reactions, as with other
major allergens identified in seeds, nuts and legumes [9]. In fact, the
proteins Sin a 1 and Bra j 1 from yellow and oriental mustard seeds,
respectively, belonging to the 2S albumin class, have been described to
trigger severe hypersensitivity reactions after mustard consumption
[10]. It is estimated that mustard seed allergy accounts 1–7% of all food
allergies in European regions, being considered the fourth most important food allergen for children population in France [8,11]. Among
the four allergenic proteins identified to date from yellow mustard
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seeds (Sin a 1–4), major allergen 2S albumin Sin a 1 is a napin (NAP)
characterized as a basic, polymorphic, low-molecular-mass protein
(14.1 kDa) [12], highly resistant to proteolysis and remains stable
under heat treatments [6]. It is also considered a diagnostic marker for
sensitization to mustard [2,13].
Symptomatology of mustard seed allergy ranges from mild skin or
gastrointestinal manifestations, to severe systemic reactions, such as
anaphylactic shock in hypersensitive patients [5,14]. Small amounts of
this spice are capable of triggering these reactions, constituting a high
risk for sensitized individuals due to potential inadvertent exposures
(so-called “hidden” food allergens) when using contaminated cooking
utensils, an inadequate cleaning of sharing processing equipment, or
because of the consumption of food products contaminated with ‘foreign’ food traces during shipping, storage, processing. The inadvertent
presence of this spice is aggravated by the high thermal resistance of
some of its allergens, whose structures are not altered during food
processing [6,15]. All these reasons led mustard to be included in the
most recent European Directive concerning food safety (No. 1169/
2011) which lists 14 main allergenic food ingredients forced to be declared by producers and manufacturers on food labels [16]. Therefore,
analytical methods with the required sensitivity and selectivity to verify
the presence of mustard traces in a wide variety of foodstuffs are highly
demanded to ensure correct labeling and to guarantee the safety of the
sensitized population.
Several methods have been reported to detect mustard traces in food
samples including real-time or quantitative polymerase chain reaction
(qPCR) [17–21], enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
[3,9,11,22], flow cytometry [23] or mass spectrometry (MS) [7]. Although these methods have advanced significantly in terms of sensitivity and selectivity, they are time-consuming, labor-intensive, and
need expensive equipment (such as a micro-plate reader or thermocycler). Moreover, they are poorly compatible with point-of-care and
multiplexed analyses. Therefore, the development of analytical
methods that can be applied in a fast and easy to-use manner to check
food products for the presence of allergenic ingredients, offering manufacturers or consumers a tool for on-site testing during food production or consumption to avoid cross-contamination and health problems,
is highly demanded.
In this sense, electrochemical immunosensors have emerged as
powerful alternatives to the above-mentioned techniques for the detection and quantification of allergenic proteins. However, despite the
advantages of electrochemical immunosensors regarding compatibility
with miniaturization and multiplexing, simplicity, low cost and possible
use in decentralized settings [24] to the best of our knowledge, no
electrochemical immunosensor has been reported so far for the determination of mustard traces. We describe here the first electrochemical immunosensor for the determination of mustard residues
through the determination of the Sin a 1 protein. The method involves
the use of a capture antibody (CAb) and a detector antibody (DAb)
labeled with a secondary antibody conjugated with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) to implement a sandwich format. Magnetic microbeads
(MBs), providing improvements in assay time, sensitivity and minimization of sample matrix effects [25,26], were employed to prepare
CAb-functionalized MBs used for the efficient and selective capture of
the target protein. After sandwiching the protein captured onto the
CAb-MBs with the DAb and the HRP-labeled secondary antibody and
magnetic capturing the final modified MBs on the disposable screenprinted carbon electrodes (SPCEs), amperometric detection using hydroquinone (HQ) as electron transfer mediator and H2O2 as HRP substrate was performed. The analytical performance of the immunoplatform was evaluated by using the natural allergen purified from mustard
seed and the immunosensor was successfully used to determine the
endogenous concentration of Sin a 1 protein in plant extracts.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
A CHI812B potentiostat (CH Instruments) controlled by CHI812B
software was used to perform the amperometric measurements. Screenprinted carbon electrodes (SPCEs, DRP-110), consisting of a 4-mm
diameter carbon working electrode, a carbon counter electrode and an
Ag pseudo-reference electrode and the specific cable connector (DRPCAC) were acquired from DropSens, S.L. All measurements were carried
out at room temperature. A Magellan V 7.1 (TECAN) ELISA plate reader
was also used.
A Thermomixer MT100 constant temperature incubator shaker
(Universal Labortechnik) and a Bunsen AGT-9 Vortex were used.
Magnetic separation for MBs incubation/washing processes was made
using a Dynal MPC-S magnetic particle concentrator (product No.
120.20, Dynal Biotech ASA). Capture of the modified-MBs onto the
working electrode (WE) surface of the SPCE was controlled by using a
home-made polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) casing with an encapsulated neodymium magnet (AIMAN GZ) embedded.
All the reagents used were of the highest available grade. Sodium dihydrogen phosphate, di-sodium hydrogen phosphate, Tris-HCl, NaCl
and KCl were purchased from Scharlab. N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)N′-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC), N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (sulfo-NHS)
were from Fluorochem. Ethanolamine, hydroquinone (HQ) and hydrogen peroxide (30%, w/v) were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich and 2(N-Morpholino)-ethanesulfonic acid (MES) was purchased from Gerbu.
A commercial casein blocking solution (a ready-to-use, PBS solution of
1% w/v purified casein) was from Thermo Scientific. Carboxylic acidmodified MBs (HOOC-MBs, 2.7 μm Ø, 10 mg mL−1, Dynabeads®
M − 270 Carboxylic Acid, Cat. No: 14305D) were purchased from
Dynal Biotech ASA. IgG1 mouse-monoclonal (mAb) and rabbit-polyclonal (pAb) Sin a 1 specific antibodies were obtained in collaboration
with the Hospital Clínico de Madrid (Spain). The mAb and pAb solutions were diluted and used as indicated in the text. HRP-labeled goat
anti-mouse IgG Fc or IgG1 (Abcam, ab97265 and ab97240, respectively) and HRP-anti-rabbit IgG (BioRad, 170–6515) were tested as
secondary antibodies. Natural Sin a 1 was purified from mustard seeds
following the protocol described by Menéndez-Arias et al. [27] and was
used as standard to establish the analytical performance of the developed immunosensing platform.
All buffer solutions were prepared with Millipore Milli-Q purification water system (18.2 MΩ cm): phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
consisting of 0.01 M phosphate buffer solution containing 137 mM NaCl
and 2.7 mM KCl, pH 7.5; 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 6.0; 0.1 M
phosphate buffer, pH 8.0; 0.025 M MES buffer, pH 5.0 and 0.1 M TrisHCl buffer, pH 7.2. Activation and blocking steps of the HOOC-MBs
were carried out using an EDC/sulfo-NHS mixture solution
(50 mg mL−1 each in MES buffer, pH 5.0) and a 1 M ethanolamine
solution (prepared in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution, pH 8.0), respectively. Substrate (3,3′,5,5′-Tetramethylbenzidine, TMB/H2O2) and
stop (H2SO4 2 N) solutions provided in the commercial ELISA kits were
employed to apply this method.
2.2. Sandwich immunoassay onto the MBs
A 3-μL aliquot of the HOOC-MBs suspension was placed into a
1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube and washed twice with 50 μL MES buffer
solution for 10 min under continuous stirring (950 rpm, 25 °C). The
washing steps were performed by placing the microcentrifuge tubes for
4 min in the magnetic concentrator, then discarding the supernatant.
Next, the carboxylic groups on the MBs surface were activated by incubation in 25 μL of the EDC/sulfo-NHS mixture solution for 35 min
(950 rpm, 25 °C). The activated MBs were washed twice with 50 μL of
MES buffer solution, and re-suspended in 25 μL of a 1/1,000 diluted
CAb solution in MES buffer to perform the covalent immobilization of
2
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Fig. 1. Schematic display of the sandwich immunosensing configuration using MBs developed for the amperometric determination of Sin a 1 standard (a) and plant
extracts (b).

CAb (25 °C under continuous stirring at 950 rpm for 30 min).
Subsequently, the CAb-modified MBs were washed twice with 50 μL of
MES buffer solution. The unreacted activated groups on the MBs were
blocked by adding 25 μL of the 1 M ethanolamine solution and incubating the suspension under continuous stirring (950 rpm) for
60 min at 25 °C. The modified MBs were washed with 50 μL of 0.1 M
Tris–buffer (pH 7.2) and twice with 50 μL of the commercial casein
blocking solution. The resulting modified MBs were kept at 4 °C in PBS
buffer solution (sterilized in an autoclave) until use.
The immunoassay protocol consisted of incubating the CAb-coated
MBs in 25 μL of a mixture solution, prepared in commercial casein
blocking solution, containing the purified Sin a 1 (or the diluted sample
extract), 100-times diluted DAb and HRP-anti-mouse IgG1
(0.2 μg mL−1) for 60 min (950 rpm, 25 °C). After two washings with
50 μL of casein blocking solution, the MBs bearing the sandwich immunocomplexes were re-suspended in 50 μL of 0.05 M sodium phosphate buffer solution (pH 6.0) to perform the amperometric detection.

2.4. Food extracts analysis
Food extracts were prepared following the protocol described by
Bueno-Díaz et al. [30]. The extracts were adequately diluted in casein
blocking solution and the protocol detailed in section 2.2 was followed.
For comparative purposes, the same extracts were analyzed using the
same immunoreagents by the ELISA method. Briefly, each well was
coated with 100 μL of a 1/1,000 diluted in PBS CAb solution and incubated overnight at 4 °C. After washing each well with 350 μL PBST, a
blocking step was carried out by incubating at room temperature for 1 h
with 350 μL of PBS buffer containing 1% BSA. After a subsequent
washing, each well was incubated for 90 min at 25 °C with a 100 μLaliquot of a mixture solution, prepared in commercial casein blocking
solution, containing a variable concentration of the Sin a 1 standard (or
diluted sample extract), 1/100 diluted DAb and HRP-anti-mouse-IgG1
(0.2 μg mL−1). After another washing step, color reaction was generated by adding 100 μL of Substrate Solution to each well and incubating
for 10 min at room temperature (the well microplate was coated with
aluminum foil to avoid direct light). The end of color reaction was
accomplished by adding 50 μL of Stop Solution to each well, and the
absorbance was measured immediately using the microplate reader set
at 450 nm.
Due to the absence of matrix effect in the diluted extracts, the Sin a
1 concentration was determined by simple interpolation of the amperometric or absorbance signals measured in the diluted extracts into
the calibration plots prepared with Sin a 1 standards.

2.3. Amperometric measurements
After inserting the SPCE in the PMMA casing, the 50 μL modifiedMBs suspension was magnetically captured on the WE surface of the
SPCE in an easy, reproducible and stable way. The ensemble SPCE/
magnet holding block was immersed into an electrochemical cell containing 10 mL of 0.05 M phosphate buffer of pH 6.0 and 1.0 mM HQ
solution (freshly prepared) [28]. Amperometric measurements in
stirred solutions were performed by applying a detection potential of
−0.20 V vs. Ag pseudoreference electrode. This detection potential was
previously optimized for the HQ/H2O2 system [29]. Upon addition of
50 μL of a 0.1 M H2O2 solution the current was recorded until the
steady-state was reached. The amperometric signals given through the
manuscript correspond to the difference between the steady-state and
the background currents. Unless otherwise stated, the given values are
the average ones of three replicates and error bars were estimated as
triple of the standard deviation of the replicates (confidence intervals
calculated for α = 0.05).

3. Results and discussion
The fundamentals of the proposed sandwich immunosensing configuration are depicted in Fig. 1. Briefly, magnetic microcarriers were
modified with specific Sin a 1 capture antibodies (CAb) and used to
selectively isolate the target protein which was sandwiched in solution
with the detector antibody (DAb) further conjugated with an HRP-labeled secondary antibody (HRP-anti-mouse IgG). The resulting modified MBs with the immunocomplexes immobilized on their surface
were magnetically captured on the SPCE WE surface, and the amperometric transduction was performed by monitoring the variation in
the measured cathodic current using the H2O2/HQ system
3
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the amperometric responses
obtained with unmodified-MBs (—, striped bars) or antibodies coated-MBs (non-striped bars) in the absence (white
bars) or the presence of 50 (green bars) or 2,000 ng mL−1
(blue bars) of Sin a 1 standards and the resulting slope values
calculated for each configuration (red circles and lines).
Assayed configurations: (a) mouse mAb (CAb), rabbit pAb
(DAb) and HRP-anti-rabbit IgG; (b) rabbit pAb (CAb), mouse
mAb (DAb) and HRP-anti-mouse IgG-Fc; (c) rabbit pAb
(CAb), mouse mAb (DAb) and HRP-anti-mouse IgG1. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

(Eapp = −0.20 V vs. the Ag pseudoreference electrode).

Table 1
Experimental variables evaluated and values selected to perform the amperometric determination of Sin a 1 with the developed MBs-based immunosensor.

3.1. Optimization of experimental variables
The feasibility of the sandwich-type immunoassay was tested by
comparing the amperometric responses obtained in the absence and
presence of 50 or 2,000 ng mL−1 of Sin a 1 standards using unmodified
MBs and MBs coated with the available Sin a 1 specific antibodies, an
IgG1 mouse-monoclonal, mAb (Fig. 2a), and a rabbit-polyclonal, pAb
(Fig. 2b and c), respectively. The obtained results showed that when the
pAb and mAb were used as capture (CAb) and detector (DAb) antibodies, respectively (Fig. 2b), it was possible to detect a 40-times
smaller Sin a 1 concentration (50 vs. 2,000 ng mL−1) than using the
mAb as CAb and the pAb as DAb (Fig. 2a). It is worth noting also the
106‒times improvement in sensitivity allowed by this combination as
indicated by the resulting slope values obtained with the antibodies
coated-MBs (12.3 (Fig. 2b) vs. 0.116 (Fig. 2a) nA mL ng−1, respectively). In view of these striking results, the pAb was selected as CAb for
further assays.
The enzymatic labeling of the mAb used as DAb was evaluated using
two different HRP-labeled secondary antibodies: HRP-anti-mouse IgGFc (Fig. 2b) or IgG1 (Fig. 2c). As it can be seen, the sensitivity jumped
up to 31.4 nA mL ng−1 when the anti-mouse IgG1 antibody was used
(Fig. 2c). These results are most likely due to the significant decrease of
the non-specific interactions between the anti-mouse IgG-Fc and pAb
used as capture antibody (white bars, Fig. 2b) as well as the enhanced
affinity of anti-mouse IgG1 antibody for the DAb since mAb is a IgG1
isotype (Fig. 2c). Therefore, the HRP-anti-mouse IgG1 was selected as a
secondary antibody for DAb enzymatic labeling. All these results show
the critical role that both the disposition and type of antibodies play in
the analytical performance of the immunosensor.
Subsequently, all the experimental variables involved in the preparation of the immunosensing platform were optimized. Larger ratios
between the amperometric responses obtained at −0.20 V (vs. Ag
pseudo-reference electrode) for 25 and 0 ng mL−1 Sin a 1 standards
(signal-to-blank ratio, S/B) were used as the selection criterion. The
checked variables and the values selected are summarized in Table 1

Variable

Tested range

Selected
value

CAb dilution

1/10,000–1/
50
15–60
1–3
1/250–1/10
0.04–1.0
15–90

1/1,000

Incubation time with CAb, min
Number of assay steps
DAb dilution
HRP-anti-mouse IgG1 concentration, μg mL−1
Incubation time with Sin a
1 + DAb + HRP-anti-mouse IgG1 mixture,
min

30
1
1/100
0.2
60

and their dependence depicted in Fig. 3a–f.
Figs. 3a and b show that larger S/B ratios were obtained by immobilizing a 1/1,000 diluted (in MES buffer solution) CAb solution
(Fig. 3a) for 30 min (Fig. 3b), probably due to the steric hindrance
effects that occur when larger CAb loadings are immobilized which led
to a worse recognition of the target antigen. With the aim of simplifying
as much as possible the whole protocol and reducing the assay time, the
effect of the number of 30 min incubation steps involved in the immunoassay procedure was evaluated (Fig. 3c). The tested protocols
were: a single step involving antigen capture and labeling by means of
incubation in a mixture solution containing Sin a 1, DAb and HRP-antimouse IgG1 (bars 1 in Fig. 3c); two sequential steps, (i) Sin a 1 + DAb
mixture solution and (ii) HRP-anti-mouse IgG1 (bars 2A in Fig. 3c); two
sequential incubation steps, (i) Sin a 1 solution and (ii) DAb + HRPanti-mouse IgG1 mixture solution (bars 2B in Fig. 3c); three sequential
incubation steps, (i) Sin a 1, (ii) DAb and (iii) HRP-anti-mouse IgG1
solutions (bars 3 in Fig. 3c). As it can be seen, a significantly larger S/B
ratio was obtained when a single incubation step was carried out, which
also simplifies and shortens the protocol considerably. This same behavior, previously observed in other sandwich immunoassays [31], is
attributed to a higher efficiency of the immune and labeling reactions in
homogeneous solution.
4
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Fig. 3. Effect on the amperometric responses measured in the absence (white bars) or in the presence (grey bars) of 25.0 ng mL−1 Sin a 1 standards, and the resulting
S/B ratio values (red circles and lines) with the CAb concentration (a) and incubation time (b), number of incubation steps used to perform the immunoassay (c), DAb
dilution (d), HRP-anti-mouse IgG1 concentration (e), and incubation time with the Sin a 1 + DAb + HRP-anti-mouse IgG1 mixture solution (f). (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

value of (32 ± 2) nA mL ng−1 and an intercept of (25 ± 46) nA,
respectively. The limit of detection (LOD) was calculated according to
the 3 × sb/m criterion, where m is the slope of the linear calibration
plot, and sb was estimated as the standard deviation of ten amperometric signals obtained without target Sin a 1. The estimated LOD value
was 0.82 ng mL−1 (0.82 ppb).
The relative standard deviation (RSD) value calculated from the
amperometric measurements for 25.0 ng mL−1 Sin a 1 provided by 8
different immunoplatforms prepared in the same manner and on the
same day was 6.3%, which confirmed a good reproducibility of the
protocols involved in the immunosensor preparation and the amperometric detection.
The storage stability of the CAb-MBs conjugates, once the blocking
step with ethanolamine was performed, was evaluated. The modifiedMBs were kept at 4 °C in sterilized PBS. The stored CAb-MBs were used
each working day to prepare the immunoplatforms, which were employed to measure the amperometric responses for 0 and 25.0 ng mL−1
Sin a 1 standards. No significant differences in the measured S/B ratio
(results not shown) were observed for a period of at least 50 days (no
longer times were assayed), indicating a great stability of the magnetic

Fig. 3d shows that the S/B ratio increased with the DAb concentration up to a 1/100 dilution (in casein blocking solution) and
decreased drastically for higher concentrations possibly due to agglutination phenomena in homogeneous solution that favored non-specific
adsorptions and impair the specific recognition. Therefore, a 1/100
DAb dilution was selected for further work. The effect of HRP-antimouse IgG1 concentration (Fig. 3e) shows an increase of the S/B ratio
up to 0.2 μg mL−1 and a dramatic decrease for larger HRP-anti-mouse
IgG1 concentrations due to the significant increase of the secondary
antibody non-specific binding. In addition, a better S/B ratio was found
by incubating the CAb-MBs for 60 min in the mixture solution containing Sin a 1 + DAb + HRP-anti-mouse IgG1 (Fig. 3f).
3.2. Analytical characteristics
Fig. 4 shows the calibration curve, constructed under the optimized
experimental conditions, for the amperometric determination of Sin a 1
standard solutions. The variation in the cathodic current increases linearly (r = 0.996) as a function of the Sin a 1 concentration from 2.7 to
50 ng mL−1 showing a further saturation (not shown), with a slope
5
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Fig. 4. Calibration plot constructed for the amperometric determination of Sin a 1 standards a) and amperometric traces recorded b) with the developed MBs-based
sandwich immunoplatform.

Moreover, the ELISA methods require larger sample/reagent volumes
(100 vs. 25 μL) and relatively expensive instrumentation (ELISA plate
readers) hardly portable and miniaturizable. Therefore, even though
ELISA is long adopted in centralized laboratories for protein antigens, it
exhibits disadvantages to perform on site and/or multiplexed determinations, which are demanded to track and trace for allergen-free
food production chains.

immunoconjugates. These results make it possible to prepare batches of
CAb-MBs, storing them at 4 °C and to carry out the determination when
necessary in just 1 h.
The lack of other reported immunosensors neither electrochemical
nor other, for the determination of Sin a 1 does not make it possible to
compare the developed immunosensor analytical performance with
that provided using other strategies. However, there is general agreement in the detection limits for different food products need to be
somewhere between 1 and 100 ppm depending on the food and the
sensitivity of the allergic individuals, with the minimal eliciting dose
estimated for mustard proteins around 0.04 mg [8,15,32]. This value is
achieved with the developed immunoplatform, because Sin a 1 makes
up to 20% of the mustard seeds [27] and the reached LOD, 0.82 ppb,
corresponds to the detection of 20.5 pg Sin a 1 in 25 μL of sample. It is
important to note that this high sensitivity is particularly interesting for
the detection of trace levels of this allergen, which are not detectable by
the conventional methodology and, therefore, do not appear on the
food label or do not ensure the absence of hidden allergens due to the
presence of cross-contamination phenomena.
Several ELISA methods have been published for the quantification
of mustard proteins in mustard seed oil [9], yellow mustard seeds [11],
meat [3,4,22] and salad dressings [3] or spiked meals [3,4]. The
achieved limit of detections ranges from 0.3 [11] to 3.08 ppm [4]
significantly larger than that achieved with the developed immunoplatform. Although they satisfy the labeling requirements of the
food industry, most methods are used to determine the total content of
mustard proteins [3,9,22] and show cross-reactivity with other 2S albumin found in rapeseed [3,11] or other proteins [9]. Only the methods
reported by Shim et al. [11] and Marambe et al. [8] are specific for the
determination of Sin a 1 protein, highly relevant even in processed
foods for its high structural and immunological stability to heat and
retaining immune reactivity after gastrointestinal digestion [4,6,8,33].
Moreover, other less common methods to detect mustard allergens
use test strips for qualitative analysis in only 10 min (LOD = 2 ppm).
MS [7] and PCR-based [17–21] methods have been reported also for
mustard allergens determination, with LODs of 0.25 ppm and from 0.1
to 10 ppm, for MS and PCR, respectively. However, despite their sensitivity and specificity, these methods are time-consuming, need expensive equipment and well-trained people, which vastly limits their
use to centralized settings.
It is important to remark that the developed immunoplatform represents a substantial improvement in sensitivity compared to the
commercial ELISA kits (providing a LOD about 3 orders of magnitude
lower) in a rather similar assay time (from 40 to 90 min), once the plate
or the MBs are coated with the CAb and the sample extract is ready.

3.3. Selectivity
One of the most important aspects in bioassays is to evaluate the
degree to which the method can distinguish the target molecule from
other possible components of the sample. This aspect is particularly
relevant in this work considering the reported cross-reactivity between
mustard proteins and other proteins found in plant-derived foods, including nuts, spices, legumes, and rosaceae fruits [7,34].
It is worth noting here as well that the 2S albumin class is an
abundant group of seed storage proteins considered “universal allergens” and with structure related to Sin a 1 which have been isolated
from other Brassicaceae, including rapeseed, radish and thale cress
[33,35]. For example, Bra j 1 is an allergenic 2S albumin isolated oriental mustard seed protein with very similar structural and immunological characteristics to Sin a 1 [36,37]. It has been reported also
cross-reactivity between the proteins of mustard and rape seeds, whose
major allergen Bra n 1, has been identified as close homologue of Sin a
1, with 94% of sequence similarity after their alignment [33,38]. Other
2S albumins have also been described as major food allergens in tree
nuts such as pine nut (Pin p 1) [39,40], peanut (Ara h 2, Ara h 6) [41],
walnut (Jug r 1) [42], cashew (Ana o 3) [43] or Brazil nut (Ber e 1)
[44].
In this context, the selectivity of the developed immunoplatform
was tested towards another purified protein from 2S albumin family
such as Pin p 1 as well as towards plant extracts which can contain nontarget 2S albumins from peanut, rapeseed, cashew and pine nut
[12,45]. Yellow mustard seeds extract was tested as a positive control.
Fig. 5a shows that despite the structural similarity with Sin a 1, the nontarget protein Pin p 1 does not provoke any significant interference
when both proteins are at the same level (25 ng mL−1). The results
shown in Fig. 5b in the analysis of the raw plant protein extracts confirm the high selectivity of the developed immunoplatform. Only the
extract from yellow mustard provided a noticeable amperometric response, thus indicating the extraction of the protein Sin a 1 from the
seeds. It is important to mention that no significant amperometric response was found for smaller dilutions (from 1/10 to 1/10,000) of any
tested plant extract different from yellow mustard. These results
6
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Fig. 5. Amperometric responses and real amperometric traces obtained with the developed immunoplatform at −0.20 V (vs. Ag pseudoreference) for: (a) 0 (white
bar), 25 ng mL−1 Pin p 1 protein (blue bar) and Sin a 1 protein (yellow bar); (b) 0 (white bar) and 25,000-times diluted peanut (green bar), rapeseed (red bar),
cashew (blue bar), pine nut (brown bar) and yellow mustard (yellow bar) extracts. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)

suggested that not apparent cross-reactivity was observed between the
proteins of the selected plant extracts. It is remarkable the absence of
cross-reactivity obtained for the rapeseed extract, whose cross-reactivity has been previously reported in the development of Sin a 1
immunological tests [11]. Therefore, it can be pointed out the high
selectivity of the antibodies used to implement the sandwich immunosensor and its competitiveness also in selectivity compared with
commercial ELISA kits [3,9,11].

results obtained for Sin a 1 quantification with the developed electrochemical immunosensor and with an ELISA spectrophotometric method
involving the same immunoreagents and according to the protocol
detailed in section 2.4.
As it can be seen, the Sin a 1 content provided by the immunosensor
is in good agreement with that obtained using the ELISA methodology
(texp = 1.528, ttab = 2.776) and within the ranges reported for Sin to 1
in the seeds of different yellow mustard varieties (Sin a 1 was 2.6–5.9%
of yellow mustard seed weight) [8].
In addition, the sensitivity of the developed methodology for the
analysis of different amounts of Sin a 1 in the yellow mustard seeds
extract was assessed. Fig. 6 shows the linear dependence (r2 = 0.9914)
between the measured cathodic current and the logarithm of the total
protein content in the yellow mustard seeds extract, in the range from
1.15 to 23.0 ng of protein extract (1/500,000–1/25,000 protein extract
dilution), with a slope value (1,522 ± 82) nA and an intercept of
(394 ± 71) nA, respectively. These results confirm the high sensitivity
of the developed immunoplatform that is able to detect the presence of

3.4. Determination of Sin a 1 in plant extracts
The developed immunosensor was used for the determination of Sin
a 1 in protein extracts from peanut, rapeseed, cashew, pine nut and
yellow mustard seeds. The content of Sin a 1 in extracts other that from
yellow mustard is undetectable although they are tested 20,000 times
less diluted.
Regarding the determination of endogenous Sin a 1 in yellow
mustard seeds extract, the possible existence of matrix effect was tested
by constructing a calibration plot in these extracts adequately diluted
with blocker casein solution and spiked with growing amounts of the
Sin a 1 protein up to 10 ng mL−1. The slope values of the respective
calibration plots constructed in extracts diluted 200,000 or more times
were statistically similar to that obtained with Sin a 1 standard solutions (slope values of 33 ± 10 and 32 ± 2 nA mL ng−1, respectively).
Therefore, it was concluded that no significant matrix effect was apparent in such diluted extracts, and the endogenous Sin a 1 concentration was determined by simple interpolation of the amperometric
signals obtained from the diluted extracts into the calibration plot
constructed with the Sin a 1 standards (Fig. 4). Table 2 summarizes the
Table 2
Determination of the Sin a 1 protein endogenous content (in mg g−1) in plant
extracts using the developed amperometric magnetoimmunosensor and an
ELISA method involving the same immunoreagents.
Extract

Dilution

Electrochemical immunosensor

ELISA

Peanut
Rapeseed
Cashew
Pine nut
Yellow mustard

1/10
1/10
1/10
1/10
1/200,000

ND
ND
ND
ND
(29 ± 9)a

ND
ND
ND
ND
(31 ± 4)a

Fig. 6. Amperometric responses obtained with the developed immunosensing
platforms in the analysis of 1.15–23.0 ng total extracted protein (1/500,000–1/
25,000-diluted extract) from the yellow mustard seeds (black circles) and in
23.0 ng of the cashew extract (red circle) used as negative control. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the Web version of this article.)

ND: non-detectable.
a
Mean value ± ts/√n (n = 3; α = 0.05).
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Sin a 1 in just 1.15 ng of total protein from the yellow mustard seeds
extract.
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4. Conclusions
The first immunosensor for the determination of mustard traces and
products thereof is presented in this work by targeting the Sin a 1
protein, the major allergen found in yellow mustard. The platform
implies the magnetic capture of immunocomplexes formed on commercial MBs by sandwiching the target protein with a pair of selective
polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies, and enzymatically tagging the
monoclonal antibody with a secondary antibody conjugated with HRP,
on the surface of SPCEs to perform amperometric transduction in the
presence of the HQ/H2O2 system. The resulting immunosensor exhibits
a high sensitivity (LOD value of 0.82 ng mL−1) and selectivity for the
single-step and 1 h determination of Sin a 1 against other closely related
allergenic proteins of the plant kingdom. The quantification of Sin a 1
in yellow mustard seed extracts were in agreement with that obtained
using an ELISA method. The developed immunosensor is highly competitive in terms of sensitivity (with a detection limit three orders of
magnitude lower than that obtained with ELISA), cost and compatibility with multiplexing and decentralized determinations. These
characteristics make the developed immunoplatform a very attractive
and affordable biotool for on-site testing to minimize consumer-safety
concerns and comply with increasingly enforcing labelling regulations
and quality-assurance procedures.
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